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 فريق المراجعة والتطوير 

 
 

 مديرية التربية والتعليم خان يونس   - مشرف تربوي  رياض سليمان الفرا أ.  
 شرق غزة  التربية و التعليم /  مديرية –مشرف تربوي  كحيل  أحمد  أشرفأ.  
 مديرية التربية والتعليم خان يونس   -معلم  فروانة  سلامة فرهودةأ.  
 مديرية التربية والتعليم خان يونس   -معلم  الحناوي عدنان يحي أ.  
 أبو عودة  أحمد  فايزةأ.  

 أ . سعد عبد أبو بشارة                      
 مديرية التربية والتعليم خان يونس   -معلم 
 مديرية التربية و التعليم / شرق غزة   -معلم 

 منار رجب رجب أ.  
 أ. رائدة حسين أبو صواوين 

    أ. إلهام شكري جودة

 مديرية التربية و التعليم / شرق غزة   -معلم 
 مديرية التربية و التعليم / شرق غزة   –معلم  
 مديرية الوسطى  –معلم  

   
 

 
 فريق الإعداد 

 
 

 المديرية الوسطى  –مشرف تربوي  المصري د. تغريد صبحي  
 مديرية الوسطى  –معلم  أ. إلهام شكري جودة 
 مديرية الوسطى  –معلم  أ. هداية جميل البحيصي  
   

 
 

 فريق المتابعة الوزاري

 
 أ. ماجد عيسى الأغا د. ريما إبراهيم الخطيب

 الإنسانيةمدير دائرة المباحث  مدير دائرة المباحث العلمية 
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 تقديم
 

 

تدعى وزارة التخبية والتعليم إلى الارتقاء بمدتهى التحريل للطلبة بذكل عام، وتهلي تحريل طلبة 
منح سنهات في تقجيم الجروس المرهرة ليم عبخ بهابة روافج  الثانهية العامة اىتماما خاصا؛ فقج شخعت الهزارة

وقناة روافج التعليمية، كما قجمت في الدنهات الماضية نماذج تجريبية من الاختبارات  التعليمية والإذاعة التعليمية
ىحا الجيج  لتداعج الطلبة على الاستحكار الجيج وتحقيق أعلى الجرجات، ومهاصلة ليحه الجيهد تقجم الهزارة اليهم

المتمثل في ترنيف أسئلة اختبارات الثانهية العامة للدنهات الدابقة وفق المهضهعات المقخرة؛ لتديل للطالب 
عملية المخاجعة بالإضافة إلى تجريب الطالب على كيفية التعامل مع أسئلة الاختبار النيائي، وقج روعي في ىحا 

 عج الطالب في تقييم أدائو بعج مخاجعة كل مبحث.الترنيف اشتمالو على الإجابات النمهذجية لتدا
 

والهزارة إذ تقجم لطلبتنا الأعداء ىحا العمل لتخجه من الله أن يهفقيم لتحقيق ما يربهن من مخاتب عليا 
 .تؤىليم ليكهنها حملة مذعل البناء في وطننا الغالي فلدطين

 
 ،،،والله المهفق وهه الهادي إلى سهاء الدبيل

 
 
 
 
 

 أمين مطر د. محمهد
 التعليميةالهكيل المداعد للذؤون 
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Period 1+2 / Reading and comprehension  
        

Question Year 
1) Read the text and do the tasks below: ( Text 1) Suggested exercises from Al 

Wosta  enrichment material   

Hi everyone 

Well, the first week has nearly passed, with no real problems to tell you about so far. It 

hasn't been easy though. So many things are different from what I'm used to. There's 

the language, for one thing. As you know, I've been studying English for many years, 

but this is like being a beginner all over again. It seems as if  everyone is speaking a 

different language from the one I studied at school! Still I'm beginning to get used to 

hearing English all around me. Lectures don't start till next week, so this week has been 

a time of settling in: finding my way around, meeting people on the same course, 

joining clubs and societies and so on. There's actually a Palestine Society (which I 

joined of course). They have guest speakers and discussion groups, organize cultural 

events and even food evenings, so at least I'll have some connection with home. I've 

joined two other clubs as well. 

I hope you’re all well . I’ll write again soon  

Love  

Mahmoud  

1: Complete the diagram from the text above : 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Not 

included 

The text is an email 

From   

   
to 

…………………………. ……………………….. 

What has Mahmoud  been doing so far? 

……………………….. ……………………….. ……………………….. 

What do they do in the Palestine society? 

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………….. 
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2:  Answer the following questions: 

1- Where is Mahmoud now ?  

    ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why was Mahmoud surprised about the language at first? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- When do lectures begin at  university, as Mahmoud mentions? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3:   Circle the symbol of the correct answer: 

1-   The email above is  

    A:  formal                                           B:  personal  

2- The writer of the text is a …                  

A:  fresher                                      B: university professor 

3- ' settling in' means:                                 

A: finding somewhere to live            B: becoming familiar with the new situation  

4- 'guest speakers'  are …                                

A: people invited to talk about a subject    B: people who speak to their guests 

4: Write what the following pronouns refer to: 

1. It   (line 1 )    …………………………………………..…………….. 

2. the one  (line 4  )      …………………………………………………. 

3. They   ( line 7)    ………………………………………….………… 

 

Text 2:   Stepping outside your comfort zone 

2) Read the text and do the tasks below: 
 Your comfort zone is, as the name suggests, the area where you feel comfortable. We all have 

one, whether we know or not: it's the set of routines and known abilities that make us feel safe 

because we are confident that we can manage and are unlikely to be challenged by anything 

unexpected or worrying. Obviously staying inside your comfort zone has many benefits, 

especially at times when you are feeling under stress. 

On the other hand, we are often told in "self-help books" that it's a good idea to do things that 

are outside our comfort zone. In fact, many studies have shown that an important factor in 

helping people feel positive about themselves is the feeling that they are developing and 

making progress in their lives. You won't reach your full potential if you only do what you 

know you are able to do. We all want to improve ourselves, for example by learning something 

new, becoming more creative or getting fit. 

 Unfortunately, people often get stuck in their comfort zones and don't feel able to try 

different things. There are various possible reasons for this. They may be afraid of 

failing or unsure how to begin. Many people think, "This is the way I am and I'll never 

change", using this as an excuse for not trying something new. Whatever the reason 

may be, it's sometimes necessary to force yourself to do something you'd rather not do. 

Once you've made the effort, though, the door to new experiences will be open and 

you'll probably wonder why you thought it was a problem. 

A:Answer the following questions:        
1-What does the phrase comfort zone mean?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What helps people feel positive about themselves according to many studies ?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Why do people often get stuck in their comfort zone ?  

a.…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

b……………………………………………………………………………………… 

c………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

12-2020 

)الدورة  

الثالثة  

الفرع  

 ( العلمي
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B: Complete the sentences : 
1 -We feel safe in our comfort zones because we’re confident that …………………… 

and are unlikely to be challenged by anything ………………… 

2-We’re often told in self –help books that it’s a good idea to do ……………………… 

3-We all want to improve ourselves for example by …………………………………, 

…………………………..or ……………………  

C: Decide if the sentences are True (T) or False (F) according the text : 

1- Staying inside your  comfort zone has many benefits especially when feeling stressed  . (    ) 

2-You will reach your full potential if you only do what you know you are able to do . (    ) 

3-Ii’s sometimes necessary to force yourself to do something you’d rather not do . (    ) 

D:Write what the following words might refer to :  
1- one (line 2)……………………………………………………………………….. 

2- they (line 8)………………………………………………………………………  

3- this (line 13) …………………………………………………………………….. 

1: Decide if the sentences are True (T) or False (F) according the text : 

1-Staying inside our comfort zone has many benefits especially when we’re worried . (     ) 

2--Stepping outside your comfort zone means more challenges and worries .          (    ) 

3-It’s possible to reach your potential if you only do things within your ability .     (    ) 

4-It’s advisable to practice something you haven’t done yet .                                   (    ) 

2: Complete the table with the reasons for the following statements : 

Statement Reasons 

1- We feel safe inside our 

comfort zone  

 

a………………………………………………… 

b………………………………………………… 

2- People don’t often like to 

try new things . 

 

a………………………………………………… 

b………………………………………………… 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6-2019 

الدورة  

الأولى الفرع  

 الأدبي 

3-Answer the following questions : 

1-When would people feel positive about themselves ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-How can we improve ourselves? 

a………………………………..  b………………………… c…………………………. 

4-Complete the following sentences from the text above : 

 1-A comfort zone can be described a …………………..……………………………or 

……………………………………………………….……… 
 2-“Self –help” books often recommend .………………...outside your comfort zone . 
3-I’m tired of listening to his untrue reasons !    The word that has the same meaning of 

the underlined phrase is ……………………..   

5-Write what the following pronouns refer to: 

a. they (line8)…………………………… b. this (line 13)………………………  

 

A:Decide if the sentences are True (T)or False (F)according to  the  text: 

1-Staying in your comfort zone is one way of avoiding unexpected or worrying things .(    ) 

2-The writer believes that people must try to do new things whatever the case might be .     (    ) 

3-Even when you are under stress, it is preferable to step out of your comfort zone .      (    ) 

8-2018 

    )الدورة

الثانية الفرع  

المهني 

 والشرعي
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B: Complete the following sentences from the text above : 

1-The phrase comfort zone can be defined  as 

…………………………………………………and…………… ……………………… 

2-According to the “self –help “ books , people are advised to ……………………..  . 

C: Answer the following questions : 

1- How could stepping outside your comfort zone be helpful ? 

a. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

c. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

d. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Why don’t people often get out of their comfort zone and do different things ? 

a. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. ……………………………………………………………………………........... 

D:Write what the following pronouns refer to :  

1- this (line13)……………………………………………..……………….. 

2- This (line14)……………………………………………………………… 
Reading comprehension(External): 

Read the text and find answers to the questions below:     

A famous Chinese proverb says, “Pearls don’t lie on the seashore. If you want one, you 

must dive for it by limiting yourself to what you already know, you're likely missing 

out on professional opportunities, life experiences, and personal growth. To become a 

in favour of taking these chances, learn to think positively about stepping out of your 

comfort zone. 

Tip 1: In other words: What are the things that you believe are worth doing but are 

afraid of doing yourself because of the potential for failure? Draw a circle and write 

those things down outside the circle. This process will keep you away from 

disappointment. Moreover, it will allow you to clearly identify, not only your 

discomforts, but also your comforts. Write identified comforts inside the circle. 

Tip 2: There is no substitute for this step. If you want to become better at something, 

you must start hanging out with the people who are doing what you want to do and 

start imitating them. Almost inevitably, their influence will be of great importance on 

your behavior. 

Tip 3: Don’t try to jump outside your comfort zone, you will likely become negatively 

affected and jump right back in. Take small steps toward the fear you are trying to 

overcome. If you want to do public speaking, start by taking every opportunity to speak 

to small groups of people. You can also practice with family and friends. 

Tip 4 : Many of us are so afraid of failure, that we would rather do nothing than take a 

shot at our dreams. Begin to treat failure as a teacher. First you should learn from the 

experience . Then you take that lesson to your next adventure to increase your chance 

of success. 

1. The main idea of paragraph one is ( 2 points) 

a. take baby steps                                                                 b. hang out with risk takers 

c. become aware of what's outside your comfort zone        d. see failure as a teacher 

2. Decide Whether the following is True ( T ) or False ( F ): ( 3 points) 

1. Identifying the possible discomforts is one of the necessary tips to avoid the feeling 

of disappointment.                                                                                                     (     ) 

2. You should stay away from risk takers because they will affect you badly.        (      ) 

3 . Fear of failure will inevitably increase our chances of success in life.             (      ) 

3. Complete the following: ( 5 points) 

1. Staying in your comfort zone , you are likely to miss out on ,………………………. 

, …………………….and …………………………………   . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6-2018 

)دورة أولى  

الفرع  
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2. The writer's opinion in tip 3 is to avoid stepping outside your comfort zone because 

you'll probably…………………………..…and …………………………………… 
4. Write suitable tips from the text to the people in the following situations: (6 points) 

Situation Suggested tips 

I want to do public speaking, 

but I'm afraid I can't. 

a …………………………………………… 

b………………………………………… 

How can I turn failure into big 

success? 

a………………………………………….. 

b……………………………………………. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5- Choose the correct answer: (2 points) 

1. “Pearls don’t lie on the seashore. If you want one, you must dive for it ' 

With reference to the above text, the word dive means: 

                      a. take risks                                            b. think 

2. To get out of our comfort zone, the writer suggests that we should 

                    a. jump out quickly                                 b. step out gradually 

1- Write what the following words and pronouns might refer to: (2 points) 

1. those things ( line 6 ) :…………………………………………………… 

2. them ( line 10 ) :…………………………………………………………. 

 

Read the text about' comfort zone'. Then answer the questions below:                        

The comfort zone, as defined by Lifehacker, is a "behavioral space where your 

activities and behaviors fit a routine and pattern that minimizes stress and risk" ــ   theــ

operative words here being stress and risk. In our comfort zone, there is a sense of 

familiarity, security and certainty. When we step outside of our comfort zone, we're 

taking a risk, and opening ourselves up to the possibility of stress and anxiety. 

We've come to see stress as a dirty word ــــand for good reason ــbut a little bit of 

healthy stress can actually act as a stimulus for growth and provide a powerful 

motivation to act.  

According to one theory, the term comfort zone originated in reference to the 

temperature zone (67 to 78 degrees) where we're most comfortable, and feel neither hot 

nor cold. Psychologically, our comfort zone is the place we're most at home.  

While staying in your comfort zone can result in consistent, steady performance, 

stepping out of your comfort zone into a new and challenging task can create the 

conditions for optimal performance. 

In an increasingly competitive, cautious and accelerated world, those who are willing 

to take risks, step out of their comfort zone and into the discomfort of uncertainty will 

be those who will reap the biggest rewards. 

A. Answer the following questions:                                                                               

1. What do we have in our comfort zone? 

   a. ___________________     b.  ___________________     c. ___________________ 

2. Mention what happens when we step out of our comfort zone? 

  a. ____________________________________________________________                                                                                  

  b. __________________________________________________________  

B. Complete the following sentences:                                                                                   

1. Temperature zone is______________________ where 

_________________________ 

2.According to the writer our world today is: 

   a. ____________________   b.___________________      c.____________________ 

 
12-2017 

    )الدورة

ثالثة الفرع  

 الأدبي 
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Period 1+2 / Vocabulary study   
1-Choose words from the box and match them with their meanings   
 

 
 

1-………………………part of reason      2-……….…………….area   

3-………………….a complete group .     4-……………….…….take part in   

  

 

(6 -2016) 
(8 - 2018) 

 
2-Replace the underlined parts with words from the box: 

 

 

 
1-This part of the form is not compulsory . You don’t have to fill it .   …….……..  
2-Najy Al Ali was  good at making artistic things . He drew many symbolic sketches . ................ 

3-I’m sure he isn’t ill . I think it’s just an untrue reason for not working hard ……………    
4-I’m not sure why she feels tired but I think stress may be a part of the reason . ……….…  

5-We shall create a two –year basic course in education and training . …….........   

 

 

 
 

(8-2016) 
(8-2017) 

(6-2019) 
(8-2019 ( 
(8-2020  ( 

3-Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with words from the box  

 

 
 

1-The law required a detailed analysis of the ……………..impact on the environment 

of the proposed project.     ( possibility for the future)         

2-I know a lot about the subject ,so I’m quite ………...…..that I’ll succeed. (sure)              
 

3- Muna is always   ………………………( coming up with new ideas) .          
 

4- He joined a local activists’ group , hoping to meet ………….……..…… people. 

(with similar attitude)   
5- Geography is ……………..….for sixth grade students . (not compulsory)  
  

 
 
 
 

(6-2020) 
 

(6- 2020) 

(12-2020) 
(6-2019)   
  

(12-2022) 

4-Replace the underlined parts of the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-I hope everyone will take part in this fruitful discussion .   ……………. 

2-She isn’t a great actress yet ,but she has amazing possibilities for the future ………  

3-Feeling unsafe is a major part of reason to leave the country and travel abroad . ………..  

4-There are lots of good paintings able to be seen at the museum …………….   

5-Whenever I ask him why his essay’s late, he just comes out with the same old 

untrue reason. ……………         
6-Within certain limits, his imagination and invention are as active as those of the most 

imaginative poets.  ……………..  

 

 

 

(8-2021   (  

(8-2021) 

(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(6-2022) 

5-Complete the sentences with words from the box: 

  

 

 

1-I have never known him to miss a meeting . I’m sure he’ll have an ………..        

2-She rarely …………………in any of the classroom discussions .    

3-Safety is an important ……………in car design .       

4-We were ………..at the airport for twelve hours because of bad weather.   

5-Attendance is …………………for those who aren’t working on the project.                                

6-Ali’s ……………..of study is law . He likes it very much .   

                                                         

 
 
 

(6-2018( 
(1-2017) 
(8-2017) 

(6- 2017   (  
(6-2016) 
(8-2021) 

factor -    foundation    - excuse    creative   -  optional 

creative –    confident       -  optional-   like-minded    -    potential 

participates  - field -   optional    -  stuck   -factor  - excuse 

factor     -    set     –  zone   -            participate 

factor –on show –excuse -participate-creative  – potentials  
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6-Complete the sentences with words from the box:- 

 

 

  

1-Her book is full of……………ways to decorate your home .          

2-She has a master degree in a special ………..…….of biochemistry.   

3-The price includes hotels and meals ,but entertainment is ……………….  .        

4-As a child he was very much an outsider , he never …………..in the games other 

children played.                  

5-There’s going to be a variety of painting and handcrafts items on ………..to suit 

every pocket.   

6-All students should attend a ………………….in English in the first year of 

university.    

7-They quickly find that they are spending time with ……..…people and they learn a 

lot from each other.           

 
 
 

(8- 2020) 
(8-2020 ( 
(12-2019) 
(8-2019) 
(8-2018) 

(8-2021) 
(8-2022) 

7-Choose the correct answer : 

1-Joining a club is a good way to meet ………….people who have the same interests . 

 (like –minded  / opened –minded)         

2-Most students usually have to complete a one year ……..first . (foundation course- 

foundation base)                  

3-Those …………………people usually behave similarly. ( like-minded - like-eyed ) 
   

 

(12-2019 ( 
 

(8-2019 ( 
 

(6-2016) 

Suggested exercises from Al -Wosta Enrichment Material 
1. Complete the following sentences with words from the box: 

 
 

1. People  often  get ………….. in their comfort zone , especially if they are afraid of 

failing. 

2.I need to think of a good ………………. for being late .       

3. I have ……………………… in three events so far .                               

4. The boy has a great ………………as a pianist  . 

5. He's very …………………. He paints wonderful pictures.  

2. Complete the following sentences with the words in the box: 

  

 
 

1-Doing the same ………………….is not always an advantage .It can make you get 

bored. 

2-I have done well in the exam . I'm ……………..I will get high marks. 

3-She could answer the first …………………of questions in a very short time. 

4-Luckily , I live in a shared house with …………………. people.  

5-Unfortunately ,his English isn't good enough to …………….in academic 

discussions. 

6-She isn't a great singer , but she has great……………… 

3- Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 
 
1-All people who are ………………..are considered outstanding such as poets and 

musicians . 

2-We need to establish a new ………………..of priorities .  

3-She doesn't know much about this subject as it isn't really her………………… 
 

 

like-minded -    routine-    participate- set - confident     -potential            

                                                                                                         -  

factor     –   excuse – stuck -  potential   -  set   -- field  –  creative 

participated –    excuse  - creative – stuck -potential  

creative   field-  - like-minded -foundation course -  participated   - – optional  show 
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4-His unhappiness at home was a major …………….in his decision to go abroad . 

5- He always finds a good ……………….for not helping with  homework . 

6- She has great ……………..to be a successful teacher in the future. 
7-The driver was …………….. in his car after the accident and couldn't get out. 

4-Complete the sentences with words from the box :  

 

 

1-She has one of the most …………….minds in business . 

2- Suha convinced a group of …………..friends to join her trekking in the Himalayas . 

3-Psychology isn't really my …………., you’d better ask Samir . 

4-My grandfather gets upset if we change his ………………  . 

5-Luckily, my students were able to …………….in all the activities done in the class. 

5-Complete the following sentences with words from the box : 

 

1-This drawer is ………………., I can’t open it . 

2-The rise in crimes is mainly due to social and economic …………….   . 

3-Ahmed has a degree in engineering , but he couldn’t find a job in his ………….   . 

4-Everyone in the class is expected to ………………actively in these discussions . 

5-People tend to talk mostly to ……………people who communicate in the same way . 

6. The manager didn't accept my ……………… for being late. 

6-Choose the correct option : 
1-There are a lot of products ……….show and I didn’t know which one to buy . ( on – in ) 

2-There are several reasons for the problem but one……….. is the economic situation. 

(factor- excuse ) 

3-I can’t answer this question because it’s outside my ……… . (field – routines ) 

4-Do you want to participate ……… this competition ?  (  in – on ) 
5-………..people can do things ordinary people can’t do in life . ( Like-minded- Creative  ( 

6-Suzan feels …………….that she can pass the exam . (creative – confident) 
 

Period 3+4 / Language  
A: Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets : 
1-Huda normally …………..up at 7:00o’clock in the morning . (get)   
2-Ahmed ……………for the English exam now . You can’t talk to him .(study )        

3-I’ve been working in the garden all day . and I …………….yet .(finish)          

4-I…………my breakfast ,so I will call you back in ten minutes. (have)                             

5-I  always ……….(enjoy )parties . But I don’t like this one . I ………(not enjoy) it. 

6-I …………my keys . Can you help me look for them ? (lose)   

7-Asia and Africa …………..still………………rapid rises in population . (show )             

8-He …………..German for two years , but he still can’t speak it very well. (learn )   

9-What …….he usually ……….after school ? (do )      

10-They all ………….(not agree )with what he ……………(say) now .     

11-You were a way for a long time , where …………..you ………? (be)   
12-He ………...with his friends for too long time . He needs to find a house of his own . (stay)   

13-The passengers ……….(wait )for three hours , and the train ………yet. (arrive )   

14-Listen !What language ……….Ali’s guests …………? (talk)     

15-The teacher …………the exam is complicated .(think )      

16-January ………..the first month of the year . (be)    

17-We can’t get a table right now because we ……… a table yet . (not book)     

18-My grandmother …….her glasses now, so she can’t read this note .(not wear )     

 
 
(12-2020 ( 
(12-2020( 
(12-2020( 
(8- 2020) 
(8-2020) 
(8-2020( 
(8-2020) 
) 8-2020) 
(8-2020  (  
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 

 

(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(8-2019  ) 

(12-2019) 

 (  12-2020  ( 

field  - creative  - routine –       participate -     like-minded     

excuse -  participate-  factors  -field- like-minded  – stuck  
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19-My uncle ………..Jerusalem yet . ( not visit)       

20-You are very quiet . What …..you………….about ? ( think )     

21-Where have you been ? I …………..for you for the last half an hour . ( look )    

22-Sorry ,you can’t speak to him now . He ……………….a shower. (have )    

23-Salma and her sister …..……….the house all the day .(clean)    

24-Everything is going well . We …………..any problems so far . (not  have )  
25-Reading stories for children …………their brain development and imagination .(promote)  

26-I…….…this book on psychology for hours and I’m still on page 6. (read)       

27-Nowadays , people ……………more and more about their health .(think )  

28-All of them seem surprised . I don’t know what they ……………at (look)  
29-Nabil ………….about changing his job for years but he isn’t doing anything about it .(talk)   

30- I …………..(not agree )with what he usually ………….(say)     

31-Why …….you ……….at me like that ? Have I said something wrong ? (look)   

32-Tamer ………(read )a book for two hours and he ………..(read)53 pages so far .  

33-I……………(call)you for half an hour . Where ……….you ……..? (be )     

34-Suha and Ruba …………. in the next room . Don’t disturb them .(study)      

35- Don’t interrupt me ! I ……………… about my exam  now . (think )    
36-I …………..…(not understand )the word “ant” What ………..it ………….? (mean )   

37-He ………….a shower that’s why you can’t speak to him now . (have )   

38-My sister who has been teaching English for thirty years ………….yet . (retire)   

39-My grandfather still ……………..the day when the dam broke . (remember)           

40-Sorry you can’t talk to him right now . He ……………..downtown . (drive )   

41-He can’t play with us because he ………………………..for two hours ( run )  

42-Her friend …………….to parties normally . (not go )                                                

43-My brother …………in this school for a long time and he is still there . (teach )   

44-I can’t talk now because I …….(have) my dinner . Ask him what he …….. (want)    

45-Shadia …………………..for us for a long time . ( wait )   

46-Manal …………………..such invitations quite often . (not accept)   

47-I ……………………………. badly for a long time . ( sleep )        

48-Muna ………………………….with her cousin online at the moment .(chat)  

49-The design of our new house …………………….very beautiful .  (look)   

50-I ……………..blue is the right color for her . (not think )     

51- Languages ……………………..very fast these days .   (disappear)      

52-Rula …………………….since 3o’clock . She’ll take a break in an hour . (study )   
53-Ali …………..about our new project now , he is busy with something else. ( not think )  

54-How often ………………you ………….to the cinema ? (go )      

55-You should go to bed . You ……………..on computer for over two hours . (play ) 

56-Be careful ! the snake ……………….you . (approach)      

57-Sameer ………………..an exam every Tuesday . So he must study hard . (have)  

58-I’m reading the magazine you lent me , but I ……………..it yet . (not finish )   
59-The cost of living ……..……very fast these days . Every year things become very expensive. (rise (   

60 - Look! The girl’s new dress…………..so beautiful. (look)      

61-I ……..……….to study for hours , but my brother keeps on interrupting me . (try)   
62-Watch out! Everyone ………..(look) out of the window at the man that ……. (look) strange. 

63-She ……………..(work ) in the evenings , but today she …………(take ) her 

children on a picnic .      

64-……….you ……...when Mr. Karim is coming back? He isn’t in his office . (know) 

65Mr Ali ……….. ( mark) the exams all morning , but he ……….them all . (not read) 

66-Muna ……………..(try) to turn her tablet PC, but it …………… I think she  needs 

a charger . (not work) 
67-Ahmed can't come to our meeting. He ………. The car to the garage at 5 p.m (take).  

 

  

(12-2019) 
(12-2019) 
(12-2019) 

(12-2019) 
(12-2019) 
(12-2019) 
 

(12-2020)   

  (12-2019) 
(12-2019) 
(8-2019 ( (12-2020       (  

(6-2018 ( 
(6-2018) 
(6-2018) 

 

(12-2018) 
 

(1-2017 ( 
(6-2017 ( 
(6-2017 ( 
(8-2017) 
(12-2017 ( 
(12-2017 ( 
 
 

(6-2016) 
(6-2016) 
(8-2016) 
(8-2016) 
(8-2016) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 

 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(12-2021) 

(6-2022) 
 

(6-2022) 
(8-2022) 
(8-2022) 

 
(8-2022) 
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B-Circle the correct answer : 

1-In fact , I don’t like parties in general , but I …..this  one . ( enjoy – am enjoying )    

2-………………do you prefer ? pop music  .    (What kind of music – How long )    

3-…………do you make a revision on your plans? Monthly (How many- How often )  

4- I ………………every moment that earth is a gift .(believe – am believing )  

5-Normally I (finish –am finishing )work at 5,but this week I (work –am working ) 

until 6 to earn a bit more money .         

6- They have just (been leaving – left ),may be you can catch up with them if you run .   

7- What …….the reason for her success is ? (do you think – are you thinking )    

8-He is looking in the mirror and he ………smart . (is looking – looks )     

9-What ………………..tonight ?Would you like to come and watch the game ? (are 

you doing – do you do) 

10- I don’t …………parties normally , but I’m enjoying this one . (enjoying – enjoy ) 

11-…………..have you been studying English ? Ten years . ( How often – How long) 

12-Don’t hesitate , Sami I ………..you are right . (think – am thinking )     

13-You look upset . What ………….about ? (do you think - are you thinking )    

14-You can’t talk to Mira right now . She …………..nervous . ( looks – is looking )    

15-What ……………….outside ? (happens – is happening )      

16-I ……………………am interesting story at the moment . ( read – am reading )   

17-He………………..the problem right now . ( understood – doesn’t understand )   

18-I ………………every moment on earth is a gift . (am believing – believe )    

19……….do you make a revision on your plans? Weekly  (How long – How often )    

20-Everyone ……………out of the window. (looks – is looking )  

 

(6-2020) 

(6-2017) 

(6-2017) 

(6-2017) 

(8-2018 ( 
 

(8-2018 ( 

(6-2020 ( 

 

(7-2021) 

 

(7-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

 
 

C-Correct the sentences (there is one mistake in each sentence ) 

1- How many messages did you already sent ? ………………………….    

2-Dad works in the afternoons ,but today he takes my brother to the dentist . ………… 

3-I’m not understanding English when native speakers talk fast . ……………..…  

4- He isn’t here . He has lunch with some customers . ……………………   

5-I have been reading four stories so far this week . ……………………….   

6-I can’t understand what the writer is meaning .    ………………………        

7-What are you thinking the reason  for her success is ? …………………    

8-We are having three bed rooms in our house . …………………………….  

9-She is sick . She eats so much recently .    ………………………………   

10-Listen! Can you hear those people next door ? they shout at each other again …….  

11-My father is thinking that I should stop playing computer games . …………….… 

12-He is having three luxury cars .    ………………………………………   

13-I’m sorry , but I am not agreeing with what you are doing .   ……………….   

14-How often is he going to the cinema ?    …………………………..    

15-What have you done for all day long ?  ……………………………    

16-He works in the afternoons but today he takes his son to the doctor . ………   

17-I pay the telephone bill yet .   ……………………… 

     

 

(6-2020) 
(6-2020) 
(6-2020) 
(8-2020) 
(8-2020) 
(8-2019) 
(8-2019) 
(8-2019) 
(1-2017) 
(1-2017) 
(1-2017) 
(6-2016) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 

D-Do as required in brackets : 

1-you- ever – hear – of The Blue Sky Restaurant ?  (Write a full question )  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2-The Palestinian students usually choose technical subjects .     

……………………………………………………………….? (Write a full question ) 

3- ever / you / ridden a camel ?           

………………………………………………………………? (Write a full question ) 

 

 

 
(6-2019) 

 

(6-2020) 
 

(12-2020) 
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E: Make complete questions of the following  

1-What kind of music / you / prefer ?           

……………………………………………………………………………………………                        

2-How long /you /work/in this company ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Listen !What languages / they / speak ?          

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-You / ever / be / to Jerusalem ?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-What /he /do /all this time ?   

……………………………………………………………………………… 

  

 
 

(7-2021) 
 

(8-2021) 
 
  
 
(12-2021) 

Period 6 / Writing  
1 ) When choosing your subjects for future study, which is more important: 

subjects you are interested in or those that could be useful in getting a job in 

the future.      

Write an essay stating your opinion. Do the following: 

Paragraph One: Write about the criteria for choosing future subjects. 

Paragraph Two: Write about the importance of choosing subjects you are 

interested in. 

Paragraph Three: Offer suggestions and recommendations for students to develop 

their job prospects.  

 

2 ) Write a short essay of about 120 words on one of the following topics: ' your 

life begins at the end of your comfort zone '. Use the following ideas  

Paragraph 1:What do you think the phrase comfort zone might mean ? 

Paragraph 2: The benefits of doing the same routines. 

Paragraph 3: What challenges you might face when stepping out of your comfort 

zone, and how to overcome them 

Paragraph 4: Conclusion 

3 ) Some people prefer to stay in their comfort zone, others are willing to step 

out of their comfort zones. Discuss these two opinions. Do the following :  

• Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of staying in your comfort zone. 

• Advantages of stepping  outside your comfort zone 

   

 
 

 

 
 

 
(6 -2022) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(6-2019) 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

(12/2018) 
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Unit 2 

Under pressure 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

Read the text and do the tasks below: 

 Tip 1: ………………………………… 

It’s so easy to make excuses and find ways to avoid the thing you know you should be 

doing. Experts advise us to break this habit by becoming aware of our own excuses. 

The ‘ right time ‘ to do something never arrives. The best time to do something is 

usually now. Once you’ve got started , you’ll probably find that it wasn’t as hard as 

you thought. 

Tip 2: ……………………………….. 

It’s important to make yourself a ‘to do’ list or exam revision timetable, but remember 

that listing things isn’t the same as doing them. Once you’ve worked out what needs to 

be done, decide which 1tasks have the highest priority and which can be left till later. 

Tip 3 :……………………………… 

You can’t always make your brain work’ on demand’. Don’t spend too long time on 

one task, and learn to recognize when you’re slowing down. Divide large tasks into 

smaller parts that are easier to manage, and reward yourself for completing them by 

doing something fun. 

Tip 4:…………………………….. 

Even if you are under stress, there is no point making yourself ill _ that will just make 

the pressure worse. Make sure you remember to eat regularly and healthily, and,  even 

though it may be hard, try to get enough sleep. 

1: Match the headings with the tips  above: 

A: First things first                        B: One step at a time        

C: Just do it .                                  D: Look after yourself                            

2: Answer the following  questions : 

1-What do experts advise us to do in order to break the habit of making excuses ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What should you take into consideration when working out what needs to be done ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-How should you look after yourself when you are under stress? 

a.…………………………………………………   

b.……………………………………………………… 

3-Decide whether the following  sentences are True( T) or False(F) : 

1-The best time to do something is when the right time arrives to do it .     (      ) 

2-It is advisable to spend too much time on one task .                                   (      ) 

3-Dividing large tasks helps in achieving them more easily .                        (      ) 

4-It’s easy to get enough sleep when you are under stress .                           (      ) 

4-Complete the following sentences : 

1-After completing  large tasks , you should ………………………by ……………… 

5-What do the following pronouns refer to : 

1- you (Tip 1)……………………………………………………………………… 

2- them (Tip 2)……………………………………………………………………. 

3- that (Tip 3)…………………………………………………………………… 

4- it (Tip 4)………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

(6-2019) 

)دورة أولى  

للفرع  

 المهني
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6-Decide which tip is the best for each student: 
 

 Students’ comments Tip 
 

a. There is so much to do that it gets confusing and I don’t know where to start 
 

…….. 

b. I sometimes think it’s all too hard and want to give up . 
 

……. 
 

c. I get worried and my head starts hurting 
 

……. 

d. I always seem to find other things to do and time just runs out  

……  
Text (2) Exam 

1) Read the text and do the tasks below: 

The results of a new poll show that financial problems have taken over from the 

environment as the main concern for young people. The survey asked 12.000 people 

aged between 14 and 18 what they were most worried about. The clear winner was 

"finding a job", while the environment was only the seventh greatest worry. This 

compares with similar polls in the last fifteen years, when environmental worries came 

first. 

 One of the poll's organizers commented that the results demonstrated a clear change in 

attitude. " It's not just that getting a job is the main worry," he said. "Also included in 

the top six worries were getting into debt (6th) and passing exams (4th=).I'm convinced 

that there's a connection. Because of changes in the job market, there is more and more 

pressure on young people nowadays to pass exams and go on to university in the hope 

of finding a good job. And rising university fees make it inevitable that many students 

graduate from university with huge debts. Other concerns mentioned by large numbers 

of young people also tended to be personal rather than social, including worries about 

relationships (2nd), health(3rd) and fitting in with peers(4th=) 

Annette Coleman, director of the Green Earth organization, said yesterday that she was 

disappointed, but not surprised, at the fall in the number of young people concerned 

about the environment.  

A:Put the list of concerns in the order they appear in the text : 

1-………………………………   2-………………………..  3- ……………………………….. 

4=…………………………….     4=………………………   6-………………………………… 

7-…………………………….. 

B :Complete the sentences with the phrases from the text : 

1-Previous similar polls show that ………………………………were first . 

2-The stress that young people face these days is ………………………………… 
C:What do the following numbers and pronouns refer to : 

1. ‘’12000’’(line 2    )………………………. 2.”12 and 18’’(line 3 )………………… 

3. “he’’(line 8 )……………………………    4. “she’’(line 16)………………… 

D:Decide whether the following sentences are True or False according to the text : 

1-Environmental problems are more important nowadays than fifteen years ago.    (     ) 

2-According to the poll’s organizer, the change in the results explained a change in 

people’s interests.          (     )      

3-The director was surprised and disappointed at the fall in the number of young people 

interest about the environment.          (     ) 

4-Three of the concerns by young people tended to be personal rather than social . (     ) 

 
 

(6-2017) 

الدورة  

 الأولى الفرع  

 الأدبي 
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Read the text and do the tasks below: 

The results of a new poll show that financial problems have taken over from the environment 

as the main concern for young people. The survey asked 12.000 people aged between 14 and 

18 what they were most worried about. The clear winner was "finding a job", while the 

environment was only the seventh greatest worry. This compares with similar polls in the last 

fifteen years, when environmental worries came first. 

 One of the poll's organizers commented that the results demonstrated a clear change in 

attitude. " It's not just that getting a job is the main worry," he said. "Also included in the top 

six worries were getting into debt (6th) and passing exams (4th=).I'm convinced that there's a 

connection. Because of changes in the job market, there is more and more pressure on young 

people nowadays to pass exams and go on to university in the hope of finding a good job. And 

rising university fees make it inevitable that many students graduate from university with huge 

debts.  

Other concerns mentioned by large numbers of young people also tended to be personal rather 

than social, including worries about relationships (2nd), health(3rd) and fitting in with 

peers(4th=) 

Annette Coleman, director of the Green Earth organization, said yesterday that she was 

disappointed, but not surprised, at the fall in the number of young people concerned about the 

environment. 'It's not that the environmental concerns are less urgent than before – quite the 

opposite in fact. It's just that after decades of publicity on topics like climate change, so little 

has actually changed. A lot of people get the feeling that there's nothing we can do about it, and 

young people in particular tend to be impatient. Of course, the other thing is that in times of 

economic difficulty people are more likely to focus on worries that are more immediate and 

have an impact on their daily lives. 

A: Answer the following questions : 

1-What do the results  the new poll show ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Why are getting a job and passing exams closely related ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What was the young people’s 3rd greatest worry ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-What are the reasons of the fall in the number of young people concerned about the 

environment according to Coleman ? 

a…………………………………………b………………………………… 

B: Complete the following sentences :  

1-Previous similar polls show that ………………………were first . 

2-Other concerns in the poll showed that young people tended to be …………….rather 

than …….... 

3-Passing exams comes in the ………………..level of young people’s worries . 

4-So little has changed about the topic of climate change despite……………………… 

C: Decide whether these statements are True or False : 

1- The poll asked people from all ages about their worries .    (        ) 

2- Annette Coleman runs the Green Earth organization .                                   (        ) 

3- Due to high university fees , students graduate with huge debts .                  (        ) 

D: Write what might the following pronouns refer to : 

1-He …………………………………..    2- she ……………………………………… 

3- their ………………………………….. 

E: Circle the correct answer : 

1-The main idea in the second paragraph is : 

        1- The results of a new poll .          2- Personal concerns become more important . 

        3- Change in young people’s attitude . 

 
(8-2021) 

 الفرع العلمي

الدورة  

 الثانية 
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Reading comprehension (External ) 

Read the text then do the tasks below : 

…………………………………In this topic ,you will see how time management 

impacts the learning process. As a student ,your focus should be on understanding the 

demands of time during this course and your ability to apply proper time management 

techniques in an academic environment . Most students who find the course 

emotionally and mentally hard , quickly discovering that time is their most valuable 

resource . The speed is very demanding due to the many exercises and required 

readings that should be done .Students can experience moderate to severe stress 

throughout the course and they say that it takes good time management to deal with the 

stress . 

……………………………..Some of the advantages of time management include 

reduced anxiety ,saved time ,reduced avoidance ,improve opportunities for revision . 

Managing time also helps you to stay motivated while avoiding delay .The secret to 

successful time management is admitting , setting up ,and prioritizing goals that work –

by doing so ,you’ll find that you can get a measure of control cover your life . 

…………………………….Even if you are an extremely organized person ,it is 

inevitable for some unscheduled events to appear .Once you start practicing proper 

time management skills , you’ll know how to better prioritize and plan your day so that 

even these unexpected issues get dealt with .When you don’t know how to manage 

your time properly , your tasks rarely get done . 

…………………………….When you employ proper time management skills 

effectively ,you learn how to write down all your tasks at hand , attach time lines to 

each , and stay within these time lines . This enables you to always be finishing at least 

some projects , instead of drowning in an ever growing sea of unfinished ones   

A:Match the headings with the suitable paragraph above : 

a. Employing time management and properly            b. Unscheduled unexpected events  

c. Time management effects on learning                    d. Benefits of time management  

 

B:Answer the following questions : 

1-What should a student concentrate on in an academic environment ? 

    a……………………………………………………………………………………… 

    b……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Why is speed very demanding to students ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-How can an organized person deal with unexpected issues ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C: Decide whether these statements are True or False : 

 1-As a student , you don’t have to manage your life effectively to deal with stress.  

  (        ) 

 2-Time management helps to get a measure of control over your life .                       

  (        ) 

 3-Tasks always get done even when you don’t know how to manage your time 

properly.  (        ) 

 
 

 
(6-2020) 

أولى )دورة    

الفرع   

(العلمي  
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D: Complete the diagram from the text above : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Read the text then do the required tasks : 

1-…………………………………As you settle in the university , you’ll find life is far less 

organized for you nowadays . Yes , you’ll have lectures , but you’ll also have many hours with 

nothing scheduled . some people grab the chance to be lazy with both hands ,but don’t let 

yourself get like that . If you want to do well, you have to use that free time well. In fact , it 

isn’t really free at all. 

2-…………………………………You need lots of it to get all your work done properly . 

We’re certainly not saying you should work all the time . If you did . you’d soon burn out . 

Besides , a good social life is an essential part of the university experience . The most 

important thing is balance really , and to get the balance right you need to do your work 

efficiently . 

3-……………………………….It’s a good idea to write weekly and daily “to do “lists , setting 

up your top priorities . Then you won’t suddenly face nasty surprises such as  a 1000-word 

essay you have to write by tomorrow morning! Get into regular working habits . For example 

,always write out lecture notes quickly ,while the lecture is still fresh in your mind . 

4-……………………………..Don’t write mountains of notes . Instead , note the main points 

and any references for further reading . All this reading will probably include journals and 

materials from the internet as well as books . Here , the library becomes very important . You 

may be given a tour of this (and other university facilities ). If not , give yourself a tour . Find 

out where the books and journals you’ll need are kept . Check the computer and photocopy 

facilities .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6-2020) 

  أولى  )دورة

    الفرع الأدبي 

      

1-Some benefits of time management are ……….. 

2-The secret to successful time management is ………..goals  

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………… ………………………… ……………………… 

…………………………… ………………….. 

3-Employing time management skills enables you to…….  

………………………… 
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A: Match the challenges of studying abroad with their suitable paragraphs : 

   A: How to avoid surprises                                          C: explore your university  

   B: managing your free time                                        D: university social life is a must . 

B: Answer the following questions : 

1-What does the writer advise students in the first paragraph ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What is the consequence of working all the time ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-How can students avoid nasty surprises ? 

   a………………………………………………  b. ………………………………… 

C: Complete the following sentences from the text above : 

1-You have to use that free time well if ………………………………………………………… 

2-To be a successful student , you need to balance ………………and ………………. 

D: Decide whether each of the following is True or False: 

1-The writer warns students against being lazy .  (      ) 

2-A good social life isn’t part of university life .  (      )    

3-Writing lots of notes won’t be effective .           (      )  

4-Students could find studying materials in books only . (      ) 

E: What do the following refer to :  

1-If you did …………………………     2- this ……….………………… 

F: Finish the diagram with short notes : 

1-References for further reading includes: 

 

 

2-Examples of university facilities: 

 

 

 

Read the text about time management then answer the questions below: 

Your success in high school can greatly be improved being organized and using your time 

wisely . Staying organized can help ease the burden of a busy schedule . Here are the some 

important tips to remember :   

Tip 1: ………………………….: Managing your time effectively requires differentiating 

between what is important and what is urgent . Fill in things you must do (classes , work, 

practice ,etc , that you can’t change ). Write down appointments and class assignments . Make 

a daily checklist and rank it according to your priorities  

Tip 2:………………………..: Organizing the place where you study , or your bedroom. Throw 

all the unnecessary files and papers away and leave the others in files so it will be easy for you 

to reach   

Tip 3:……………………….:Use daylight hours to study whenever possible . For most 

students for every hour of study done in daylight hours , it will take them one and a half hours 

to do the same task at night . 

Tip 4:………………………:The care and attention you give yourself is very important . 

Scheduling time to relax , study breaks , eat regularly can help you both physically and 

mentally , enabling you to accomplish tasks more quickly and easily . 

 

(6-2016) 

)دورة أولى  

 للفرع العلمي  

 

…………….. 
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A: Read the text then choose the best title from (a-d)for each tip : 

a. stay healthy   b. Get organized       c. Set priorities          d. Time to study 
 

B: Read the four problems then write the solutions for each one depending on the tips : 

Problem Solutions 

1-I have spent one hour looking for 

my school report , I have looked for 

all over the papers spread in my 

bedroom and couldn’t find it . 

 

a.--------------------------------------------------- 

b.--------------------------------------------------- 

c.--------------------------------------------------- 

2-I started studying for my math test 

at 7p.m it’s now midnight and I didn’t 

finish it .  

 

*---------------------------------------------------- 

3-I have been studying for 10 hours 

without stopping for my Tawjihi test. 

I didn’t eat anything and my head 

starts hurts.  

 

a.--------------------------------------------------- 

b.-------------------------------------------------- 

c.--------------------------------------------------- 

4-I have a lot of things to do (a science 

test,  an English project  and a 

birthday party ) . The time is running 

out and I don’t know what to do.  

 

a.--------------------------------------------------- 

b.--------------------------------------------------- 

c.--------------------------------------------------- 

 
Read the text and do the tasks below:         

Time management is the art of consciously deciding and controlling the amount of time 

spent on different activities. It is used as a key to increase productivity and stay 

organized. So, the first step towards success is to manage your time efficiently. If you 

master the art of managing your time well, you would be able to handle your tasks 

better. 

There are many benefits one can gain when s/he manages her/his time. Managing time 

efficiently helps in better decision-making. It increases the motivation level. It enables 

you to attain greater productivity. The quality of work enhances when you master the 

technique of time management. 

Here are some tips that can help you manage your time efficiently: First, pick a pen and 

paper and list down all the tasks you need to complete during the day each morning. 

Second, once you have all the tasks on paper, prioritize them. Don’t ignore the 

importance of completing your tasks in the right sequence. Don’t forget to check the 

tasks as you complete them. This gives a sense of accomplishment and motivates you to 

work harder. Third, don’t take up one task after the other continually. This will make 

you feel depressed and will reduce your productivity. It is suggested to take breaks in 

between your tasks. Fourth, sleep well. If you do not complete your 7-8 hours of sleep 

each night, you would not be able to concentrate on work. Also, eat healthily. It is the 

same if you do not have a well-balanced diet. Finally, do regular exercises. Exercising is 

very helpful. It does not only keep you fit but also reduces stress levels and boosts your 

power to concentrate. It thus helps you manage your time well and accomplish your 

tasks efficiently. 

A. Answer the following questions:  

1. What is meant by time management? 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Why is time management important? 

a._______________________________________________________________  

b. ______________________________________________________________ 

c. ______________________________________________________________ 

 

 
(12-2021 

 (الدورة الثالثة 
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3. How can you manage your time properly? Give three tips 

          a. ___________________________________________________________ 

           b. ___________________________________________________________ 

           c. ___________________________________________________________ 

B. Decide whether the following statements True or False:  

1. Mastering techniques of managing time would help you to deal with your tasks better.   (    ) ) 

2. It is essential to neglect the importance of completing your tasks in the right sequence.  (     ) ) 

3. Taking breaks between your tasks doesn’t help you fulfill them. (    )  ( ) 

C: Complete the following sentences: 

1-………………………….is used as a key to increase productivity and stay organized. 

2- Doing all tasks at once makes you feel……………….and…………. ….productivity 

3- Unless you sleep from7-8 hours each night, you……………………………………   . 

        4- Regular exercises will………………………. and …………………………. 
D: What do the following pronouns refer to?  

a. them (Line 10): ………………………. 2. This (Line 12): ………………. 

Period 1+2 / Vocabulary   
1-Replace the underlined parts of the sentences below with words from the box : 

 

 
 

1-If you are finding a job difficult ,it is important that you don’t give up .  ………..        

2-Her husband wasn’t persuaded by her argument that they needed a bigger house  

3-There’s no purpose in trying to open the door . It’s locked .    …………….   
4-Most people believe that health and happiness are the most important in life . ……… 

5-We need to make people knowledgeable about the effect of their life style on the 

environment……………   

6- The accident was the unavoidable result of carelessness and fast driving. ………… 
7- I have been unable to wait that we should make rapid progress towards stable price. 

 
(12-2020) 

&  

(6-2019 ( 
(8-2020) 
(8-2019 ( 

(12-2019 ( 

(8-2019) 
 

(12-2021) 
(6-2022) 

2-Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with the 

appropriate words from the box:  

1- He depends on his parents for his university ………  . (money you pay for a service )  

2- A rise in all prices seems ……………after the war .(impossible to avoid )  
3- What is the ……….of going to college if you can’t afford money for that ? (purpose)    

4- The company gave him  a  ………….for his years of service . (something good ) 

 

 
 

(12-2020) 

(8-2019) 

(8-2017) 

(1-2017) 

3- Complete the following sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-Please enter your ………………details on the form provided.      

2-Are you ……………..  the risks involved in this job?       

3-She was ………………..that sooner or later she would fulfill her dreams.   
4-After waiting for an hour , the …..….customer stormed out and complained to the manage 

5-She decided to go the party instead of studying . Where are her ……….?   

6-Students have more money worries ……………than they had in the past.  

 

 

 

(12-2020 ( 

(12-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(6-2020) 

(8-2019) 

)8-2021) 

4-Complete the following sentences with words from the box : 

 

 
 

1-Please ensure you take all ……………belongings with you when you leave the train.  

2-They don’t know any English. But if they ……………, they will become good students.  

3-At university today , ………..are too high for students to pay.    

 
 
(6-2020) 
(6-2020) 
(6-2019) 

point-  reward  -inevitable  fees -  

impatient -  nowadays  -convinced- priorities -personal – aware of 

(X2) 

fees  -convinced- rewards -  personal –  persevere –  disappointed -  point 

point – aware of -priorities-inevitable  -persevere -convinced - impatient       
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4-I’m not going to this afternoon’s session . I don’t see a …………..of it.   

5-I’m ………………in you – I really thought I could trust you .      

6-There are some problems with this idea . I’m not really …………..it will work.  
7-The school has a system of …………….and punishments to encourage good behavior. 

 (6-2018 ( 
(12-2017) 
(7-2021 ) 
(6-2022) 

5- Complete the following sentences with words from the box : 

 

 
 

1-The most frequent flights were taken by those who were most ………environmental issues. 

2-The factory manager did not seem to consider safety rules as ……………….. .   

3-Don’t be ………………., I’ll finish soon.        

4-……………….can be stressful , but it’s necessary.  

5-There are many Chinese products …………….nowadays .      

6-He says he is doing it for benefits. Hum, I’m still not ……about his intentions . 
7- Just be reasonable with your diet ,………what sugary food and drinks can do for your teeth .  

 
 
 

(8-2017 ( 
(8-2016 ( 
(6-2016 ( 
 (7-2021) 

 

(6-2022) 
6-Choose the correct answer : 

1-The book you need is (on order–on request) and will probably be here next week.  

2-We will be pleased to send you more information (on request – in request )   

3-You should be ( aware of – aware for ) your own strengths and weakness.    

4-The laptop you need is (on order – on purpose). It will be here next week .              

5-Idon’t think he stepped on your foot (in purpose – on purpose )      
6-The patient was getting worse , so the nurse (on duty- on business) called the doctor. 

7- Policeman usually wear uniforms when they are (on the way- on duty) .   

8-(On arrival – On duty )at the hospital , please go to the reception desk. 

 9-The badly wounded people take (high priority – high rigidity) for medical 

attention than those only slightly hurt.       
10-Fire fighters and paramedics usually wear special clothes when they are (on purpose –on duty). 

11-He did it on (duty- purpose ), knowing it would annoy her.              

12-She’s got a few (personal –error) problems at present.       

13-The doctor is (on – in) duty from 9 to 4 pm.        

14-You can’t always make your brain works on ( demand – on the way )   

15-Making lots of money is not a very high (priority- minded ) for him.    

16-The president was greeted by the queen (on arrival – in arrival) at the palace.  

17- He threw the rubbish ( on order – on purpose ) knowing it would annoy her.        

18- This isn’t a holiday . We’re ( on business- on request )      

19- He stopped to buy some grocery (on the way /on arrival) home.   

20-I’m only glad that it was an accident and that he didn’t do it (on time- on purpose)  

21-Two town guides are (on duty- on arrival ) to make visitors feel really welcomed . 
22-There are lots of varied but expensive technological items (on the market – on purpose)  

23-Our spring collection is (on order- on demand ) and is due to be in our stores next week. 

 

(12-2020( 

&  

(6-2019 ( 

(12-2020 ( 

(12-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(8-2019) 

(12-2018 ( 
 

(8-2018) 

(6-2018) 

(12-2017) 

(8-2017 ( 

(1-2017) 

(8-2016) 

(8-2016 ( 

(7-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(12/2021) 

(6-2022) 

(6-2022) 

(8-2022) 

(8-2022) 

Period 3+4 / Language   
1-If you feel hungry , let’s stop ……………..(have )something to eat.    

2-My brother still remembers …………….(see)the Eiffel Tower in Paris .    

3-Farmers should avoid ………………..(use)chemicals on the vegetables they grow.  

4-I’d hate …………(live )at the top of a really tall building.      

5-You shouldn’t stop ………….(try)just because it’s a bit difficult.    

6-It’s better to avoid …………(travel)during the rush hour .     

7-I didn’t manage …………..(catch ) the early bus , so I was late .      

8-Although they had some difficulties , they kept ………….(work)on the same project. 

9-She didn’t feel like …………(cook )anything so she went out to a restaurant.    

10-You must remember ………..(switch off) the lights before you leave the room .  

11-Some of us fail ………..(manage)our time effectively .       

(12-2020 ( 
(12-2020 ( 
(12-2020 ( 
(8-2020   (  
(8-2020  (  

(8-2020   (  

 (8-2020 ( 
 (6-2020) 

 (6-2020) 
(6-2020) 
 (8-2019 ( 

convinced  -  revision -impatient--on the market-  be aware of –priorities- aware of 
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12- Did I really tell I was unhappy ? I don’t remember …………(say) that.    

13-Paul avoids ………..(use)chemicals on the vegetables he grows.    

14-You should remember ………..(send )an email to let them know about the changes. 

15-Why don’t you stop ………….(play)computer games and do the homework?   

16-I still remember ………….(teach) my son the alphabets when he was young.             

17-On cold mornings , the car may refuse …………(start).     

18-Let’s shake hands and agree ………….(forget) the argument.     

19-Ahmed is a detective ; he enjoys his work . He likes ………….(solve)mysteries.  

20-He promised …………(not use )other’s properties without their permission.   

21-My sister refused ……….(do )what father suggested.      

22-I must remember ……………(post )this letter while I’m in a town.    

23-The most important thing is that we shouldn’t give up ………..(try )   

24-He advised me ……………..a second hand refrigerator ( not- buy)    

25-On the way to Edinburgh , we stopped …………..at an old castle . ( look )   

26- I always remember ……………….her for the first time . ( meet)    

27-Max  enjoys …………….his cell phone in playing games . (use)   

28-I absolutely remember …………….him . I gave him $20 dollars . (pay)      
29-She managed .….with them , even though she didn’t speak their language. (communicate) 

30-Rania couldn’t manage …………………... all the ice cream. (eat)     

31-I wish you wouldn’t keep …………………..me. (interrupt)               

32-You shouldn’t stop ………..just because it’s a bit difficult . (try)     

33-We stopped ……………the tyres after an hour driving . (check )   

34-He promised ………….the same mistake again . (not make )     

35-Ahmed avoids …………chemicals on the vegetables he grows. (use)    

36-I would advise you ……………the night because the roads are dangerous. (stay) 

37-She kept ……………during the film. (talk)             

38-I must remember ……………the electricity bill. (pay)      

(8-2019 ( 
(6-2019 ( 
(6-2019) 

(6-2019 ( 
(12-2019) 
(12-2019) 

(12-2019) 
 (8-2018 ( 
(8-2018 ( 
(6-2017 ( 
(6-2017 ( 
(6-2017 ( 
 (7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2021   (  
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(12-2021) 
(12-2021) 
(12-2021) 
(6-2022) 

(6-2022) 
 (6-2022) 
 (6-2022) 
(8-2022) 

(8-2022) 
2-Choose the correct answer : 

1-He decided (not to – to not )go out because of the weather .     

2-He doesn’t like it when people keep (interrupting -  to interrupt) him .   

3-Please remember (to mail – mailing )the letter on your way home .     

4-I’ll call you back as soon as I finish ( to write – writing )    

5-My mother advised me (not to – to not )sleep late .        

6-We were hungry , so we stopped (having – to have ) lunch at Khamees Restaurant.  

7-When you finish the meeting , remember (turning –to turn )the lights off.  

8-Finally ,at the age of 49, Danny decided (getting – to get )married.    

9-Avoid (driving – to drive )if you feel tired or sleepy.     

10-She offered (to carry – carrying )the heavy bag for her grandmother.     
11-Never stop (smiling – to smile )even when you’re sad ,someone might love your smile.  

12-I must remember (to unplug- unplugging )the iron before I leave the house.    

13-I haven’t got any change, Would you mind (to lend – lending) me a coin for the 

coffee machine?         

14- Promise (not to tell – to not tell )anyone !”I promise” .     

15-Most people hate (to be –being )judging according to their outward appearance.  

16-She stopped (to cry- crying )as soon as she saw her mother.    

17-We hate (to give – giving ) silly situations more time than needed.    

18-Ali was in a difficult situation , so I agreed (to lend – lending ) him some money.  

19-Muna gave up (to try – trying )to find a job in this country and decided to go 

abroad 20-He made his decision and refused (to change – changing )his mind.   

21-Muneer was doing his homework and then he stopped (to watch – watching) the 

football match on TV.         

22-Our neighbors apologized for (making – to make ) such noise.     

 

(12-2020( 

(8-2020) 

(12-2020 ( 

(12-2020 ( 

(8-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

 

(6-2020) 

 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(12-2018) 

(12-2018) (12-2018) 

(12-2018) (12-2018) (12-2018 ( 

(12-2018) 

 (12-2018) (12-2018) (12-2018) (12-2018 ( (8-12-2018 ( (8-12-2018 ( 

(12-2018) (8-12-2018 ( (8-12-2018 ( 
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23-I don’t feel like (cooking –to cook )anything new, so start eating your fish like 

everyone else. 

24-My father decided (to build –building) a new modern house.      

25-In her way home , she always stops (to buy- buying )some bread.   

 26-They’d love (visiting – to visit) the zoo together.       

27-I feel like (to have – having ) lunch at the river side.       

28-Remember (to park- parking )your car outside the gate . It’s not allowed here.  

29-I enjoyed (to meet – meeting ) you . I hope (to see- seeing )you again.                          

30-Everyone hates it when others keeps (to interrupt – interrupting).     
31-They stopped suddenly ( to take –taking ) photos for the tower as it looks very beautiful.  

32-We have stopped (to take- taking )plastic bags in supermarkets, we take our own 

bags with us when we go shopping.         

33-We hope he will stop (to ask – asking) such silly questions.     

34-She decided (to sell –selling ) her new car.             

35-There is too much noise. Can you stop ( to talk– talking)?     

36-They’d like (to celebrate – celebrating) their success.      

37- They decided (not to accept – don’t accept) any suggestion directly.    

38- Remember (cleaning – to clean) the flat before leaving.     

39- Would you mind ( to help – helping) me fixing this machine.     

40- Amjad left school at the age of 13. He regrets (leaving – had left ) school.    

41-Don’t stop ( to try –trying ) to win the competition . You may succeed.   

42-Deema promised her mother (not to make –not making ) more mistakes.   

43-They didn’t even offer (to pay – paying ). Oh, that’s awful!    

44-He can still remember (being – to be ) in hospital when he was five.    

45-He promised (letting – to let ) me have the report by next week.  

46-It's important to promise yourself not (to depend /depending) on others.  

47-You should stop (to waste /wasting) time and organize it efficiently.     

48-Hello. I’d prefer (to speak / speaking) to the manager, please!       

(6-2018) 

  (6-2018 ( (17-8-2019 ( 

(6-2018) 

(6-2018) (6-2020 ( 

(6-2018)  (6-2018 ( (6-2020 ( (6-2020 ( (9-8-2017)      (8-2017)  

(12-2017 ( 

(8-2017) 

(1-2017) 

(1-2017) 

(1-2017) 

(8-2017 ( 

 

(6-2016) 

(6-2016) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(8-2021   (  

(8-2021   (  

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

 

(12-2021) 

(12-2021) 

(12-2021) 

3-Correct the following sentences(There is one mistake in each sentence ): 

1-Avoid to drive if you feel tired or sleepy .                                     ……………………         

2-How did you manage keeping all that a secret ?                            …………………… 

3-Everything went well until they wanted increasing their profits .  ……………………  

4-The important thing is that you should never give up try .             ………….………..  

5-I don’t remember to see Suha. She is a complete stranger.            ……….…..………         

6-The new engineer loves to be asked about each project .               ………………..… 

7- The boy was in a difficult situation, so I agreed to helping him.    ……………….…     

8-The Ministry promised us to not postpone the payment of our salaries. ………….…. 

 

 
 

 
(8-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(6-2020) 

(8-2018) 

(7-2021)  

(8-2021)  

(12-2021) 

12-2021)                                                                 
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Period 6 / Writing   
 

1 - Write a three-paragraph essay on the following topic:     

How to manage your time effectively.  

Paragraph One: Choose the right time to make yourself a "to do list". 

Paragraph Two: Organize time and look after yourself . 

Paragraph Three: State your opinion.  

  

2-The ability to manage your time effectively is important . Good time 

management leads to improved efficiently and productivity , less stress , and 

more success in life .” To what extent do you agree ? These ideas may help you.  

1-How to manage your time . 

2-Benefits of managing your time properly . 

3-Problems may appear when wasting time . 

3- Time management is the shortest route to success. To what extent do you agree 

Make use of the following ideas .                  

• Why do we need to manage our time  

• How can we manage our time properly 

• What benefits could we get from time management     

 

 

 
 

(8-2022) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(8-2020) 
 
 
 
 
 

(6 -2018)    
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Unit 3 

A funny thing 

 happened 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension   
Question Year 

Read the text and do the tasks below: 

A:……………………………………… 

    One day, I noticed that some bananas, which I had bought about a week before , were 

going brown . ‘Let’s make some banana cake‘ I said to my six- year –old daughter , Fatima 

. It took quite a long time ,but it kept Fatima busy and we had fun making them . When 

they were done , we tried one and it was actually delicious , so I suggested one to Mr Aziz , 

the old man who lives next door . When Mr Aziz opened the door, before I could say a 

word , Fatima told him :We had some old bananas that were going bad, so instead of 

throwing them away we made them into a cake for you. I hope you like it . 

B:……………………………………… 

      A couple of years ago , I was talking to an old school friend that I’d kept in touch with 

when she mentioned another person called Jane , who had been in the same class as us . 

Neither of us had heard from her, or even thought about her , for over ten years . I didn’t 

give the conversation another thought until three days later , when I was working in 

London for two days . As I was travelling to the office, I saw a women on the train . Our 

eyes met and we seemed to recognize each other .’Excuse me‘ she said ‘but are you 

Suzan?’ It was, of course, Jane . As it turned out , she was only visiting London for a few 

days and about to return to Italy, where she had lived for over five years. 

C:………………………………………….. 

     About three or four times a year, a company that I do some work for organizes a day of 

meeting for those of us that work from home . They put us up in a hotel and it’s a good 

chance for colleagues who don’t meet that often to catch up with each other. The last time 

this happened, I arrived at the hotel quite late and went straight to bed .The next morning , 

I walked into the breakfast room and saw my old colleague Dan, a short man with a bald 

head , standing with his back to me. ‘Good morning, Dan’ I said , patting him on the head 

in a friendly way . Unfortunately , the man who turned to face me wasn’t Dan at all , but a 

complete stranger . To make things worse, he was a rather formal man who didn’t see the 

funny side of the situation. ‘ I’m sorry to say that you may have made an error,’ he said.      

A: Read the stories above then decide which heading each one should goes under: 
 1. Coincidences ………… 2. Misunderstanding ……… 3. Unintended meaning ………… 

B: Answer the following questions : 

1-Why did Fatima’s mother suggest taking banana cakes to her neighbor Mr. Aziz ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What happened while Suzan was travelling to the office ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What does the company often do each year ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-How did the short bald man react to the situation ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C: Decide whether the following are True (T) or False (F) : 

1-Fatima didn’t enjoy making banana cake .                                  (      ) 

2-Jan had lived in London for over five years .                               (      ) 

3-The company meetings allowed colleagues to talk to each other more often . (        ) 

4-The man patted the stranger because he thought that he was his colleague Dan.(     ) 

D: Complete the following sentence : 
1-Fatima told Mr. Aziz that they made cakes from the old bananas instead of ……………… 

2-While Suzan was talking to her old school friend , she …………………………………… 

3-In the last company meeting , the man went straight to bed because he …………………… 

E: Write what the following pronouns might refer to : 

1-Them ( story A) ……………………….2-Her (story B)…………………………… 

 

(8-2020) 

ثانية    دورة

الفروع  

المهنية 

 (والشرعية 
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Read the text and do the tasks below : 
We often hear people say" It's a small world, isn't it? It's usually when they've just experienced 

one of those strange coincidences that seem to happen in nearly everyone's lives. You know the 

kind of thing: you're on holiday in another country and you run into a person you know from 

home, even though neither of you knew that the other was going there too. 

People often think experiences like this are evidence of something mysterious happening, some 

kind of hidden plan outside our knowledge. The scientific explanation is less exciting, and 

perhaps that's why some people are reluctant to accept it. Coincidences are events that 

unexpectedly happen at the same time for no clear reason, or finding an unexpected connection 

between seemingly random things or people. A very common example of the latter is talking to 

a complete stranger and finding that you have the same birthday. What are the chances of that 

happening? 

Actually, the chances are better than you might think, and there’s a mathematical way to prove 

it. It has been calculated that the number of people you need to have a 50% chance of two of 

them sharing a birthday is 23. And when there are 48 people in a room, the probability goes up 

to 95%.To put it another way, if there are only 50 people reading these words (and I hope there 

are more !), one of them will almost certainly have the same birthday as me .   

The other part of the scientific explanation for coincidences is simply that there are so many 

events in people’s lives. Just think of the number of people that you have had any kind of 

connection with during your life. There are probably over 10,000, and the older you get, the 

more there will be. If you are the kind of person who talks to strangers, you will definitely 

come across coincidences. Basically, when you think about how complex our lives are, 

especially nowadays with the internet, the only surprising thing is that coincidences don’t 

happen more often. 

A: Answer the following questions : 
1-What do people think of coincidences ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What two definitions of “coincidences” does the writer give ? 

a………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-How does the writer prove coincidences scientifically ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-When do you definitely come across coincidences? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B: Decide whether each of the following is True (T) or False (F): 
1-Strange coincidences make people say “It’s a small world, isn’t it.                  (      ) 
2-People prefer more exciting explanation for strange coincidences than scientific explanation. (    ) 

3-The writer concludes that coincidences happen more often than we think. (      ) 

C:What do these pronouns refer to ? 

1- this ……………………….       2- them …………………………………….. 

3- it …………………………….  4-10000 ……………………………………..   

Text(2) 

A-Answer the following questions : 

1-What do people often think of strange coincidences ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-How are strange coincidences explained by science ? 

a………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Why does the writer think some people don’t want to believe in scientific 

explanation for strange coincidences ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 

 

 

(12-2020)  

)الدورة 

(الأولى أدبي  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(12-2019) 

)الدورة  

الثالثة الفرع  

 العلمي
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B: Complete the following sentences : 

 1-Talking to a complete stranger and finding that you have the same birthday is an 

example of …………………………………………………………………………… 

 2-You will absolutely come across coincidences if …………………………………… 

C: Decide whether each of the following is True(T) or False (F): 

1- (      ) The expression “it’s a small world ” is used when people’s lives are more 

connected than they used to be.        

2- (      ) If you run into a person you know from home in another country , surely 

someone arranged for you both to meet.   

3- (      )   I f there are 23 people in a room , the possibility that two of them have the 

same birthday is less than 40%.    

4- (      ) The older you get , the more people you will have in your life.  
 

D:What do the following pronouns and words refer to ? 

1-There (line 4)…………………………………………………………. 

2-it  (line 7)………………………………………………………………… 

E: Choose the correct answer : 

The writer concludes that coincidences …………………………………………… 

        a. probably have some meaning              b. happen frequently  

        c. don’t happen more often                      d. happen intentionally  . 

Read the following passage then complete the tasks below.  

We often hear people say" It's a small world, isn't it? It's usually when they've just 

experienced one of those strange coincidences that seem to happen in nearly everyone's 

lives. You know the kind of thing: you're on holiday in another country and you run 

into a person you know from home, even though neither of you knew that the other was 

going there too. 

People often think experiences like this are evidence of something mysterious 

happening, some kind of hidden plan outside our knowledge. The scientific explanation 

is less exciting, and perhaps that's why some people are reluctant to accept it. 

Coincidences are events that unexpectedly happen at the same time for no clear reason, 

or finding an unexpected connection between seemingly random things or people. A 

very common example of the latter is talking to a complete stranger and finding that 

you have the same birthday. What are the chances of that happening? 

Actually, the chances are better than you might think, and there’s a mathematical way 

to prove it. It has been calculated that the number of people you need to have a 50% 

chance of two of them sharing a birthday is 23. And when there are 48 people in a 

room, the probability goes up to 95%.To put it another way, if there are only 50 people 

reading these words (and I hope there are more !), one of them will almost certainly 

have the same birthday as me .   

The other part of the scientific explanation for coincidences is simply that there are so 

many events in people’s lives. Just think of the number of people that you have had any 

kind of connection with during your life. There are probably over 10,000, and the older 

you get, the more there will be. If you are the kind of person who talks to strangers, 

you will definitely come across coincidences. Basically, when you think about how 

complex our lives are, especially nowadays with the internet, the only surprising thing 

is that coincidences don’t happen more often. 

 

 

 

(8-2022) 
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A:Complete the diagram with missing information : 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

B:Decide whether the following statements are True or False: 

1-The phrase “The latter” refers to events that happen unexpectedly .                  (        ) 

2-The more people you know the more coincidences you may have .                   (        )  

3-The writer considers that coincidences don’t happen as often as you think .      (        ) 

4-People accept how science explains these coincidences easily .                         (        ) 

C: Complete the sentences below : 

1-…………………way and ……………show that coincidences are not surprising or 

strange as people believe . 

2-The statement “it’s a small world ” in paragraph one means 

…………………………………………. 

D: What do the following refer to : 

1- it ……………………………..                       2- 50%  ……………………………. 

3- 48 (line 12)……………………………….     4 -me  …………………………….. 

5-The more there will be……………………………………………………                                                                
 

Period 1+2 / Vocabulary   
1-Replace the underlined parts of the sentences below with words from the box : 

 

 

1-She has a lot of things that she knows about this subject because she has studied it 

for years. ………           

2-Most of the problems were due to  human  mistakes .           ………………  

3-Many parents feel unwilling to talk openly with their children . ……………   
4-While discussing the ideas of our project , the last one mentioned is the most applicable. …..…. 

5-While walking down town I by chance met an old friend and stopped to talk …   
6-She offered me to stay in her house for a night because I’d missed the last bus and 

there were no night buses running . 

 
 

(6-2022) 
 

(12-2020 ( 
(8-2020( 
(12-2019) 
(8-2018 ( 
(8-2018) 

2-Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with words 

from the box : 

 

1-The report …………..nothing about the problem . (said something about )     
2-He felt a million hands …………him on the back and congratulating him on the job. 

(hitting gently )          

3-He left his job after an argument with his ………………  .(someone you work with)  

4-The doctor seemed ……………….to tell the family about the patient’s serious 

diseases. (unwilling)          

 
 

(8-2020) 
(6-2020 ( 

  

(6-2019( 
(6-2018)  

 

put up - the latter  -knowledge- ran into -reluctant-   errors  

patting – colleague – reluctant - bald-  straight - mentioned 

General definition  

example  

Scientific definition  

example  

* 

* 

coincidence * 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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5-I felt tired when I got home , so I had gone …………….to bed .  (immediately)  
6-He looks older than he is because he’s almost completely …………….   . ( without hair )  

(6-2022) 

(7-2021) 

3-Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-While I was ………….on my friend’s back , he got nervous and started to shout.  
2-In her speech , she ……………nothing about her previous job experience.   

3-Most women are ……………to answer questions about their weight and age.    

4-It’s my belief that …………………is power.  

5-It’s not a ……………..that none of the directors are women.  

6-Two agreements were signed in 1990 and 1998, but only ……………one was 

considered valid.  

 
 

(6-2020 ( 
(12-2019 ( 
(6-2019 ( 
(8-2018( 

 (12-2018) 
(6-2022) 

4-Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-The accident was caused by a human ……………..   .       

2-I am …………….to spend all that money on such a small project. 

3-I had two options , history and geography so I chose the ………….. .    

4-Nabil is not my friend . He’s a  ………………at the company .     

5-Tom trained his dog to bark at ………………..        

 
 

(8-2017) 
  

(1-2017)  
(1-2017) 

(7-2021)       
5-Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box : 

 

 
 

1-While I was tiding up my room yesterday , I ………….an old photo of me as a baby . 

2-He ran so fast that I couldn’t …………....him.        

3-I knew that everything would ……………fine in the end.     

4-He was visiting the town for few days , so I………..him ………….in my apartment . 

 
 

 

(12-2020) 

(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021   (  

6-Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box: 

 

 
 

1-He was visiting the town for a few days so I ………him……..in my flat.    

2-We hadn’t seen each other for years , so having a meal together was a good chance to 

…………….with each other.         

3-I was surprised when I ………………..an old friend of mine yesterday.   

4-I thought the party was going to be boring ,but it ………..to be the most 

unforgettable evening of my life.         

 
 
(12-2020 ( 
(12-2020) 
 
(12-2020) 
(12-2018) 

7-Complete the following sentences with the correct phrasal verb from the box: 
 

 
 

1-We ………………..our cousin in our flat when he came to visit Nablus.    

2-Guess who I …………….today? Our old friend Adnan .      

3-I ……………….this book in our school library . It’s wonderful .      

4-He just wants to rest and ………..with old friends .       

5-Ididn’t realize her at first but it ……………that we’d been at school together .   

 
 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 

8-Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box  : 

 

 

1-I ……………my cousin yesterday at the market .        

2-Sally agreed to ………….me …………for the weekend.      

 
 

(8-2020) 
(8-2020) 

knowledge-coincidence -reluctant-mentioned-the latter   -patting  

reluctant  - latter-  strangers - colleague –    error 

put up – turn out – came across - catch up with 

ran into   –turned out     -put up- catch up  

run into – turned out –put up –catches up – came across 

catch up with  -turned out    -put up –  come across - ran into  
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3-They have ……………….. a trouble while designing the new machine .     

4-The bomb warning ………….a false alarm.       

5-He couldn’t …………….his new classmates although they were very friendly.  

(8-2020) 

(6-2020) 
(8-2019 ( 

9-Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box : 

 
 

1-Guess who I …………….in the town today .       

2-I …………….a lovely little restaurant in the village .      

3-My uncle was visiting the country for a few days, so I ………him……..in my flat.  

4-Having a meal together is a good chance to ……………with each other .   

5-I didn’t realize who she was at first , but it ……….that we’d been at school together.  

 
 

(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(8-2019 ( 

10-Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box : 

 
 

1-While searching for his passport , he ……….his photo when he was six years .  

2-The house they had offered us ……….to be a tiny apartment.      

3-We were ………….at a small hotel for a night after long travel.     

4-Let’s go to the coffee shop . I need to ………….with you all.     

5--Who did you ………………on the way home yesterday?    

 
 

(8-2019) 

(12-2017 ( 
(12-2017 ( 
(12-2017 ( 

(7-2021  ( 
11-Complete the sentences with the suitable phrasal verbs from the box : 

 

 

1-After missing a term through illness, he had to work hard to ……….with the others .   

2-After all that media attention , the whole event ………….to be false.    

3-We ……….our relatives ……….in our house when they came to visit Palestine .  

4-I was surprised to …………Noha when I was in the park.     
5-If students ………..unfamiliar words , they can use the dictionary to check their meanings .  

6-While he was away , he ……………..with his family by email.     

 
(12-2017) 

(6-2022) 

(8-2017 ) 
(8-2016) 
(8-2022) 

(8-2022) 
12-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co-mis): 

 
 

1-Children often …………..in order to get attention.      

2-Never give your password to anyone , not even a ………..or a friend.    

3-Don’t let his friendly manner ……………you into trusting him .     

4-We want to thank you for your ……………and continuous support.     

5-Her voice wasn’t clear . I was certain I had …………..what she said.     

 
 
 

(8-2021) 

13-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co-mis): 

  
 

1-Both their names are on the front of the book because they are the ………..  .    

2-The teacher usually gets annoyed when students ……..in the class.      

3-There are many ……………advertisements on TV.       

4-…………..between  schools is the most important thing we need in this critical stage.   

5-Some people ……………..modern technology by braking the privacy of others .  

 
 
 

(7 2021) 

14-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co-mis): 

 
 

1-Mr.Walid is the ………………of the university.         

2-The teacher gets angry with the students who ………….in class.     

3-Because of the size of the task , …………………was important .    

4-The solider didn’t follow the orders . He must have ………the leader’s words.   

5-It was a ………….that they were both in Paris on the same day.     

 
 

(12-2020 ( 
(12-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(12-2019) 
(7-2021) 

turned out –run into    -catch up  –put up - came across 

turned out – kept in touch-  run into -come across   -catch up – put up 

worker- operation - behave-lead –heard   

operation – use –leading –writers  – behave  

heard - incidence    -   operation   -behave   –founder       

catch up –  come across –put up-turned out  - ran into  
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15-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co-mis): 

 

 

1-Her brother is a ……………….of a medical firm .      

2-It seemed a strange question , I wondered if I had …………………  .     

3-The medical lab must have made a ………..  . This can’t be right.    

4-Let’s all …………….to get the work done quickly and perfectly.    

 
 

(8-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(8-2020 ( 
(12-2019) 

16-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co-mis): 

 

 

1-Information in adverts isn’t usually untrue ,but it can ……….people and give them 

the wrong idea.            

2-This success couldn’t have been achieved without your …………..  .     

3-Paying children too much attention when they ……………..can be defeating.    

4-There is a concern that the judges might ……………their power .     

5-Oh, I must have …………..you . I thought we were going to meet at 11:00.   

 
 

(6-2019 ( 
 

(6-2019 ( 
(8-2018 ( 
(6-2020) 
(8-2020 ( 

17-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with (co-mis): 

  

 

1-Students always get in trouble when they ……………in class .        

2-There’s a very little ………………between the two neighboring countries .    

3-The children sometimes …………….their toys and ends up losing them .    

4-The …………..succeeded in landing the plane safely .       

 
 

(6-2017 ( 
(6-2017)  

(8 -2016(  

(8 -2016(    
18-Choose the correct answer : 

1-(Misuse – Mislead ) of any chemical can cause serious environmental problems . 
2-I am not saying what he did was good , don’t (misunderstand – misbehave) me. 

3-Both their names are on the front of the book because they are the (co-workers- co-writers). 
4-(Coincidences –Misunderstandings) are stories about strange ,unexpected events 

and connections.            

5-I always getting in trouble for (misbehaving – misusing)at school .    

6-He was accused of (misusing – misbehaving )the public money.    

7-I am sure it was only by accident that he obviously (misuse-misheard) my reply.  

8- Unfortunately , there was enough oxygen for the pilot and (co-pilot- co-author)to 

make safe land.            

9-Dr Samuel Holiday was one of the (co-founders- co-writers )who wrote the report. 

10-He couldn’t fly without a……… (co-pilot- co-writer).      

11- I’m sure I didn’t say that !you must have ………….me. ( misheard- misused)   

12-If you ……….behave in the class , you’ll certainly be punished. (co- mis)    

13-The manual explains what to do if a (co-worker/ coincidence)is injured and in need 

of medical attention.          

14-Living under the rule of law is an important safe guard against (misheard- misuse ) 

of power .  

15-The idea of international (coincidence /cooperation )between people must succeed.  

16-Some of these children never seem to find their place in the social order , and they 

try to (misbehave / misuse) in order to draw attention to themselves.    

17-She is the (co-writer/ co-worker)and former editor of a well-known magazine and 

has worked as an author since 1992.  

 

       

 
(12-2020 ( 
(8-2020( 
(6-2020 ( 

 
(8-2019) 
(6-2019) 
(12-2018) 

(12-2018)  

 
(6-2018(  

(8-2017 (  
(8-2017 (  

(1-2017)  
(6-2022)  

 
(6-2022) 

 

(8-2022) 
(8-2022) 

 

(8-2022) 

take   –heard  -  operate    –founder 

understood   -  operation   -behave  –    lead    -use         

    pilot -  operation   - behave  – use   
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Period 3+4 / Language   
1: Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs between brackets : 

1-When I ………….(enter )the shop I realized I …………(forget )the money at home 

2-The boy fell while he ……………the garden’s wall .   ( climb)    

3-I ………………….to him many times before he replied . ( write )    

4-While Jamal ………..(travel)home, he realized that he ……………the keys. (forget) 

5-Our teacher was absent yesterday , so we …………….the exam . (not take )   

6-While I ………….( work )in the garden , I ……….(hurt)my back .     

7-The accident took place while the students …………the street . (cross)    

8-She ………….a bear before she moved to Alaska. (not see)    

9-When I returned home , I realized I ………..my keys . (forget )      

10-The teacher asked the student to come back later because he ……….. . (work) ) 

11-While the teacher ……………(explain)the lesson , the 

headmistress………….(enter)   

12-As I …………….to school , it rained . ( walk)         

13- He was happy yesterday because he ……….the joyful days of childhood. (recall)   

14-We ……………..home until very late last night. (not get)      

15-I …………….music coming from my neighbor’s apartment last night. (hear)  

16-I saw that most people…………already ………the party when I arrived. (leave) ) 

17-When they got home last night , they……..…..(find) that somebody……….….. 

(break into)their apartment.         

   

18-Nuha …………….a frightening movie at ten p.m. last night. (watch)     

19-She …………….(have) a beautiful dream when the alarm clock……….(ring)   

20- They decided to go for a walk while the sun ………………..(shine )   

21-They got wet during their walk because it…….(rain)and they …..(forget)to take 

their umbrellas.             

22-Hadeel passed the exam easily because she …………along time studying. (spend )  

23-While Sami………….(paint) the door, he …………….(notice ) a snake which had 

been in the store for a long time.           

24-The film wasn’t good , I ……….(not enjoy )it yesterday.      

25-I was waiting in the queue at passport control when suddenly I …………. (realize) 

that I ……………(forget)my passport.  
26-An old woman knocked at the front door while I ………….(watch )TV in the sitting room .  

27-When I went in , everyone …………….….(laugh), probably because someone 

……...…  just ……...… (tell ) them a joke.  
28-Majed ……………… (take ) a photograph of me while I ……….. (plant ) the seeds . 

29-We……….….. (wait  )for the train when the bomb …..……….( explode )   

30-When Sara came home , she realized that someone ……….her apartment . ( break into )  

31-He went to school after he …………..(have )his breakfast .              

32-While she ………. (drive ) to work , she suddenly remembered that she ……….. (forget  ) 

to turn off the cooker .         
33-We got home to find that someone…………………(break) into the house.  

34-He became wet during his walk because it…………..(rain).  

35-When the boss walked into the room , we ………….that someone was going to get 

fired . (know)           

36-While Laila …….…..(come)into the office , she realized that she ………..(forget ) 

her mobile at home.          
37-When the boys ……… (arrive )at the cinema, the film …….. already ………. (start)  

 

  

 

(12-2020(  

(8-2019 ( 
(12-2020) 
(12-2020) 
(8-2020 ( 
(8-2020 ( 
(8-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(12-2019) 

 
(8-2019 ( 
(6-2019 ( 
(6-2019 ( 
(12-2019 ( 
(12-2019 ( 
(6-2019 ( 

 
(6-2019 ( 
(6-2018 ( 
(12-2017) 
(8-2017 ( 

 

(6-2017 ( 
(6-2017 ( 

 
(1-2017) 
(1-2017) 

 
(8-2016 ( 
(6-2016) 

 
(8-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2021) 

 
(12-2021) 
(12-2021) 
(6-2022) 

 
(6-2022) 

 

(8-2022) 
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2:Choose the correct answer : 

1-They decided to go for a walk while the sun …………  . ( is shining – was shining )  

2-I ………….much better after I’d taken the medicine . (felt- was feeling )   

3-As soon as he ………..the sight of a policeman , he ran away. (caught – had caught)  

4-I …………… (had known – have known)him for a long time before I ……………. 

(met – meet) his family.  

5-The picture ……………….. (went off –had gone ) while the children ……………. 

(had watched – were watching) the match.         

6- They came as soon as I ……… ..( was calling – called ) them .      

7- I felt tired when I got home so I ………….. (went – had gone ) straight to bed.  

8-The student passed the exam easily because he ………… well . (had studied – studied ) 

9-My sister ……………. (didn’t see- doesn’t see) the note that I  …………………. 

(laid- had laid )on the kitchen table for her yesterday.      

 

(8-2020 ( 
(6-2020) 
(6-2020) 
(12-2018) 

 

(12-2018) 
 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2020) 
 (8-2018 ) 

3-Correct the following sentences ( There is one mistake in each sentence): 

1-When I got to the airport , I found that the plane has already left .    ……………….  

2-We have lived in that house for eight years before we moved to another city . …….……….  

3-The Titanic was crossing the Atlantic when it hits an iceberg.          …………………… 

4-What did the teacher gave Ahmed ?                                                   …………………  

5-I was making dinner when she was arriving .                                    ……..…………. 

6-Which film have you watched last night ?                                         ………………. 

7-Did you wrote the invitation ?                                                           ………………. 

 

(7-2021) 
(8-2020 ( 
(8-2020 ( 
(6-2020 ( 
(8-2020 ( 
(6-2017( 

(12-2021) 
4-Use the words in brackets to join each pair of the following :  

1-The students were making noise . The teacher punished them .(because )   

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-I saw Sami . He was shouting loudly at his son . (when )      

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-I spent a long time studying this subject . I passed the exam easily . ( because )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 4-He missed the train. He was talking with some friends.   (because)     (  -12-2021) 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5-It started raining. We got into the car.               (as soon as)     (   -12-2021) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
(7-2021) 

 
(8-2021) 

 
(8-2021) 

5-Do as required in brackets : 

1-His new apartment cost 60,000dollars . 

   How much …………………………………?     (Complete the question)   

2-How many /books /you /buy /yesterday?              ( Write a full question)    

……………………………………………………..?  

 
(12-2020 ( 

 
(12-2021) 

Period 6 / Writing   
 

- Write on the topic of coincidences (or misunderstanding )  . You can make 

use of the following ideas:         

* What’s the definition of coincidences? 

* Do you believe in coincidences? 

* Write about  personal experience. (It can be a true story about something that 

happened to you or someone you know, or made –up a story. 

 
(8-2021) 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

Read the texts and do the tasks below : 
TEXT A 

As a parent, I'm becoming increasingly worried about the effect communications technology is 

having on young people. My fourteen –year- old son seems to spend hours every day texting or 

chatting online, or updating hi social media page. He says he's going to do his homework, but 

an hour or two later still hasn't started it, and I can't help feeling that he's wasting so much time 

on this instead of doing useful things, or even just being with his friends and communicating 

with real people.  

Is all this texting affecting young people's ability to use language properly? Is there a danger 

they could become addicted to technology? What potential dangers are out there in the online 

world? I don’t know enough about these new technologies to be able to answer questions like 

these. 

TEXT B  

Like it or not , today’s young people are the connected generation A recent study in the US 

found that nearly quarter of teenagers use social media sites at least ten times a day and 75% 

own mobile phones. Texting is now the main form of communication for young people .The 

figures obviously vary between countries, but the one thing we can predict is that they will 

continue to rise. 

Inevitably, this has led to panic among parents, teachers and other adults. But are these fears 

justified? Not according to Dr Amy Lehane. ' If you look back' she says, ' you find the same 

panic reaction from older people to the growth of telephone and television, often it comes from 

a fear of something they don't understand, but our research indicates that young people are 

quite capable of telling the difference between the online world and the real world. They are 

also very aware of the possible negative effects of technology: they know, for example ,that it’s 

not a good to post a message like “I’m having a party net Saturday on public site . 

A: Decide which of the two texts talks about the following: 

1-Parent’s questions and enquiries                                                     (Text  ……………) 

2-We should learn to trust young people more .                                (Text ………….…) 

3-Facts and numbers about young generation’s use of technology .  (Text……………..)     
4-Things were different when I was young .                                          (Text………..……) 

B: Answer the following questions : 

1-What annoys parents a lot in general ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What does the parent prefer his son to do in his free time ? 

a……………………………………………………  

b……………………………………………………………. 

3-Why does Dr. Amy have a good information about the subject ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-How does Dr. Amy explain older people’s panic towards young’s use of technology? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C: Decide whether these statements are True or False : 

1-(         ) The major way for teenagers now to keep in touch is sending short messages.  

2-(         ) The numbers of using technology are nearly the same between countries. 

3-(         ) Dr. Amy is against the unjustified fear that older people feel. 

D: Write what the following pronouns and number might refer to: 

1-it (Text A )…………………………………………………………………… 

2-75% (Text B )……………………………………………………………… 

 

 

(8-2021) 

 الفرع الأدبي
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E: Complete the missing information in the table from the texts above : 

1-The 14-year –old son spends his 

time in : 

a.  ………………………………… 

b. ………………………………… 

c. ………………………………… 

2-The US latest study showed 

that : 

a. ………………………………… 

b. ………………………………… 

c. ………………………………… 

3-Reasons to be positive about 

the future  according to Dr. Amy  

Lehane: 

a. ………………………………… 

b. ………………………………… 

c. ………………………………… 
 
Read the texts and complete the tasks below : 

Text A: My fourteen –year- old son seems to spend hours every day texting or chatting 

online, or updating hi social media page. He says he's going to do his homework, but 

an hour or two later still hasn't started it, and I can't help feeling that he's wasting so 

much time on this instead of doing useful things, or even just being with his friends 

and communicating with real people.  

Text B:  A recent study in the US found that nearly quarter of teenagers use social 

media sites at least ten times a day and 75% own mobile phones. Texting is now the 

main form of communication for young people. The figures obviously vary between 

countries , but the one thing we can predict is that they will continue to rise .Inevitably, 

this has led to panic among parents, teachers and other adults. But are these fears 

justified? Not according to Dr Amy Lehane. ,who has studied exactly how young 

people are using technology .' If you look back' she says, ' you find the same panic 

reaction from older people to the growth of telephone and television, often it comes 

from a fear of something they don't understand, but our research indicates that young 

people are quite capable of telling the difference between the online world and the real 

world, or between the types of languages used for texts and job applications . They’re  

also very aware of the possible negative effects of technology. 

A: Choose the best title for the texts above  : 

a. Smart phones                                            b. Methods of communication today . 

   c.  A study about the internet .                        d.TV programs  

B: Answer the following questions : 

1-Who is frightened by the rise in the number of teenagers using social media in textB? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Why should we feel positive about the future according to the results of the study ? 

      a…………………………………………………………………………………… 

      b…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Which text includes a list of concerns?       

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4-Which text the writer believes that we should trust young people more?    

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-Which text is about a personal feeling?    

……………………………………………… 

C: Complete the following sentences : 

1-The negative effects of spending too much time on texting and chatting on the son in 

text A are:  

a…………………………………………………………………………………… 

b…………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

(8-2017) 

   الفرع)

  العلمي 

( دورة ثانية  
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D: Decide if the statements are True or False according to the text : 

1- Older people had more fear reaction of the growth of social media than parents today. (     ) 

2- A quarter of teenagers use social media sites at least ten times a day .                             (     ) 

3- Fears of the rise of figures in using social media are justified according to Lehane.       (     ) 

E: What do the highlighted pronouns and numbers in the text refer to : 

   1-He …………………………………                       2- this……………………… 

   3-75% ………………………………..                      4-these …………………….. 

Text (2) 

Read the text and answer the questions below: 

It isn’t hard to explain why parents, teachers and older people in general get so 

concerned about the negative effects of young people’s use of communications 

technology. They may be motivated by a wish to protect their children from harm or to 

control them, but throughout history older generations have always tried to put limits 

on the behavior of the young. 

The only difference now is that the Internet is such a powerful force, and older people 

generally don’t really understand this new world of social media and instant 

communication, so they’re unable to control it. And the situation is changing so fast 

that the gap in their knowledge is widening all the time. 

In a similar way, governments, even in democratic countries, like to put limits on 

people’s behavior. After all, it’s a large part of what governments are about. They may 

have more technological knowledge than the average parent, but the spread of social 

media sites and communications apps like Twitter and WhatsApp is making it harder 

and harder for them to control what their citizens are saying and doing. 

Clearly, this isn't always a positive trend, but what we can say for sure is that new 

information and communications technologies are a force for social change and 

economic development, especially in poorer countries without a reliable traditional 

phone network. The World Bank has calculated that in countries like this, a 10% 

increase in high-speed Internet connections leads to a 1.3% increase in economic 

growth. It is, they say, ‘the single most powerful way to extend economic opportunities 

and services to millions of people, especially in remote areas’.  

A recent headline on the BBC website asked:  "Could Ramallah become an Arab 

World technology hub?' The article went on to show how young Palestinians are 

starting small technology companies that could help the Palestinian economy to break 

free from restrictions placed on it by the Israeli occupation. As one interviewee 

explains: ' this is what is good about technology: it breaks the borders. A person with a 

laptop can work in the worst situations; he can work from his home and interact with 

the global community, without a passport and despite the occupation. It is limitless. 

A: Answer the following questions : 

1-Why are parents and teachers concerned about the negative effects of young people’s 

use  of technology ? 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What do governments and older generations have in common ? 

    ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What makes it harder for the governments to control what their citizens are saying 

and doing ? 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-How could the Palestinian economy break free from the Israeli restrictions? 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
(6-2020) 

دورة أولى  

 الفرع الأدبي 
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B: Complete the sentences below : 

1-According to the World Bank , if there is a 20% increase in internet speed , this will 

lead to a ………..%increase in economic growth .  

2-According to an interviewee , technology is  good because it is …………………… 

3-Despite the Israeli occupation , Palestinians can …………………..and ………… 

C: Decide whether each of the following is True (T) or False (F): 

1-Only teachers are concerned about the negative effects of internet .   (     ) 

2-The gap in the older people’s knowledge is shrinking .                       (     ) 

3-Governments , even in democratic countries , like to restrict people’s behavior .  (     ) 

4-Information and communications technologies are positive force .             (     ) 

D: What do the following pronouns refer to : 

  1-Them  ……………………… …..                       2-they ……………………….. 

  3-it (line 20)……………………………..               4-he …………………………. 
Read the following text the do the tasks below : 

Social media is a vital aspect of teenagers’ and children’s social and creative lives . They use 

social media to have fun , make and maintain friendships , share interests , explode identities 

and develop relationships with families . It’s an extension of their offline and face to face 

interactions.   

Social media can connect children and teenagers to online global communities based on shared 

interests . These might be support networks –for example , for young people with disability or 

medical conditions , teenagers who are same , or children from particular cultural backgrounds. 

Social networking has also changed the way kids learn . They are always interacting and 

giving feedback to one other ,which refines their learning process. They are also more 

enthusiastic to learn from each other , than from adults . Learning can now come from  newer 

sources and not just their parents or teachers . However , social media sites can also mark risk. 

The most well-known downside is the addiction they create . This addiction disrupts their 

various activities . Some of the kids realize that they are wasting a lot of time on social sites 

and that affects their mood negatively . They end up wasting a substantial amount of time every 

day , resulting in lack of concentration and poor grades in school . Not less dangerously , 

students mostly use slang words or shortened forms of words on social networking sites . This 

reduces their command over the language and their creativity skills. 

Overusing social media can directly impact physical health. This, of course is usually 

associated with the way you use. You can get eyestrain from staring for too long . Besides, if 

you’re staying up too late posting on Twitter or Facebook, you may be losing valuable  sleep.  

A: Answer the following questions : 

1-How is social media necessary to teenagers and children ? 

a…………………………..     b. ……………………………… c…………………….            

d………………………………    e. …………………… 

2-What bad effects could addiction to social media have on the following ? 

a. studying…………………………………………………………………………… 

b. Language………………………………………………………………………… 

c. Health……………………………………………………………………………            

3- What are two apps mentioned in the text ?  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

B: Decide whether each of the following is True or False : 

1-Teachers and parents are no longer the only source of information .          (       ) 

2-Overusing social media improves concentration and creativity.                 (       ) 

 
(8-2020) 

ثانية   دورة

 الفرع الأدبي
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C: What do the following pronouns refer to : 

1- These ……………………………    2- They ……………………………………. 

3- This ………………………………………………………… 

Read the text and find answers to the questions below: 

Technology has become an integral part of our lives. It has transformed our lives in many 

ways. It has made life easier and more convenient for us; we can send messages quickly via the 

internet, cook meals in a few minutes in a microwave, and book train tickets online instead of 

walking to the station. Have we become addicted to technology? 

Not too long ago, many children enjoyed reading a good book in their spare time. Nowadays, 

they are more likely to be seen playing video games or watching television, which leaves them 

with no time to interact with other children. This has resulted in increased cases of loneliness 

and depression among children. 

Similarly, sending letters has become a thing of the past. It has been replaced by email, instant 

messaging and social media. As to me, this is a huge shame; there’s nothing better than 

receiving a letter in the post. The presence of social media has had, in some respects, bad 

impact on our social life. Although online communication has its advantages, some 

technological advances have nearly killed human touch and turned us into anti-social beings. 

After all, we shouldn’t forget the value of real-life human interaction. It is in our nature to 

socialize with others. 

1. Give examples from the text to show that technology has made our life more fitting. 

a.……………………………………………………………………………………… 

b.…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Complete the web with missing information from the text.  
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3-What bad effects did modern technology have on? 

a- Children: ………………………………………………………………………… 

b- Social life: ……………………………………………………………………… 

4- According to the text, which of the following would the writer prefer to do?  

     A. 1- sending letters    2. emails and social media 

     B. 1- online communication   2. real-life human interaction 

 
(6-2018) 

دورة أولى  

 الفرع الأدبي

The difference 

Technology 

made 

People’s way of 

communication  

Children’s way 

of spending 

time  

Present  

past 

Present  
past 
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Two: Read the text and find answers to the questions below. 

…………… The benefits of the internet are so extensive that it has positively changed human 

society in every department. It has made life a lot easier by making information more 

accessible to all and creating connections with different people all around the world. For many 

people, the internet has become the fuel of their daily life.  

…………... However, it has also led to a lot of people to spend too much time in front of the 

computer, so much that it becomes the center of their lives. This can lead an internet addiction. 

It is a mental condition characterized by excessive use of the internet, usually causing 

detriment to the user. internet addiction is also known by numerous other terms, including 

problematic internet use, internet overuse and compulsive internet use.    

………….. Studies show that internet addiction is quite common among people who are 

suffering from anxiety and depression. Their lack of emotional support means they turn to the 

internet to fill this need. Even being stressed and unhappy can contribute greatly to the 

development of a computer or internet addiction. There are also those who have a history of 

other types of addiction such as addiction to alcohol, drugs and gambling.  People who are 

overly shy and cannot easily relate to their peers are also at a higher risk of developing a 

computer or internet addiction.  

………….. Internet addiction can be a significant threat to one’s health and social wellbeing. 

The short-term effects of an online addiction include unfinished tasks and forgotten 

responsibilities. short-term effects are seen more in the psychical symptoms such as backache, 

neck pain, and vision problems from staring at the screen. internet addiction also enforces 

antisocial behavior. It can lead to the inability to communicate in the real world by depriving 

the addict of the daily practices involved with the interpersonal communication. This, of 

course, cripple’s one’s inability to maintain a healthy social life.     

1. Match the headings with the suitable paragraphs above.  

  a. Effects of online addiction                            b. Advantages of the internet.  

  c. What makes an internet addict?                    d. What is the internet addiction? 

2. Answer the following questions: 

1. In what ways has the internet made life easier?  

    a ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

    b …………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What is the definition provided in the text for internet addiction? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. In what ways, what kinds of people are more likely to be internet addicts? 

a………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b………………………………………………………………………………………… 

c………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Decide whether each of the following is True or False:   

1. (       ) The writer’s attitude towards the internet effect on human life is completely negative.  

2. (      ) Internet addiction can lead to the inability of the addict to communicate in the real world.  

 
(6-2019) 

دورة أولى  

 الفرع العلمي
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4. Complete the diagram form the text: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the text about the internet and answer the questions below:  

Spending your free time on the Internet can be fun. You can chat ,share photos with 

friends ,and play online games . But some people are addicted to the Internet. They just 

can’t turn it off. 

Being online for many hours at a time does not mean you have a problem. The Internet 

is very useful Online, you can pay your bills ,buy clothes ,and read the news . There are 

many good reasons to spend time online. 

However, people with an Internet addiction are online too much . They don’t spend 

time with their friends and families. Instead, they spend their time chatting with their 

Internet friends ,people they have never met in real life . Some also play online games 

all day or night . Some people with Internet addictions even leave their jobs so they can 

spend even more time online.  

People with Internet addictions don’t just go online to shop ,have fun , or to do work . 

People who have this problem often go online because they want to escape the stress 

and problems in their lives. Many Internet addicts stop caring about their real lives , 

and focus only on their online lives . 

One way Internet addicts can get help is by using special software. This software 

controls how much time someone can spend online . It tells the computer to turn off the 

internet after a certain amount time .This helps people focus on real life. The software’s 

goal is to teach people to use the Internet for good reasons and not just escape. 

 
(12-2018) 

دورة ثالثة  

 الفرع العلمي

 

Internet addiction  

Common terms  

………………………………. ………………………………………

…… 

……………………………………. 

……………………………………………. ……………………………………………………

… 

Long –term effect 

1------------------------------ 

2------------------------------ 

Short –term effects  

1----------------------------- 

2------------------------------- 

………………………………. 
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A:Complete the word web using words from the text :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B: Choose the correct answer : 

1-What is the main idea of the article ? 

a. People should not spend time on the internet .        

b. The internet is unnecessary good for people . 

c. Spending too much time online is not good .          

d. Families should use the internet together . 

2-Which is NOT a problem for people with Internet addiction ? 

a. They stop spending time with their family         b. They might lose their jobs . 

c. They learn to type very fast .             d. They stop caring about their real lives . 

3-What does the article say about paying bills ? 

a. People spend more money when they pay bills online .        

b. It is a useful way to use the internet . 

c. People with Internet addiction do not pay their bills .           

d. It must be done online . 
4-According to the passage , a person is most likely to become an internet addict if …………. 

a. their life is stressful and has problems .     b. their job is boring . 

c. they enjoy online gaming .                          d. they have a lot of online friends . 

5-What way of helping people stop their Internet addiction does the passage talk about? 

a. watching TV with friends .                             b. using special software . 

c. spending more hours at their office .             d. getting a new job they really like  

C: Complete the sentences: 

The main aim for using special software is to ……………………………………… 

D: What do the following pronouns refer to: 

1-Their ………………………………....      2-This problem …………………………. 

Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

1-Replace the underlined parts of the sentences below with words from the box : 

 

 
 

1-Your comments are rather distant from the subject we are discussing . ……………..  

2-He thinks that Boston is the central point of the universe .   ………..………  

3-I think there is a problem with the phone system of connection because I can’t make any 

calls .  …………………… 

4-The European Union puts limits on people immigrating to it .  ……………..……    

5-Their general movement /fashion  is obvious and clear for all.   ………………..  

6-The new charity tries to offer a helping hand to young people who have become strongly 

unable to stop drugs .    ……..…………….  
       

 
 

 

 

(12.2020 

(8.2020   (  
(8-2019( 

 

(8-2016 ( 
(7-2021) 
(8-2022) 

 

Internet  

Good  

Bad : Internet 

addiction  

  network -  hub-addicted    -restrictions – trend -   remote  
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2-Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with the 

appropriate word from the box: 
 
 

1-The computer department is at the ………….…of the company’s operations. (central point) 

2-I don’t think Amy’s opinions were really ………..… . (the correct thing to do or believe) 

3-Unlike the rest of us , Dave had no …….of snakes . (What you feel when you are afraid )   

 4-Palestinians suffer a lot from the closed ……………with Egypt .   (dividing lines) 

5. She lives in a ……………house far away from the center  of the town. (difficult to get to )              

 
 

(12-2020) 
(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

3-Complete the following sentences with words from the box: 

 

 
 

1-An earthquake hit the capital causing ……………among the population.  

2-Hundreds of refugees crossed the …………..to escape the fighting .    

3-The government has agreed to impose …………….on press freedom .     

4-The kitchen is in the ………………of the household.      

5-The employee isn’t well qualified , so he isn’t …………..of doing such kind of work.  

6-She felt fully …………….in asking for her money back because it’s her rights.  

 
 

(12-2020) 
(8-2020 ( 
(8-2019) 

(12-2019) 
(6-2018) 
(6-2022) 

4-Complete the following sentences with words from the box :  

 

 
 

1-Don’t …………….., we’ve plenty of time .                

2-Flowers ………….widely in size and shape .            

3-The park is open to the public without …………. .        

4-The boy ………………himself by saying he didn’t begin the fight .    

5-The company has used a number of methods to …………it’s employees to work harder.  
6-The city has become a …………for Asian markets and a financial center.    

 

 

 
 

(8-2020) 

(8-2020) 
(8-2020) 
(6-2020) 
(6-2019 ( 
(7-2021) 

5-Complete the following sentences with words from the box : 

 
 
 

1-She’s Italian by birth but now she is an American ………..    .     

2-A lot of people nowadays have become ………..to the internet.      

3-Prices ………..widely from shop to shop . Some are expensive , others are cheap.  

4-The new mall is in the …………..of the city near the hospital.     

5-There are ……………against bringing goods into the country.      

6-She felt fully ……………. in asking for her money back because it's her right.    
7-You will need to keep up -to date with current ……………..in the business world .  

 
 
 

(12-2017) 
(8-2017( 
(6-2017) 

(1-2017 ( 
(6-2016 ( 
(6-2022) 
(8-2022) 

Suggested exercises  
 

1-Write each word next to its definition : 

 
 
 

1- Great fear …………………….     2- movement ,fashion or change ………………… 

3- differ ……………………….         4-caused or encouraged ………………………. 

5- Having strong habit / can’t stop yourself from doing something ………………. 

2-Write each word next to its definition : 

 
 

1-People who live in a country ………..  2- Possible to take place in the future ……… 

3-Difficult to get ………………………..4-Having the necessary ability ……………… 

 

 

 borders- justified  -fear  -  remote    hub 

  hub-    borders - restrictions –capable-justified  -  panic  

  motivate   -restrictions-  -hub-  vary    -  justified   -    panic  

             hub-justified- trends    vary-    citizen –restrictions –

addicted   

trend – vary – panic – addicted – motivated  

capable – potential – remote – citizens  
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3-Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-A feeling of ……………makes you unable to think properly. 

2-It is very dangerous when our children become …………to the internet.  

3-Palestinians never stop fighting because they are …………….by love of land .  

4-Although she prepared well for the exam , she still has a ……….of failing.  

5-There’s a ………………towards using technology in education at schools.   

4-Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-Temperatures ………….from city to city even in the same state .  

2-The man got into real ………..when he thought he’d lost the tickets .  

3-Dane lives a solitary life in a ……………area in China . 

4-These days there is a …………towards shopping online . 

5-A good ……………..respect the laws .  

5-Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 

1-I accept that parents’ fears are completely ……………….   . 

2-Our new teacher certainly knows how to …………….his classes  . 

3-The ticket permits you to travel anywhere without ………………….  . 

4-He can’t stop drinking coffee . I think he’s ………………..   . 

5-The refugees escaped across the …………………………   .  

Period 3+4 / Language  
 

1-Circle the correct option : 

1-Please put on your seat belts. The plane (will- is going to )take off in a few minutes .  

2-Ahmed has the right qualifications , so he (may well –could ) get the job .    

3-Ladies and gentlemen , the play (may begin – will begin)in five minutes.   

4-Ahmed is better than most of the others , so he (may well- may not )win the prize .  

5-My friend always says he (is visiting –is going to visit )me , but he never does .   

6-You obviously (could get – won’t get )the job if you don’t apply for it .     
7-He says he (isn’t going to watch – isn’t watching )TV until his science project is finished .  

8-Tom (might stay- will stay )with us when he visits Palestine . He didn’t promise . 

9-I’m sure my parents (won’t- could )let me go to the party .       
10-My sister is (going to have –having ) a graduation party this afternoon . Everything is arranged. 

11-The company (probably won’t- won’t probably) accept her application .     

12- Emad (is going to study – is studying)medicine when he enters the university.    

13- The questions are very unclear , so he (might well- might not )answer them.               
14- Their team is better than most of the others , so it (may not – may well )win the cup.  

 15-I’ve just missed the 8:00 lecture , it’s okay(I’ll- I’m going to )wait for the next one 
16-Rula says she (is buying – is going to buy )an expensive dress for the graduation party. 

17- He’s very exhausted ,so he (probably won’t – might )go out tonight.    

18-The table looks heavy . I (will help- may help )you carry it if you don’t mind.  

19- The wall doesn’t look safe . It(is going to fall – is falling )over one day.    

20-We (might well- might)get there in time , but I’m not certain .      

21-I promise I (won’t tell- am not going to tell )anybody what happened .   

22-Ruba says she (rents – is going to rent )a new flat .        

23-Ali is quite sick , so he(will probably- probably won’t ) go to school tomorrow.  

24-She has already decided . She (is going to – will )buy  a flat near there.   

25-You look very tired ! I (am going to – will )wash the dishes for you.    

 
(12-2020 ( 

(12-2020) 

(12-2020) 

(12-2020) 

(12-2020) 

(8-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(8-2020 ( 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2016) 

(6-2016) 

(6-2016) 

(6-2016) 

(6-2016) 

(8-2019 ( 

(8-2019 ( 

(12-2019 ( 

(12-2019) 

(12-2019) 

addicted – fear –trend - motivated – panic  

trend  – remote - citizen  - panic -vary  

addicted  - motivate – borders – restrictions –justified   
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26-He’s quite unpopular ,so he (will probably- probably won’t)lose the election .  

27- We (are leaving – will leave )tomorrow . We’ve already bought the train tickets.  

28-The wind is blowing very hard and one of the big trees in the garden is making 

creaking noises . The tree  (is going to fall – is falling ) down .      

29-I’ts very cold . I (am going to light – am lighting ) a fire .      

30-Mum , Can I go out now? I promise I (will do – going to do ) my homework tonight.  

31-The president(is going to visit – is visiting ) Jordan next week to attend an important meeting.  

32-Ali (may not – will )go out tonight . He isn’t feeling well .      

33-A:When is Laila going to phone you ?         

     B: I don’t know . She (might – must ) phone this afternoon     

34-They can try , but I'm sure they (aren’t succeeding – won’t succeed )    

35-I can’t be sure , but this idea (will probably – will ) solve the matter .    

36-Reem is very good at playing tennis . She (may –may well) win the match .    

37-Where is Ann ? I don’t know , she (might –will ) be at the park .     

38-Mira (could- may )not be here when you come . I am not sure.     

39-He says he (will- is going to ) get a scholarship to study abroad.     

40-I(am going to attend – am attending ) a conference next week. I received the invitation card.  

41-Jenny (might not – could ) be at the office . I can’t reach her at home .           

42-He doesn’t speak English fluently . He (may well- may not ) face problems in communication.  

43-Don’t you have any money ? Don’t worry , I (will pay – am paying ) for the tai .  

44-Look the plane is coming closer and closer . It (will land – is going to land )    

45-Scientists predict that the world’s population (will – could) continuo to rise .    

46-Just try it . You( won’t – may ) find it easier than you thought . Who knows?    

47-I’m (leaving – going to leave )to Canada tomorrow . I’ve got my plane tickets.   

48-I think the boat is (going to sink – sinking ) , there’s a hole in its bottom .   
49-You’d better wear heavy clothes. The weather forecast says it’s( going to snow - snowing ). 

50-I’m certain Hani (won’t – will)get a visa . His passport isn’t available .   

51-Take your seats . This evening’s concert (may – will )start in a few minutes.  

52-Fuad (may – will)win the race for his little training . I doubt it .     
53-She (will / might) definitely help you because she is a kind person.   

54- That wall doesn't look safe. It (is going to / will) fall over one day.   

55-She didn’t prepare her lessons, so she (may not / could) participate well.  

56-I don’t think we should throw the old printer away, we (will / might) need it.  

(6-2019) 

(6-2019) 

(8-2018 ( 

 

(12-2018 ( 

(12-2018) 

(8-2017) 

(8-2016) 

(8-2016) 

 

(6-2016) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(7-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 

(12-2021) 

(12-2021) 

(12-2021) 

(12-2021) 

2-Complete the sentences with the correct tense of the verbs in brackets   

1-A:“Sami, I can’t go out because I haven’t got any money.”    

   B:”Don’t worry I ……………..you some . (lend) 

2-Ahmed can’t come to our meeting . He ………….the car to the garage at 5p.m . (take)  

3- A: Why are you filling that packet with water ?      

     B: I …………………………………the car .  (wash) 

4-I ……………….. my friends at the weekend so I can’t see you .  (meet)    

5-A: Why are you holding a piece of paper ?       

    B:I …………….a letter to my friend in Palestine. (write) 

 

(8-2022) 
 

(8-2022) 
(1-2017) 

 

(1-2017) 
(6-2018) 

3-Complete the sentences using going to , will or the present continuous tense with 

the verbs in brackets.   
1- Ali ……………….a garage sale this weekend . He’s put out signs and organized 

everything he wants to sell. (have ) 

2- There’s no milk . Really ? In that case I …………..and get some . (go) 

3- A:Why are you carrying a hammer ? 

    B:I ……………up some pictures . (put ) 

 

 
 

(6-2022) 
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4-Correct the mistakes (there’s one mistake in each sentence ) 

1-There’s nothing on TV , so I think I’m going to go to bed .   ……………    

2-Please take your seats . Our flight is going to start in five minutes .  ……………… 
3-I’m sure scientists may find a solution to the problem of climate change.  ……………  

4-Ali didn’t apply for the job ,so he may get it .                           ……………………     

5-What we can predict in advance is that the new generation couldn’t forget Jerusalem . …...…  

6-A: This exercise is too difficult for me ! 

   B: Don’t worry I am going to help you .  …………………………..    

7-I’m sure that Ahmed may arrive soon .  …………………………...    

8-He is quite unpopular ,so he could  win the elections .  …………….    

9- Don’t worry I’m sure the economic situation could get better .   …………….  

10-The man’s taken off his shoes out door . I think he is praying at the mosque . …….  

11-I promise I may phone you as soon as possible .  …………………   

12-I’m sure they  are going to settle here for another week …………………    

13-Murad will win the final competition .Who knows ? …………………           

14-We can’t make any plans yet because he won’t come .  ………………..  

15- I'm not sure yet but I won't probably catch the 10 o'clock train. ………………  

 

(8-2020 ( 
(6-2020) 
(8-2019) 

(6-2019(  

(12-2018)  

(12-2018) 

 

(8-2017)   

(8-2017) 

(1-2017) 

(6-2016) 

(6-2016) 

(7-2021) 

(8-2022) 

(6-2022) 

(6-2022         

5-Do as required in brackets : 

1-The one thing we can predict is that the figures may continue to rise in future .    

The one thing we can predict is that ………………………..(show a 100%possibility)  

2-We are able to breathe in space without special equipment.      
We……………………………………………………………...(show a 0% possibility) 

 

(8-2020 ( 
 

(6-2020 ( 

Period 6 / Writing  
 

 

1- Some people say that (the internet /social media site/IT) are / is important for 

many reasons, others disagree and feel worried about its/their negative effects
     

Which opinion do you agree with? Do the following :  

Paragraph one: Write about the benefits of (the internet / social media/ IT) 

Paragraph two: Write about the problems of (the internet / social media/ IT). 

Paragraph three: State your opinion .       

 

2-Young people's use of communications technology.          
   

Paragraph 1: Talk about the ways of modern communication now and then 

Paragraph 2:  Explain the advantages of modern ways of communication 

Paragraph 3: Explain the disadvantages of modern ways of communication  

Paragraph 4 : Give your opinion. Suggest recommendations. 

   

3-The  positive and negative effects if internet on children. 

Make use of  the following :          

   

Paragraph 1: What benefits the internet has on child's personality and thinking? 

Paragraph 2: What problems does the internet has brought on children and parents 

nowadays. 

Paragraph  3: What do you think about using the internet . What advice you give both 

children and parents 
 

  

 

(6-2022) 

 
 
 
 
 
(12-2019) 
 
 
 
 
(12-2017) 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

  Question Year 

1) Read the two texts and do the tasks below:    

A:  A new study into how the internet is changing the nature of friendship has found that 

social networking sites like Facebook and Myspace don't help people make more close 

friends. Although people (especially young people) using these sites claim to have thousands 

of friends, this research suggests that face-to face contact is usually needed to form genuine 

relationships.  

Many previous studies of friendship have established that the maximum number of people in 

a standard friendship group is 150, with about five of these regarded as close friends. This 

new study has found that these figures remain roughly the same for online friends. What’s 

more, the five closest friends of regular Internet users are likely to be people they have 

actually met. 

‘To form close friendships, we need to be able to trust the other person,’ explains Dr Samuel  

Holiday, one of the report’s co-authors , ‘and with people that you only know through the 

Internet, you can’ even be sure they are who they say they are.’ 

B: As someone who has made a lot of friends via the internet, I'm tired of hearing that they 

are not real friends. The argument seems to be that you can never really know someone 

unless you've actually met them. The fact is that meeting someone is no guarantee that they 

are who they say they are. I've met lots of people whose real character and intentions turned 

out to be different from those first presented. In fact, I regard some people I've met online as 

my closest friends. We actually have many interests in common which is why we got 

together in the first place. The things I'm interested in are perhaps a bit unusual and there's 

little chance of meeting others with the same interest without the internet. 

A: Decide whether each of the following is TRUE or FALSE  

1. New research shows that social networking sites enable us to build  genuine 

relationships . (     ) 

2. Dr. Samuel believes we can't trust people we haven’t  actually met .     (       ) 

3. The writer of text B has similar interests to most people .    (       ) 

B: Which of the two writers would agree with the following opinions  

1. Online friends are not as real as those we have actually met .               A    /  B 

2. Social media sites help you find people with similar interests .             A   /   B 

3. Meeting someone doesn't necessarily reveal his real character .           A    /   B 

4. Face – to- face interaction is necessary to form close friendships .      A    /    B 

C: Choose the correct answer: 

1. The writer of text B builds his opinion on a                          

a)  research study                             b) personal experience  

2. ' one of the report's co authors . The word co authors indicates  

a ) Dr Samuel wrote the report by himself     b)  Dr. Samuel is one of the writers  

3. ' as real as the ones we happened to make face to face . The underlined verb means  

a) didn't plan or arrange                               b) intended to do 

D:  Complete the following  

1.The new research exactly studied ………………………………………………… 

2. According to Samuel Holiday , we need to …………………………… to make close 

friendships, and this is difficult to happen online because ……………………. 

3. According to the writer of Text B, friends get together because …………………… 

 

 
 (8-2018) 
 الدورة الثانية
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2. Read the text and do the tasks below:  

It used to be thought that friendship was something that ‘just happened’ between people. 

However, many studies by social scientists have shown that becoming friends with 

another person is a complex process, but one that can be learnt. Making (and keeping) 

friends isn’t easy – it takes effort. Here are the top five tips for turning someone you 

know into a lasting friend.  

1-__________________________________  

 Everyone has acquaintances- people we know, but who aren't (yet) friends. To take your 

friendship  further  than just discussing the weather, you need to show an interest in their 

lives. Ask them questions (but don't get too personal at first). Even more importantly, 

listen to their answers and remember the information for the next time you meet. 

1- __________________________________ 

Maybe you made a joke that annoyed your new friend , or forget to call when you 

promised to . It’s almost inevitable that something will go wrong at some point , but it’s 

how you react to the situation that may be more important than the initial error. An 

honest apology and making the effort not to let it happen again are usually all that’s 

needed . 

2- __________________________________ 

When making arrangements, there are two possible ways of behaving that can harm a 

friendship. The first is forcing the other person to make all the decisions by saying things 

like' I don't mind you, you choose or 'Whatever you want'. The other is being particular 

or inflexible about what you want to happen, or where, or when. Try to find a middle 

way between the two extremes. 

      4-_______________________________________  

It's understandable that you want to impress a new friend and make them aware of your 

good points, but don't                                     go too far. Research shows that most of us 

tend to like people who don't boast about achievements or take       themselves too 

seriously. 

   5-__________________________________________  

If someone tells you something 'in confidence', it means just that – they are confident that 

you won't tell anyone else. In other words, they trust you. If you then pass on this 

information to another person, that trust is broken. Even if your friend doesn’t find out 

what you have done, this kind of behavior can easily destroy a friendship overtime. 

A:Match the titles with the paragraphs above: 

A:   Keep secrets to yourself                B:  Be interested 

C:   Don't try too hard                       D: Be clear, but not demanding                            

E: Don’t let one mistake get in the way  

B:Answer the following questions : 

 1-What have studies shown about friendship ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What are the two opposite ways of behaving that can harm  a friendship ? 

a-…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

b-……………………………………………………………………………………. 

C: Decide whether these statements are True or False : 

1-The text introduces some tips on how to get lasting friends .                           (        ) 

2-You should ask very personal questions at first in order to make friendships. (        ) 

3-You shouldn’t go too far when you want to impress a new friend .                  (       )  

 

(8-2020) 

العلمي   الفرع  
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D: Complete the table with the suitable advice for each person from the text above: 

Situation  Advice  

I said silly joke and my friend 

might be angry with me . 

Don’t worry . Just give your friend 

……………………… and make sure………… 

…………………………. 

We see each other every day but 

I’m not sure how to take it further 

. 

Show that you’re ……………………by …………… 

(and of course ………………………………the 

answers!) 

Should I tell people about my new 

expensive car? 

It’s OK to tell people, but ………………….. because 

nobody likes that .  

Should I say what I want to do or 

let others  decide ? 

Say what you want ,but don’t ………………..  . You 

need to find ……………………………… 

E:Write what the following words might refer to : 

1-One……………………………………………… 

2-who……………………………………………… 

3-It………………………………………………. 

Reading comprehension   (External ) 
Friends have large impact on your happiness. Good friends relief stress, provide comfort and 

joy, prevent loneliness and isolation, and even strengthen your health . But close friendships 

don't just happen . Many of us struggle to meet new people and develop quality connections. 

Whatever your age or circumstances, though, it's never too late to make new friends, 

reconnect your old ones, and improve your social life.  

Tips for being more friendly and social ( even if you are shy ) 

It can feel uncomfortable to put yourself out there socially. But you don't have to be naturally 

outgoing or the life of the party to make new friends. 

a ……………………………. The key of connecting to other people is showing interest in 

them . When you are interested in someone else's thoughts, feelings, experiences and 

opinions, it shows- and they'll like you for it. You'll make far more friends by showing your 

interest rather than trying to get people interested in you. 

b. ……………………….. If you are just pretending to listen or faking interest , others will 

pick up on it . Rather than fostering greater connection, your efforts will likely backfire. If 

you are not genuinely interested in the other person, then stop trying to connect. 

c. ………………………………. Make an effort to truly listen to the other person. By paying 

close attention to what they say, do , and how they interact , you'll quickly get to know them . 

Little things go a long way such as remembering someone's preferences , the stories they've 

told you , and what's going on in their lives .  

  A. Match the titles with the paragraphs by writing them in the space above.  
  1 . Pay attention            2. Be genuine                    3. Focus on others , not yourself  

  B. Answer the following questions  

   1. Why are friends important ? 

    ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

   2  Why do we struggle in making friends ?  

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3 What are the areas of interest that we truly care about ? 

     …………………………………………………………………………………… 

4 According to the writer, what are small things  that last for a long time ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………   

C. Decide whether the following sentences are TRUE or FALSE  
1. You'll get more friends by trying to get others interested in you rather than showing 

your interest . (        ) 

2. By paying close attention to what they say , and how they interact, you'll probably   get 

to know them . 

 3. When you are pretending to listen or faking interest , no one will notice . (       ) 

 

 
دورة اولى  

2017 
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Reading comprehension (External   

 

Read the text about Making Friends then complete the tasks below : 

Friends have huge impact on your happiness. Good friends relieve stress, provide 

comfort and joy , and even strengthen your health. But close friendships don’t just 

happen . Friendships require some work to maintain and help them  grow. Here are 

some tips you can follow to be a great friend .  

1-_____________________________: Sometimes when you have known people for 

a long time , you can start to take them for granted. This doesn’t have to be the case. 

Always thank your friend when he or she does something for you . Return favors 

when your friend goes out of his or her way to help you. 

2-_____________________________: A good friendship should be two -sided and 

hopefully , you have a friend who shows interest in you as well . When your friend 

talks to you about something that’s going on in his or her life Take the time to really 

hear what they’re saying , and offer advice only if they ask for it . 

3-_____________________________: This seems simple ,but you have to both 

constantly show each other that you can be trusted and depended on as friends . Don’t 

gossip about your friend . That will hurt your friend’s feelings and damage the 

relationship. Keep secrets safe . If your friend tells you something personal, don’t 

share it with other people .  

4-_____________________________: If one friend moves far away , keep in touch. 

People often move far away to go to different schools or move to a new career . That 

doesn’t mean the friendship has to end. Call your friend regularly. It’s a good idea to 

schedule video chats online.  

A:Read the text then choose the best title (a-d)for each tip . 

a. Be interested                      b. Show appreciation      c. Maintain contact          

d. Build trust . 

B:Mention three features for good friends ? 

1-…………………………….. 2-…………………………. 3-……………………….. 

C:Read the three situations then write the solution for each one depending on 

the tips you have read . 
Situation Solution 

1-My friend has done much for me 

as we have known each other for 

roughly ten years . I never say a 

word for him . 

 

a.………………………………………………… 

b………………………………………………… 

2-I don’t catch up with my old 

friend very often because he has 

moved to live in a new city .  

 

a……………………………………………………

b………………………………..………………… 

3-My friend is angry with me 

because I don’t give him enough 

attention . 

 

a…………………………………………………… 

b……………………………………...…………… 

D:What do the following pronouns refer to : 

1-them ………………………………..   2- It ……………………………………… 

E: Decide whether the following statements are True or False : 

1-Your friend has no effect on your life .                                                             (        ) 

2-Friends have their own reasons to move away .                                                (        ) 

3-According to the text , you can offer your advice any time to help your friend.    (        ) 

 

 

 

 
(6-2022) 
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Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

 1:  Match the words with their meanings: 

 

 

    1. opposite ends  …………………………. 

    2. way to be sure ………………………… 

    3. by going through ………………………………… 

    4. didn't plan or arrange ……………………………. 

    5.   Secretly   ……………………………. 

 

(2016/2017 

2:   Replace the underlined words in the sentences with words from the box.   

 

 

1. All my friends are approximately the same age ……………………………..       

2. Tell the interviewers about your exam results . That will show them how good 

you are.      …………………………..  

3. The suggested law is poorly written and ………………( not wanting to change )        

4. It was a long journey because we had to get to London by going through Paris. 

………….  
 

 

 

 
(6-2019) 

(6-2020) 
 

(8-2020) 

(6-2022) 

3:    Finish the sentences with words from the box  

 

             

1-  He tried to …………………… his teacher by using big words in all his essays .  
2-The film director was so ……… by her performance that he directly offered her a contract.   

3-She always enjoys …………………….. about how wonderful her children are . 

4-He has always shown a ………………… concern to poor people .   

5- Parents enjoy ……………………. about their children's achievement .  
 

 
 
 

(8-2017) 
(6-2018) 
(6-2019) 

 

(8-2019) 
4:    Finish the sentences with words from the box    

  via      acquaintance   roughly( 2 )     impress       

1- He isn't a close friend of mine. Just an …………………………..  

2- You can enter the building ……………….. the western gate. 

3- Salwa spends ……………………. Four hours a day working on her book  

4- You can try your best to ……………….…… the interviewers , but it's often just 

a question of luck . 

5- The money I saved corresponds ………………………….. to the mount I need 

for the course. 
 

 
 

2020) ) 

جميع الدورات   

5:    Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box    

 
 

1. He intends to ………………………. studying after the course had finished . 
2. I think the title should be in red to make it ………………… from the rest of the text. 

3. I couldn't  …………………………. the place of the treasure , so I bought a map. 
 

 
 
 

(2016) 

6:    Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box       

   Passed on         work out ( 2 )      carried on   come out           stand out  

1-All media ………………………. the sad news about the death of a famous singer .  
2-Committee members met to ………………….. a compromise about the new project . 

3-After her death, it ………………. that she had lied about her poverty .        

4-The black cards really ………………………….. on that orange background .   
5-If you ……….…. all the costs of the project well, I think you'll achieve  great success . 

6-Even after the teacher had entered the room , the students ……………….. talking. 

  

 
(6-2017) 
(6-2017) 
(6-2017) 
(8-2017) 

(6-2018) 

(8-2018) 

guarantee        via        in confidence      happened to    extremes     

roughly -via  -  inflexible  -   impress         

impress    -   boasting(x2)   -   impressed   -     genuine 

   Find out  -     stand out  -    carry on       
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7: Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box    

    hand on       -  found out       - passed on   

1. Love of land has been ……………..……… to us by our parents and grandparents.  

2. Please read this notice and …………………. it …………….. to your classmate.  

3. Amr was really shocked when he ………………… that his friends had told his 

secret to others.  
 

 

(6-2019) 
 علمي و أدبي 

8: Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box :  

 

      

1. Older people often ……………………….. experiences to their children .   

2. It is such a complex problem that only a mathematician can ………… it ……….  

3. Tourists often carry umbrellas so that they ………………….. in a crowd . 

4. The truth about him will ………………. in the end . 

5. I can't ……………………. these numbers together . I need  a calculator . 

6. I’ll certainly go back to my job once I’ve  ………… ….. who’s going to look 

after the kids during the day  
 

 
 
 

(2020) 

9:  Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box:  

 

 
 

1. I didn't want the secret to ………………… , but now  everyone knows .  

2. I'm sorry for interrupting . Please ……………………….  

3. Take one copy for yourself and ………….. the ……………. to the next person 

 

 

 

(12-2020) 
(12-2020) 

& (6-2022) 
 

Period 3+4 / Language  
 

1: Rewrite the following using reduced relative clauses  

1- The lady who stood there lost her son in a car accident  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- The gate which was painted brown is theirs . 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

 3- The students who study at our school come from all over the world .  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-The road which was constructed between the two cities is very narrow . 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-  The city center  was full of cars which blocked the road .  

      …………………………………………………………………………… 

6- Passengers who were hurt in the accident were taken to hospital . 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

7-People who have been waiting for the next class should be ready .  

            ………………………………………………………………………………… 

8-  Things which are used for decoration are expensive . 

               ……………………………………………………………………………… 

9-People who talk during the lesson will have to leave the class.  

.…………………………………………………………………………                       

10-The number pf people who have been considered as close friends is about ten . 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

11-I come from a city which is located in the southern part of the country .  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

12-Students who hand on their essays late will be punished . 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

(6-2016) 
 

(8-2016) 
 
 
 

(6-2017) 
 
 

(8-2017) 
 

(12-2017) 
 
 
 

(6-2018) 
 
 
 

work out  ( 3 )    pass on   stand out   come out  
 

hand on         carry on          come out  
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  13-The scientists who are researching the cause of cancer are making progress .  

         …………………………………………………………………………………… 
14-The ideas which are included to solve the matter are really very constructive and effective. 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

15-Trees which fell in the storm have resulted in several accidents.  

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

16-The boy who was knocked off his bicycle broke his leg.  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
17-There have been several natural disasters which were caused by the climate change.  

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

18-Do  you know the man who has a book in his hand?  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

19-Most people prefer the food that's cooked at home .  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

20-I tried to recognize the man who has been standing alone for a long time.  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

21-Students who will be selected tomorrow will be offered a scholarship . 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

22-People who sat at the back couldn't hear the speaker's voice.  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

23-We stood on the bridge that connects the halves of the city.  

…………………………………………………………………………… 
24-All the applications which have been received after the dead line will not be considered . 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

25-The number of books which have been translated into Arabic is five . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

26-I read a novel that was written by Jules Verne.  

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

27-Do you know the woman who has been cleaning the house ? 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

28-The students who will be selected tomorrow will be offered a scholarship.  

     …………………………………………………………………………………… 

29-I saw a bird that had the most beautifully coloured feathers .  

………………………………………………………………………………    

30-The boy who was waiting in the hall expected a phone call.  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
31-The whale which was rescued by the volunteers can eventually be released back into the sea.  

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

(8-2018) 
 
 

(6-2019) 
 
 
 
 
 

(8-2019) 
 
 
 
 

(6-2020 ( 

 

 
 
 

(8-2020) 

 

 

 

 

 
(6-2022) 

 

(6-2022) 

 

(8-2022) 

 

(8-2022) 

2: Complete the sentences with the past participle or – ing form of the verbs in brackets.  

1- Fuad is a ……………….. man. All the members agreed on his plan. (convince ) 

2-  She went to the police station to ask about her …………………. bag . ( lose ) 

3- Karim took one cautions step onto the ………………………. waves .  ( freeze ) 

4- By night he was a …………………. stranger who knew no bounds .  ( demand ) 

 
 

(8-2017) 

 3:  Circle the correct answer    
1-All what you have said is ……………. Everyone got angry.  ( disappointed / disappointing ) 

2-We usually try to buy local products rather than ……….. ones . ( imported / importing ) 

3-His parents were angry for his  ( disappointed / disappointing ) results .) 
4- My parents were rather ( annoyed/ annoying ) because I hadn't told them about the accident .  

5-All what he has done is really ( disappointing / disappointed ) . Everyone is annoyed.  
6-You need to provide a ( convinced / convincing ) argument about changing the system.  

7-The manager's response to our demands was  ( disappointed / disappointing )  
8-The sailors felt a bit worried about the ( threatened / threatening ) cloud in the horizon.  

 
 

 

(8-2019) 
(8-2019) 
(6-2020) 
(6-2020)   

(8-2020) 

(12-2020) 
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4: Correct the mistakes in the following sentences . 

1. His explanation to the problem isn't convinced .   

……………………………………  

2. You need to send a writing application with your CV. 

……………………………....  

3.There is no need to get annoying just because I’m a few minutes late .  

………………  

4.All what you have done is disappointed . Everyone got angry. 

……………………….  

5-The largest lived thing on the earth is a tree that grows in north Africa . 

……………..   

 

(6-2018) 
 

(6-2019) 

 

(6-2022) 

 

(6-2022) 
 

(8-2022) 

Period 6 / Writing  
 

Write a short essay about 120 words on the following topic : 

 

1- Modern written communication methods are widely used all over the world . 

Letters have been less popular than messages , emails and social media sites . 

Discuss.   

 

2.' We can't do without friends'  . In the light of this saying expand the following 

ideas.  

Paragraph 1 : Why we are always in need of friends  

Paragraph 2 :  What makes friends soul mate.  

Paragraph 3 : What we should do so that we don't lose them.  

 

3.Some people say that internet friends are real friends, others say they aren’t 

friends.  

Make use of these ideas: 

Paragraph 1: How did people use to make friends before the internet  . 

Paragraph 2 : What are the benefits of making online friends  . 

Paragraph 3:  What are the disadvantages of making online friends .   

Paragraph 4: Which opinion do you support and why ?  

 

 

 
 

(12-2021) 
 
 
 

(8-2020) 
 
 
 
 

(12-2019) 
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Unit 7 

The world of work 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

  Question Year 

Reading comprehension (Text 1) 

Read the text about the word of work and complete the tasks below: 

A survey of 3.000 workers in the UK has revealed the top ten dream jobs. Being 

dream jobs, a certain amount of fantasy is involved, but what is the reality behind the 

dream ? We asked some professionals what doing was really like . 

    1 …………..  Airline pilot, James Hutchings ' They didn't really make this the first 

choice , did they ? I'm not sure my job is what people were thinking of. They 

probably wanted to be jet fighter pilots . The work isn't as exciting as people think. 

You don't see the world, just the insides of airports. There isn't much job security 

either. There are lots of ways you could lose your job. It suits me at the moment 

because I'm young and single, but I don't want to be still doing it in ten years’ time. 

   2  …………   TV and theatre actor Jane Nicholson : ' there's nothing I'd rather do. 

The feeling you get is like nothing else and it outweighs the many negatives like the 

pressure , the stage fright and the long periods without work. Unless you are a big 

star, you never know where the next job is going to come from. 

  3 ……………  Pianist and singer Amina Kureishi:  Almost everyone can become a 

musician, but the trick is to make a living from it. I mean there are singers, there are 

good singers, and there are successful singers, but they are three different things. For 

most of us , it's a life of late nights , long hours practicing, travelling from place to 

place, being paid just enough to put food on the table. The majority of professional 

musicians need other incomes, usually from teaching. 

  4  ……………..   Charity worker, Ben Harper: ' I can understand why this work 

comes so high in the list. It's the job satisfaction, isn't it? A lot of people probably feel 

they'd rather do something to help others than working for a company making money 

for someone else. But the thing is that for most charity workers, it's just an office job. 

Even non- profit organizations have to be run like businesses these days. The people 

at the top are paid well, but those lower down are often volunteers. 

A:   Read the text quickly and match the jobs with each paragraph :      

   a.   Musician and singer                                              b. airline pilot    

   c.  TV and theatre actor                                              d.  charity worker 

 

B:  Complete the table from the text:  

Name Negatives of the job 

1-James Hutching 
1 It is not exciting because ………………………….. 

2 There is no ………………………………………… 

2-Jane Nicholson 

1. ……………………………………………………… 

2. ……………………………………………………… 

3………………………………………………………. 

3-Amina Kureishi 

1……………………………………………………… 

2……………………………………………………… 

3……………………………………………………… 

 

4-Ben Harper  Charity workers are like businesses: people at the top are 

paid, but ………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

دورة اولى  

الفرع العلمي 

2020 
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C:   Answer the questions:    

1-What is the purpose of the survey? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-Why is James satisfied with his job at the moment? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 3-Where does the trick lie in musician's job? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

D: Decide whether the following statements are true or False:  

1   James is surprised that many people want to be pilots.                     (          ) 

2   Jane feels that her job is special.                                                        (         ) 

3 The Majority of musicians are paid enough from their job according to Amina. (    ) 

E: Write what the following pronouns refer to: 

1-they …………….…………   2- it ……………....……   3- us ………..…..……… 

A:Answer the following questions :(9-6-2016)                    

1- Why does Jame’s job suit him at present? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………. 

2- What are the negatives of being a theatre actor ? 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-How do musicians see their jobs? 

a…………………………………………     b………………………………………… 

c   ………………………………….             d.    …………………………………… 

B   : Decide if the statements are True or False:                                                    

1   James would like to stay in his job for the rest of his life.                   (        ) 

2   If you are not a big star, you never know where the next job is going to come from 

      (       ) 

3  Good singers and successful singers make the same living .                (       )  

C:  Complete the following sentences:                                                            

     1 James thinks his work is not as exciting as people might think because  

     a…………………………………………………………………..   

     b …………………………………………………………….. 

     c . ……………………………………………………………………. 

2  Any one can become a musician, but the trick is…………………………………… 

 

Reading comprehension Text 2 A   

Read the text and answer the questions below: 

Most schools claim to prepare students for the world of work, but Milton Secondary 

School takes the claim very seriously. Before they even join the school, future pupils 

get an informal interview at their primary school to discuss their hope and 

preferences for the future. 

The emphasis on employment continues during the first two years at Milton and then 

in the third year all pupils spend a day doing work experience at a local company. 

Two years later, this becomes a whole week spent with a company, usually arranged 

by the students themselves. 

Throughout their secondary education, students have professional careers advice 

which costs the school over £30,000  a year. Head teacher Harriet Downs believes it's 

worth it.' Teachers aren't trained as careers advisers," she says, " so we bring in 

professional help. It's part of a coordinated program that aims to make students aware 

of the employment options available, and how to make the most of them. It's too late 

to start talking about work in their final year. 

 

 

ثانية دورة 

الفرع العلمي 

2019 
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1-Read the text and find answers to the questions : 

1-    What claim does Milton Secondary School take seriously? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2 Why do future students get an informal interview at their primary school? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Why aren't teachers at Milton school expected to give students professional careers 

advice? ………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- What is the purpose of the coordinated program? 

a. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

b. ………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2: Complete the notes about Milton school: Text 2 A   
Milton Secondary School 

General aim: ………………………………………………………………………… 
 Steps being followed: 

Period of time What should be done 

before joining the school "Milton" 
  ……………………………………… 

……………………………………… 

during the first two years 
……………………………………… 

 

In the third year 

 

……………………………………… 

……………………………………… 

Two years later  
………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………… 

3:   Decide whether each of the following statements is TRUE or FALSE:  

1-(         ) Students are supposed to get an informal interview at Milton School before 

joining it. 

2-(         ) Milton school arranges for students to spend a week with a company during 

the fourth and fifth years. 

3-(         ) Teachers at Milton School can give students professional career advice. 

4-(         ) Harriet Downs believes students should begin work experience during the 

final year. 

5-(         ) The text is about the connection between education and work.  

 

nd phrases refer to::  Write what the following pronouns a4 

1- the claim  ………………………………………………………………… 

2- this    ……………………………………………………………………. 

3- it  ………………………………………………………………………….     

4-  that     ………………………………………………………………………… 

5- them   ……………………………………………………………………..  

:answer5:  Choose the correct  

A whole week spent with a company is usually arranged by 

a. The students themselves                            b.  Milton Secondary School      

c.     the primary school                                   d     the professional advisor 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

كراسة  

 الوسطى 
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Text 2  B: Suggested Material . 

Read the text and answer the questions below: 

In a speech yesterday, the Education Minister advised students to avoid arts subjects 

and choose science or maths if they want to improve their job prospects. In the past, 

he said, arts subjects like languages and history were chosen by students who didn't 

have a clear idea of what they wanted to do in the future. He explained that this was 

because of feeling that they involved skills that were useful for many different jobs, 

but he questioned whether this was still true: 'Nowadays, we know differently. The 

best subjects for keeping your options open are ones like science, technology and 

engineering. 

It quickly became clear that the minister's words were controversial, with teachers 

and university heads reacting strongly to his advice. ' Of course, science and 

technology are important,' said one, 'but it would be completely wrong to neglect the 

arts. They provide important skills and an understanding of the world and people in 

general. Also, the economy depends as much on creativity as on technical 

knowledge'.  

A:  Answer the following questions:  

1- How can students improve their job prospects, according to the minister's speech? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- What was the reason for choosing arts subjects by students in the past? 

......................................................................................................................................... 

3- Why do university heads believe that arts subjects are important? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B: Complete the following with words or phrases from the text: (two words 

maximum) 

1 -The education Minister advises students to stop choosing ………………………… 

2- Science and maths subjects are more likely to help students improve their 

………………………………. 

3- According to the minister, students have to choose subjects like…………………or 

…………. to keep their options open. 

C:  Write what the following words and pronouns refer to: 

1- their ( line 2) ……………………………………………………….. 

2- this  ( line 4) ………………………………………………………… 

3- ones ( line 7) ………………………………………………………. 

4- They ( line 12 ) ……………………………… 

 
كراسة  

 الوسطى 

Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

1-Choose words from the box and match them with their meanings: 

 

 

1-causing argument ………………………………  

2- more important than ……………………………  

3-non- profit organization …………………………….. 

4-different parts working together………………………… 

5-unreality …………………………………         

6- ignore, not pay attention ………………… 

 

 

 

 

(12-2019 ) 

  (8-2018)                                                       

  outweigh -   controversial    -  fantasy  -   charity   – neglect – coordinated 
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2-Replace the underlined parts with words from the box: 

 

 

1- He refused to do it because it wasn't part of the list of duties involved in his job. 

………………. 

2- Doctors are not allowed to show confidential information about their patients. 

………………………  

3- Learning is something that should continue from the beginning to the end of 

your life………………… 

4- Some people work hard to earn enough money to survive. …………………… 

5- He didn't pay attention to the advice given by his parents, so he failed his exams 

………………………… 

6- We never know the value of water till the well is dry.  ………………….    

7-It is sometimes hard to distinguish between reality and unreality. ………………..  

 
 

(6-2020) 
 

(6-2018) 
 

(12-2017) 
(2018/2016) 

(8-2016) 
(12-2021) 
(13-6-2022) 

3-Fill in the spaces by replacing the words in brackets with words from the box: 

 

 

1- He hopes this course will improve his career ……….. ( possibilities for future )   

2- Kind words are ……………….. much and cost a little .  ( giving good value )         

3-The BC is a ……………….which works to provide educational chances .(non-

profit organization) 

4-Many graduate are looking for……………...  (having or getting a job )  

 
 

(12-2020) 
(6-2020) 

(3-7-2021) 
 

(16-8-2021)   
4-Complete the sentences with words from the box: 

 

 

1- Are you ………………the risks involved in this job?        

2- That gentleman supports a …………….… that helps disabled people.   

3- A new study …………………..that the population is increasing sharply .     

4-In order to keep a tidy kitchen, don't ……………….…. washing your dishes.  

5-The film is a mixture between reality and …………….…….  

6-Medical experts maintain that benefits of the new drug ……………….the costs 

involved.  

 
 

(6-2020) 
(8-2019) 

(8-2019)  

(3-7-2021)  

( 3-7-2021) 

(10-8-2022)  

 5-  Complete the sentences with words from the box: 

 

 

1-Because of economic problems, there aren’t as much …………………  

2-I get ………...……… whenever I have to speak in front of a large group of people.  

3-Is there any …………….…………. of the weather improvement?    

4-Her preferred reading was horror and ………...……..stories.  

5-The research has …………….…the highest results of using smart phones among 

children.  

 
 

(8-2019) 
(8-2018) 
(8-2017) 

(6-2017) 
(16-8-2021) 

6. Complete the sentences with the appropriate prepositions in the box:     

 

 

1- Teachers should be aware …………… the needs of their students.  

2- It seemed that people were more interested ………… eating than the game itself.  

3- Physical exercises can protect you ……….…… heart disease.  

4- The farmer was responsible ……………… the damage done by the animals. 

(6-2019) 

throughout -   neglected-  reveal   -  fantasy - worth  -  make a living  -  job  description    

       employment -  worth   -  charity  -  prospects 

           -neglect  revealed   - aware of – outweigh-  fantasy- charity    

        fantasy    -   stage fright  - revealed  -    prospects  -   job opportunities   

for –     from    – in      – about – of 
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7-Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box : 

 

 

 

1- She had to ……………… giving up her job or looking after her family.  

2- The city lifestyle seems………………..  her, she certainly looks very well. 

3- The most frequent flights were taken by those who were most …………………. 

environmental issues.   

4-Cyclists have to wear helmets to …………...…….. them …………..……. injuries.    

 
 
 

(6-2018) 
(6-2017) 
(2018) 

 

(8-2016) 
 8-Complete the sentences with suitable words from the box :   

  

 

 

1-He isn't ………………his present job so he wants to apply for another.  

2-This job isn't ………………………older people. 

3-Physical exercise can …………….….you ……………….heart disease. 

4-The school brought in an ………………….career advice.  

5-You may have to …………..……..job satisfaction and high salary. 

(3-7-2017) 

9. Complete the sentences with the appropriate prepositions in the box:      

 

 

1-He was satisfied ……………….his test result as he didn't study hard. 

2-He isn't suitable ………………this job he needs to practice more. 

3-You have two forms A and B , you have to choose …………..them  

4-This room is safe, enclosed and protected ……………….the sun heat. 

(16-8-2021) 

10:  Choose the correct answer :   

1-This ( job application/ job prospect ) should be filled to get that post.  

 2-You should be ( aware of / aware for ) your own strengths and weaknesses.  

 3-Job ( opportunity / application )is a letter form you fill in to get a job.  

 4-Many people are interested in ( job application/ job satisfaction) than earning 

money.  

5-Do you think this gift is ( suitable of / suitable for ) a little boy?  

6-You must ( choose between / choose from ) honor and death.   

7-I don't think many people can say that they are (satisfied in /satisfied with) their 

salaries.   

8-It's important to protect your skin (from/ of ) the harmful effects of the sun.  

9-He refused to do it because it wasn't part of his ( job description / job security)  

10-Your job  ( prospects / description ) will be better if you choose technical 

subjects.  

11-Sorting out everyone social life isn’t part of my job (opportunities / description).   

12-He refused to do the work because it wasn`t part of his (job opportunity/ job 

description).  

13-Most people prefer governmental field to work so as to get ( job security / job 

description ). 

14-His job ( description / opportunity)   allows him to ask about these matters.  

15-Many people are interested in job ( satisfaction / prospect ) than in earning large 

amount of money. 

16-The job (prospects/ application) will be better if you choose technical subjects.  

17-Because of economic problems in the world , there aren't as many (job 

description – job opportunities ) 

18- This section of (job description – job opportunities ) is where the details of the 

 

(12-2020) 

  (12-2020)   

(6-2016)   

(8-2020) 

 

(8-2020)  

  (8-2020)     

(6-2020) 

 

    (6-2020)   

    (6-2020)   

   (12-2019) 

 

    (6-2019)  

    (8-2018) 

 

(6-2018) 

 

    (6-2017)  

   (8-2016) 

 
(12-2016-2017) 

(3-7-2021)  
 

 

 

  (3-7-2021) 

        suitable for  -     protect  from  -  aware of   -   choose between   

 

Suitable for – protect from- choose between  – expert in –  satisfied with  

For – between – from – with  
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job are set out . 

19- Please send a full CV with your (job satisfaction – job application )   

20- More business means better (job application / job security) for graduates.  

21-In urban areas, there are now more (job description – job opportunities) for 

women with high school education.  

22- (Job satisfaction – Job security) is the pleasure that you get from doing your 

job. I doubt I’ll ever get rich. 

23-The Japanese are known to be (experts in/ protected from) manufacturing goods 

at lowering costs. 

 

(16-8-2021) 

  ( 12-2021) 

(13-6-2022) 

 

(10-8-2022) 
 

 

(10-8-2022) 

Period 3+4 / Language  
 

1). Rewrite the following using the words between brackets:   

1. What kind of activities does she practice in her free time? ( I asked Mona ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Are you going to the market?  ( she asked me )  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How much money did you pay for the gift?   ( I asked Huda )  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Is that the best way to do the job?   ( I asked him )  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

   5. How many times did you go to Jerusalem last year?  ( I asked Ahmed's mother ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 

   6. Are you planning to go to Deir Qruntil?  ( she asked the tourists)         

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  7. Why must we leave the hall so early?( The workers asked the manager) 

 …………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. Does anyone know where the nearest police station is. (He asked) 

………………………………………………………………………………………  

 9. Why don’t you phone me before 9.30?   (Ahmad asked his father)  

…………………………………………………………………………………                                                                  

10. What time do banks close in Palestine during Ramadan? ( The tourists asked )  

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

11. Is your plane arriving on schedule on Monday? (My friend asked )   

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

12. Were you at the party with your father? (My friend asked me )  

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

13. Why didn't you take the medicine regularly? ( She asked the patient )  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

14. How much money did you pay for that suit?  (She asked her friend ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

  (12- 2020) 

 

  (12- 2020) 

 

   ( 8-2020) 

 

   (8- 2020) 

 

   ( 6-2020) 
 

    (6-2020) 

 

    (8-2019) 

 

    (6-2019) 

 

    (6-2019) 

 

    (8-2018) 

 

    (8-2018) 

 

  (3-7-2021) 

 

  (3-7-2021) 

 

(3-7-2021) 

(6-2017) 

2-Report the questions:                                                                                               

1- Do all the workers get the same wages?   

     I asked ………………………………………………………………………….. 

2- Why didn't you phone me?   

     My cousin asked me …………………………………………………………… 

 3-Why didn’t the manager call you last night?   

      The secretary asked the man ………………………………………………………. 

 4 - Have you ever been to a concert?  

      The teacher asked the boy ……………………………………………………… 

 5-What does Samir always wear at work?  

   The insurance company asked ……………………………………………………… 

(12-2018) (12-
2016) (2017) 

 

(12-2018) 
   

    (8-2017) 
 
   (8-2017) 
 
 

     (8-2017)  
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  6-When will they leave the station?   

    He asked ………………………………………………………………………… 

  7- Do Palestinian students usually choose technical subjects?  

      The director asked ……………………………………………………………….  

My friend asked me ……………………………………………………………………           

8 - Are you happy with your new house?  

        I asked my brother………………………….……………………………………. 

 9- Why did you miss the meeting?   

          The boss asked …………………………………………………………………. 

 10-How much do you pay for the new mobile? 

      My friend asked …………………………………………………………………. 

 11-Why didn’t you take the medicine regularly?  

       The doctor asked the patient ……………………………………………………… 

  12-Have the tourists enjoyed the beautiful scenes of the city. 

       The guide asked ………………………………………………………………… 

  13-Which way did you choose to go to Jericho? 

      They asked me …………………………………………………………………… 

  14-Am I following the instructions well?         

       The secretary asked herself……………………………………………………….. 

 15- What will you do after travelling?             

       They asked Ahmed ……………………………………………………………… 

16-Have you ever worked at schools before?    

     I asked the teacher …………………………………………………………………. 

17-Who do you usually meet on Fridays?    

       We asked Sameer ………………………………………………………………… 

18-Have you ever seen such a huge pyramid?   

     I asked my friend ………………………………………………………………….. 

19-Which novel are you summarizing these days?    

The teacher asked …………………………………………………………………….. 

20-“What have I done to deserve such a severe punishment?”  

The student asked the head teacher…………………………………………………… 

21-“Have you done secretarial work before?”  

The manager asked me ………………………………………………………………. 

22-“When will I know the results of the examination?”  

Muna asked her teacher ………………..……………………………………………. 

23-“Is there anything I can do for you?”   

Alia asked her friend …………………………………………………………………. 

 
     (6-2017)  
 

(6-2017 ) 

(13-6-2022) 
 
    (8-2016)  
 
     (8-2016) 
 
     (6-2016) 

 

     (6-2016)  

 

    (6-2016)  

 

     (7-2021) 

      

    (7-2021) 

 

   (7-2021)   

 

    (7-2021)  

 

    (8-2021)   

 

    (8-2021)   
 
     (8-2021)  
 
(13-6-2022) 
 

(10-8-2022) 
 
(10-8-2022) 
 
(10-8-2022) 

3  - Add question tags to the sentences below :   

1-She speaks three languages, …………………?                       (12-2020)                             

2-Maher won’t buy the trainers , …………………?                   (12-2020) 

3-Samy put his car in the garage,   ……………………?                   

4-She'd walked all the distance to the bus station,  …………………..?         

5-Your neighbors never use their car , ………………………………... ?       

6 -Ramy hurt his hand while fixing the door ,…………………………..   ?     

7-He has been here recently, . …………………?                         

8-Their story wasn't true             ………………………..........................?     

9 -She's the fastest in the group,  ………………………………… ?          

10-The letter hasn't arrived yet ,   ……………………………………?       

11-They play football on Sundays,  …………………………… ?         
12-Amal has never travelled to America ………………..?                    

 
(12-2020) 
(12-2020) 

(8-2020) 
(8-2020) 
(6-2020) 
(6-2020) 

 (12-2019)     

(12-2019) 

( 12-2019) 
( 12-2019) 

(12-2019) 

(8-2019) 
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13-Ahmed’s car is  really durable, ……………………… ?                        
14- The students’ books had disappeared , ……………….?                         
15-It can’t be easy as it looks, ……………………?                       
16- They had much work to do yesterday, …………………….?            
17-She rarely comes these days, …………………………?                   
18-Children won’t come to the party, ………………………..?              
19-He had cake and coffee for desert, ………………………..?            

20-The student read the poem by heart,……………………?   
21-She's very pretty, …………………………?                               

22-You never come on time, …………………….?                            

23-They usually cut these branches in march……………………..?     

24-My grandfather’s sickness made it difficult for her to move , …………….?    

25-He is never late for his appointment , ………………………?             

26-We haven't seen him for a long time , …………………………... ?        

27-My children prefer watching cartoons, …………………………..?        

28-The news of the queen’s death shocked everyone , ………………………?          

29-She’s never been annoying , …………………………  ?              

30-She wasn't playing tennis when I saw her , …………..?                      

31-Your aunt worked as a teacher for 30 years  , ……………?              

32-The criteria of evaluation aren't clear , ……………….?                    

33-She's finished her studies , ……………….?                                   

34-We'd prefer to stay at a hotel , ………………?                     

35-Nabil's aunt hit him hard , ………………?                                       

36-Their problem won't be solved easily , ……………….?                     

37-Heba has had no money , …………………?                                     

38-Your aunt works as a teacher , ……………..?                                   

39-Dina and Muna never wear uniform ,…………?                                   

40-She's  sent us two invitations ,……………..?                                     

41-Rania never visited Paris ,……………..?                                         

42-I cut my fingers two days ago, …………….?                              

43-Corona virus has a dangerous effect on sick people ,………………?    

44-The funny lady shut the door violently, …………………?                     

45-My mother's sickness was very serious, ………………….?                

46-You won’t get the results soon, …………..?  

47-The man I met downtown was our previous teacher , …………….?         

48-You’d never say a thing behind my back , …………………?              

49-They always look happy together ,……………..?                              

50-The monster of Loch Ness has never existed , ……………?                

51-The butcher cut the meat into small pieces, ……………..?                

(8-2020) 

(8-2019) 

(6-2019)  
(6-2019) 
(6-2019) 

(6-2019)  
(6-2019)  

 

)12-2018/2016) 
)12-2018/2016) 
)12-2018/2016)      

     (6-2017) 
(6-2017) 
(8-2016) 
(8-2016)       

  (8-2016) 

(6-2016)     

 (6-2016)    

     (7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2021) 

(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 

 

   (12-2021) 
   (12-2021) 
     (6-2022) 

     (6-2022) 
(8-2022)   
(8-2022)   
(8-2022)   

4: Correct the sentences (there is one mistake in each sentence).  
 

1-The headmaster has interviewed two candidates for the teaching position, isn't he? 

……................. 

2- He'd never met her before, hadn't he? ......................                   

3- They’d replace the offer soon, don’t they? …………………….      

 
 

(8-2018) 

 
    (8-2018) 

    (6-2018) 

5: Correct the mistakes in the following sentences:  

1.You don’t really like that painting, don’t you?               …………………. 

2. Sarah never comes to school late, doesn’t she?              ….………………. 

3. He’s just arrived, isn’t he?                                              ………………….. 

4. He's arrived too late, isn’t he?                                         …………………... 

5. She has nothing to do today, has she?                      ………………… 

Suggested 

Material : 

Question 

tags 
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Period 6 / Writing  
 

1-Write an essay about your dream job and it's relation with your scientific 

stream. Write a short essay talking about your dream job. you can plan your 

essay as follows :  

Paragraph 1   Introduction; talk about your dream job in general. Introduce your 

own dream job  

Paragraph 2:  Mention the advantages. 

Paragraph 3:  Discuss the disadvantages of such a job. 

Paragraph 4:  Mention your aims and plans to get this job in the future. 

 

2-“As most people spend a major part of their life at work ,job satisfaction is an 

important element of individual well-being and work life” 

  To what extent do you agree? Expand the following ideas: 

Paragraph 1:  What is your future job? 

Paragraph 2:  What factors contribute to job satisfaction? ( e.g the nature of the job, 

people’s appreciation and respect, your belief in what you do, good salary , etc ) 

Paragraph 3: Advise people to enjoy what they do; not just looking for high salary 

and so on. 

  

3-When choosing your school subjects for future study, which is more 

important: subjects you are interested in or those that could be useful in getting 

a job in the future.  

Write an essay starting your opinion. Do the following:  

Paragraph 1: Write about the criteria for choosing future subjects. 

Paragraph 2: Write about the importance of choosing subjects you are interested in. 

Paragraph 3: offer suggestions and recommendations for students to develop their 

job prospects. 

(3-7-2021) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(12- (2020  

 
 
 
 
 

(6-2022) 
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In Business  
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

  Question Year 

Reading comprehension :Text 1 

1-Read the article about business start-ups and complete the tasks below. 
       Mustafa Jawad ,the 23-year old  head of an online graphic design company was always 

good at art and languages, and when he finished school, everyone advised him to study 

English at university. Instead, he taught himself how to program and started making his own 

software programs. His first attempt was a game, which was so popular with his fellow 

students that he decided starting his own company might be a real possibility. 

up weekend' in Ramallah. He managed -big breakthrough came when he attended a 'start His

to get a small amount of financial support which gave him the time to develop more ideas. 

Perhaps more importantly, he met other business people, both Palestinians and from other 

countries and learnt a lot about the practical side of running a business and how to get his 

products noticed. 

Mustafa is currently working on a program that makes teaching of chemistry at schools more 

fun. He has already had interest from within Palestine and from other countries in the Arab 

World. 

 hise, he wants to do something positive to help Like a lot of other Palestinian business peopl 

, but he stresses that his company isn't a humanitarian operation. 'It's a business,' he country

says 'and the aim is to get good returns on the investment. 

     One way he believes he can help is to pass on what he's learnt to others even younger than 

he is. 'I learnt a lot from that start-up weekend. When I go to the next one, I hope I'll learn 

more, but I'll also be able to advise others. 

A:   Answer the following questions : 

1- Why did people encourage Mustafa to study English at university?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- How did the start-up weekend help Mustafa in his work?  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What does Mustafa hope to do at the next start up weekend? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B:   Decide whether the statements are True or False according to the text: 

1- Mustafa works as an employee at an online graphic company.    (        ) 

2- Nobody helped Jawad make a computer software.                        (        ) 

3- Mustafa’s company is a humanitarian one.                                    (        ) 

  C:  Replace the underlined parts of these sentences with words and sentences 

from the text : 

 ……business is not an easy task. ……… a day to day managing Don’t forget that -1 

…………….. ………from their crops profitsFarmers are seeking to improve their  -2 

  D:  What do these pronouns highlighted in the text refer to : 

1- his ( line 6 ) …………………………  2.  his country ( line 14 ) ………………… 
 

E:       Complete the information about Mustafa Jawad from the text :  
 

1.Nationality   

2.Current position ( job )  

3.First attempt  

4.Breakthrough  

5.Business aims  
a…………………………………………………… 

b…………………………………………………… 

 

 

 دورة ثانية
2016 
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hMustafa's breakthrougF:  Complete the diagram about  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

2- Read the following text carefully and complete the tasks below: 

Information and Communication Technology businesses could be the best hope for the 

economic future of Palestine, according to experts inside and outside the country. A recent 

report said that ICT sector makes up over 50% of the Palestinian economy. 

Why ICT? For Mustafa Jawad, the 23-year -old head of an online graphic design company, 

the answer is simple: For an ICT start-up, all you need is a computer and a connection .You 

can distribute your final product by exporting it to the internet cloud. There are still 

problems, though. The main one is a lack of 3G networks in Palestine, because access to the 

necessary wavebands is not available yet. 

Mustafa was always good at art and languages, and when he finished school, everyone 

advised him to study English at university. Instead, he taught himself how to program and 

started making his own software programs. His first attempt was a game, which was so 

popular with his fellow students that he decided starting his own company might be a real 

possibility. 

    His big breakthrough came when he attended a 'start-up weekend' in Ramallah. He 

managed to get a small amount of financial support which gave him the time to develop more 

ideas. Perhaps more importantly, he met other business people, both Palestinians and from 

other countries and learnt a lot about the practical side of running a business and how to get 

his products noticed. 

Mustafa is currently working on a program that makes teaching of chemistry at schools more 

fun. He has already had interest from within Palestine and from other countries in the Arab 

World. Like a lot of other Palestinian business people, he wants to do something positive to 

help his country, but he stresses that his company isn't a humanitarian operation. 'It's a 

business,' he says 'and the aim is to get good returns on the investment. 

A: Answer the following questions : 

1-Who said that ICT could be the best hope for the economic future of Palestine? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-How did Mustafa Jawad behave against other’s wishes? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-When did Jawad’s great achievement become a reality? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4-Benefits that Mustafa Jawad gained from attending the start-up weekend in 

Ramallah: 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 الفرع العلمي

(13-6-2022)   
 

Mustafa's breakthrough 

business start – up weekend  

    Benefits 

he got  
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B:Complete the sentences below: 

1-The internet cloud is the place where you can 

………………………………………………………………… 

2-A………………………. and a  ………………….are needed for the ICT start-up. 

3-Mustafa makes sure that his firm is a …………………………………………… . 

C:Decide whether the following statements are True (T) or False (F): 

1-The shortage of 3G is the only obstacle for the success to necessary wavebands.(   )                        

2-The text shows that Mustafa is a self-reliant person as he taught himself to be a 

programmer.  (         ) 

3-Jawad restricted his aims towards helping his country.  (         ) 

D: Say what the following pronouns, numbers, or phrases refer to: 

1-5%………..………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-Instead  ………………………………………………………………………........... 

3-more importantly  .…………………………………………………………………. 

4-It  …………..……………………………………………………………………….. 

Reading comprehension Text  2 

Read the text about two business people then do the tasks below:              

         Seventeen-year-old Anita Simons started out making jewelry for friends 

and now sells it to top fashion shops and direct to the public via her online 

company. She says: 

‘One of the most important things I've had to learn to do is decide the most effective 

way of spending money. You need to work out the financial figures and have them 

checked by someone who understands money. Luckily my parents are both in 

business themselves, so they advised me to spend more on marketing, less on product 

development, or whatever. Wherever it comes from, getting good advice is very 

important.’ 

Hashem Ali is the nineteen-year-old owner of a company that makes online 

music videos His top tips: 
        ‘I think initially the key thing is to understand the market. Work out who your 

potential customers are, who your competitors are, what they offer and how you could do 

it better. It's easy these days to get professional help with this kind of market research. 

After that, just be determined and don't give up if things get difficult (which they almost 

certainly will at some point). Starting and running a business is hard work. If you think 

it's only going to be a nine-to-five job, you should go and do something else.’ 

A: Complete the table with missing information from the text: 

Name Product selling The way for marketing 
Anita 

 

  

Hashem   
B:  Answer the question. Which person:                                                                 

1. had help from his family members.       ___________________________ 

2. warns that success doesn't come easily. ________________________ 

3. talks about spending priorities.                   ________________________ 

4. advises others not to give up.                      ________________________ 

 

 

C:  Complete the sentences with information from the text:                                     

a. According to Anita's parents _________________________________________ 

b. According to Hashem the key thing to succeed in business is _______________. 

c. Both Anita and Hashem consider ______________________as an important point. 

 

 

 

(12-2018 ) 
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Read the text about starting up a business then answer the questions. 

Starting a business involves planning, making key financial decisions and completing 

a series of legal activities. These four easy steps can help you plan, prepare and 

manage your business  

a………………………………It’s really important that you deeply enjoy what you 

do. Make sure you are on the right track by asking yourself these three questions 

before you do anything else. Are you willing to work hard? Do you really want to 

operate independently? Do you have the self-confidence and self –discipline? 

 b………………………………….The main reason for doing a business plan first 

when you are thinking of starting a business is that it can help you avoid wasting your 

time and money for starting a business that will not succeed. Starting a business 

without it is just foolish. 

c………………………………you need a support system while you are starting a 

business and afterwards. A family member or a friend that you can bounce ideas off 

and who will listen to the latest business start up crises is invaluable. When you are 

starting a business, experienced guidance is the best support system of all 

d………………………………..Save up if you have to. approach potential investors 

and lenders. Figure your financial fall back plan. Don’t expect to start a business and 

then walk into a bank and get the amount you need.  

A: Read the text then choose the best title (1—4) for each tip                

                    1. Don’t do it alone                    2.Be passionate about what you do     

                    3. Get the money                        4. Write a business plan 

B: Answer the following questions            

1-What inquires should a person raise to check whether he is on the right path? 

a ……………………………………………………………… 

b. ………………………………………………………………. 

c………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Why is it necessary to make a business plan first? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. How can you get the money for your business? 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

C: Decide if the statements are True or False according to the text 

1. It is a bit important to enjoy what you do         (      ) 

2. According to the writer, if you are starting up a business, you can get the best 

support from a friend who knows the latest business start up crises   (      ) 

3. Starting anew business without a plan is stupid   (            ) 

External 

Text 

(6-2017) 

 

Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

1-Choose words from the box and match them with their meanings :  

graphic -   upmarket  -  distribute  - attempt –  humanitarian - sector  

1. a more expensive luxury item  ………………  

2. related to pictures ………………           

3.  send to other places  …………………….. 

4. try ………………………… 

5. part of the country's economy …………………… 

6. concerned with helping people …………………..                    

 

 

(2016-2018)   
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2-Complete the sentences with words from the box: 

 

 

 

1- I passed my driving test at the first …………………………..  

2- He has no idea about ……………..  a business, so he asked his manager's help .  

3- The scenes of …………………. violence in the film were very terrifying.  

4-Most people get fairly low ……………….. from personal investment.   

5-OXFAM usually …… emergency food supplies to the areas that are most in need .  

6-The United Nation is sending a …………… aid to the areas worst affected by the conflict.   

7-He made a lot of mistakes because of his ………………….. of experience.   

8-The plan is …………………….. under consideration.  

 
 
 

(12-2020) 
 

(8-2020) (7-2021) 
 

(6-2020)  

(6-2020) 
 

(12-2019) 
 

(6-2018) 

   (8-2018) 
 

 2016/  

2018اكمال   

3-Replace the underlined parts with words from the box: 

Currently-  returns - attempt -    distribute   -   lack  -    breakthrough   

1- Scientists have made a sudden solution to the problem in their treatment of that 

disease. ……………………….  

2- ICT start-ups are at the moment growing faster than any other kind of money. 

………………………… 

3- He made a lot of mistakes because of not having enough experience.   

………………….. 

4- A number of charities are coordinating their efforts to send food to other places. 

………………………. 

5- He made an un successful try to stop the thief.  ……………………. 

6- Most companies have suffered a drop in their profits. …………………….   

 
(12- 2018 ) 

 
(8- 2017  ) 

 

 
 
 
 

(3-7-2021) 
(12-2021) 

4-Complete the following sentences with words from the box: 

sector - currently –attempt - lack  

1-He is ……………working for an oil company, but is trying to get a different job. 

2-As the industrial ……………….grew, more and more of the population moved to 

the cities. 

3-The police closed the road in an ……………….. to reduce the traffic in the city. 

4-There is a …………….of medicine in the Health Care stores.  

 
 

 
(7-2021) 

5-Complete the following sentences with words from the box : 

humanitarian – distribute – returns – lack – running  

1 -He’s been ………………his own company since 1996. 

2-They’re promising high …………..on investments of over $100,000. 

3-We need to print the notices and then …………them to as many people as possible  

4-The prisoner has been released for ……………….reasons.  

5-His answer demonstrated a complete ……………of understanding of the question. 

 

x:words from the boComplete the following sentences with -6 

      Lack – sector-returns  - running -  market share  -  humanitarian 

1-The UN is sending ………….aids to the areas which were affected by the disaster.  

2-The ……………of water has caused the animals to die of thirst. 

3-Don't forget that ……………..your company is a hard work.       

month.   last 15% under to slept.The companies' ………………-4 

 
 

(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 

 

(7-2021) 
(12-2021) 

 

  lack - humanitarian - currently  - distribute - graphic - returns - running - attempt 
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5-The country has a new policy of transferring state industries from public ………to 

the private one.  

6-The ……………..on this kind of investment are quite low at the moment.  

(10-8-2022) 
 

(13-6-2022) 
7-Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box : 

   take over ( 3 )    -    broken through     -       take off     -     cutback    

1-People are wondering who is going to ………………… when the old king dies.  

2-There has been ………………….. in the government spending this year.   

3-The noise is mainly caused by the aircraft …………………… from the airport      

4- Have our soldiers …………………………………… the enemies defences?    

5-The new team will make changes the moment they ……… the job.   

6-He'll ………………….. the job permanently when the accountant retires.  

 

   (6-2020) 
  (12- 2019  ) 

   (12-2019) 

    (6-2019)   

    (8-2017) 
اكمال  

2016/17/18   

8- Choose the correct phrasal verb from the box to fill in the following sentences.   

stand by  -   take over  -   handed over   -  break through      

1. Some workers will lose their jobs as machines ……………………………….  

2. The owner ……………………………. the factory to his sons.  

3. Ambulances ……………………………… in case anyone gets seriously injured.  

4. The prisoners tried to ……………….. the police barrier.   

(6-2019) 
 

(7-2021/6-2019) 

 

9-Complete the sentences with suitable phrasal verbs from the box: 

break through -handed over- cuts back    -  take over(2) 

1-Who will …………….. the leadership of the club next year ?                                     

2-She resigned and ……………. the company to one of her younger colleagues.          

3-When the machines …………….., we won't be needed to do manual jobs anymore.  
4-Due to shortage of resources, the government …………………its expenses.  
5-Scientists think they are beginning to…………………in the fight against cancer. 

 
(12-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 

   (12-2021)  
   (12-2021) 

10 -Choose the correct answer:  
1- You need to do ( market value / market research ) to find out if people will buy your product.  

2-I have to go away to London (  on business / in business ) tomorrow.  

3- Please confirm (in writing / on writing ) the date you intend to leave.  

4-Currency traders use ( financial markets / marketing ) to buy and sell money.  

5-The refugees believe that their lives are ( on danger / in danger) . 
6-These products' advertisements are clear examples of their ( market share / marketing ) strategy.  

7-I got stuck in traffic and arrived just ( in time / on time ) to catch my flight.  

8- (Marketing / Market research) show that the need for smaller cars will continue to grow.  

9-The company has been ( in business / on business ) for more than 100 years.  

10-They sought for a controlling interest rather than a ( take over / takeover )  

11-Don't be late for the party Ramy. Be accurate and come ( on time / in time )  

12-Borrowing can be  problem. You don't want to find yourself ( in debt / in advance     (  

13-The products will be ……………… next week. ( on sale / in sale )     
14- When you find a too expensive item, it is considered as (upmarket / market value)   

15-Researchers have achieved a major (breakthrough / break through) in cancer treatment.  

16-I got home just (in time / on time) before it started to rain.   

17-The referee was caught in traffic and didn`t make it in ( time / business )   

18-The (market share/ market value) of his product is more than expected.  

19- Please (stand by / stand out) me in an hour of need.    

20-The company is ( on / in ) danger of having to close.  

21-The company has a large ( marketing / market research ) department that 

designs advertisements  to help customers to choose the suitable brand.  

22-Sorry, we were late because we had a ( breakdown / breakthrough ) in the car 

while driving to the office. 

  

 
(12-2020) 
(12-2020) 
(12-2020) 

(8-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(6-2020) 

(12-2019) 

(12-2019) 

(12-2019) 

(12-2019) 

(12-2019/ 

8-2021) 

(8-2019 ) 

(6-2019) 

(6-2019) 

(6-2019) 

(8-2018) 

(8-2018) 

(8-2018) 
(6-2018) / 

(7-2021) 
 

(6-2018) 
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23-There has been a ( cutback / breakdown ) in the government spending on new 

projects this year.  

24-My brother has been ………… business since 2015. ( in / on )   

25-Our dishwasher ………… just a month after the guarantee had expired. ( cut 

back / broke down )   

26-If you don’t hurry up, we won’t be ……to catch the train ( in time / on time)  

27-If you are going to come over our house, please let me know …. ( in advance/ in debt )   

28-It's easy these days to get professional help with this kind of___________(up 

market /marketing)     

29-The booking will be ………… receipt of a depart. ( in / on )    

30-The company was spending too much , so it has to introduce some.( cutbacks/ cut backs). 

31-You need to understand how the ( value – financial ) market will affect your 

business and react accordingly.  

32-He drove so fast, so I felt my life was …….. danger ( in / on )  

33-Many hospitals face ( cutback/ cut back ) s in services because of the financial situation .  

34-Insurance may only cover the current ( marketing / market value ) of the car .   

35-He's away all next week …… business . ( in / on )   
36-You can pay for the goods when you get them . you don't need to pay ( in debt / in advance )  

37-I expected her apartment to be a little more (upmarket – market share)  

38-The prisoners (brokethrough- broke through) the fence and escaped.  

39-The fall in dollar value has affected the Lebanese (up market- financial market) very badly. 

40-We bought tickets (in advance – in business ) in case there weren't any left on the day. 

41- Usually we ask for payment (on receipt- in receipt ) of the goods.  

42- He must sell the house for the current (market share – market value ) 

43- Luckily, we managed to get to the airport (on time – in time ) to catch the flight .  

44-Does good (marketing- market ) mean playing safe and staying traditional ?  

45-He hates people being late , so make sure you're (in time – on time ).    

46-We need to stop this (takeover- hand  over ) of our business by a larger company.  

47- Sorry you can’t see the manager today. He’s away  ( in business/ on business )  

all next week.   

48-It may also reflect the attempts of smaller companies to gain ( marketing – 

market share ) through aggressive price strategies.  

49-Meetings will be held with all the staff to inform them of the changes and ensure a 

smooth (handover- hand over ).  

50-They had to do a (market research – market share) then advertise the products.  

51-You have to apply for this job (in writing – on writing ) not by phone or email.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(6-2018) 
 

(8-2017/ 7-

2021) 
(8-2017/7-

2021) 
 
 

(6-2017) 
 

(6-2017) 
 

(8-2016) 

 
(12-2016) 

 
 

(8-2016) 
 

( 8-2016) 
 

(8-2016) 
 

(6-2016) 
 

(6-2016) 
 

(6-2016) 
 

(6-2016) 
 

(7-2021) 
 

(7-2021) 
 

(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 
 

(8-2021) 
 

(8-2021) 
 

(8-2021) 
 
 

(8-2021) 
 

(8-2021) 
 

(8-2019) 
 
 

(10-8-2022) 

 
 

(10-8-2022) 
 

(13-6-2022) 
 

(13-6-2022) 
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Period 3+4 / Language  
 

1-Rewrite the sentences keeping the same meaning :    

1- You should do a lot of market research before starting. (Everyone told me that)  

…………………………………………………………………… 

2- Don’t go too near the edge of the cliffs.   ( They warned us against )     

        …………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Don't go near the sea . ( He warned him against )   

        …………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Don't spend your money buying expensive clothes. ( he warned me against )  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- It's not a good idea to wait too long before deciding. ( he warned me against ) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- You’d better revise the material before the exam. (the teacher advised his students ) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

7- Don’t accept the first offer you get. (His father advised him)  

          ………………………………………………………………………………… 
8- You'd better not spend too much time on the internet. (My father/warned me against )  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

9- “Don’t eat so much junk food”. ( The doctor warned us against)   

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

10- “Don’t talk on the mobile while driving”. (The police man warned me against)  

………………………………………………………………………………… 

11- You should stop for a rest when you feel exhausted. ( the trainer / advised ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

12- Don’t treat people unkindly.  

       My father warned me against ………………………………………………. 

13- You shouldn't waste your time playing football.  

        My mother warned me against ………………………………………………. 

14- You'd better apply for this scholarship.  

Samir advised me ……………………………………………………………… 

15- You’d better use a dictionary for  correct pronunciation. .  

Our teacher advised us ………………………………………………………….. 

16- Don't take parts in losing projects. (6-2016) 

My friend warned me against …………………………………………………. 

   17- Don't eat much chocolate, it's bad for your health. (The dentist warned the 

children against ) ……………………………………………………………… 

   18-"It is a good idea to respect your parents' opinions"  

    My teacher advised me that …………………………………………………….. 

  19-"You'd better not borrow others' properties "   

    My father warned me against …………………………………………………… 

  20-"It's not a good idea to depend on others "  

   The teacher told me that ………………………………………………………….  

  21-Don't over train , it is bad for your health "   

   The doctor warned Sameer against ……………………………………………… 

 22- Don't waste your time in doing silly things.  (My father warned me against )  

    ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 23-Stay inside to avoid catching COVID19. (He advised me )  

  ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 24-Water and warm climate make the soil fertile. (My teacher told me )  

…………………………………………………………………………………………  

 

(12-2020) 

 

(12-2020) 

 

(8-2020) 

 

   (6-2020) 

 

(6-  2019 ) 

 

   (8-2019) 

 
6-2019 /12-

2021) 

(12-2018/ 
 )اكمال 2016

 

(8-2018) 

 

(6-2018) 

 
 

    (8-2017) 

 

    (6-2017) 

 

(8-2016) 

 

    (8-2016) 

 

    (6-2016) 

 

(6-2016) 

 

(7-2021) 

 

(7-2021) 

 

   (7-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 
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 25- Don't waste your time chatting and texting. (My mother warned me against)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

26- It’s not a good idea to wait too long before making up your mind. (My parents 

warned me that ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

27- “Don’t talk when others are talking.”    (The teacher warned the students 

against)  ……………………………………………………………………………… 

28- “Switch off your mobile phones while takeoff”’.  (The flight attendant told us )   

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   (12-2021) 
 

(13-6-2022) 

 
 

(10-8-2022) 

 

(10-8-2022) 

2-Rewrite the following using the words in brackets:    

1- Jamal took his car to the mechanic and paid him to repair it. ( causative structure ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- We had better ask someone to check the accounts every month. ( causative structure )  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- He took his washing machine to the electrician and asked him to fix it. 

(causative structure )  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
(12-2020) 

 
   (8-2020) 
 
   (6-2020) 

3-Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined parts with causative structure:   
     1.  I'm going to check the application before I send it in case there are any mistakes.   

………………………………………………………………………………. 

    2.  Don't forget to clean the jacket before the wedding. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

  (12-2019) 

 

4-Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined parts with causative structure:  

      1- She took her bracelet to the jeweler’s so that he could mend it.  

…………………………………………………………………. 

      2- She'd better ask the jeweler to repair her necklace.  

    ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

     3- Huda didn't make the curtains herself so she asked someone to make them? 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

     4- How normally do you ask someone to service your car?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

     5- Kamal has just asked someone to repair the central heating in his house.  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

    6-Ahmed took his motorbike to the mechanic and paid him to mend it.  

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   7-I need now a hairdresser to cut my hair before the party begins.  

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  8- Don’t forget to take your jacket to the cleaners before the wedding. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

(8-2019) 

 

(7-2021) 

 

(7-2021) 

 

(8 -2021) 

 

   (8-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

 

(8-2021) 

5-Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined part a causative structure:  

every two years.  ask somebody to decorate the children’s bedroomsWe usually  -1 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Salma can’t make a wedding dress, so she asks a designer in Paris to make it for her.  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

. asked someone at the garage to fix itHe didn’t fix his car himself, he  -3 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 arrange for someone to make it.I have an idea for a product, but I’m not sure how to  -4  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 pierce your ears.If you want to wear earrings, you should    -5 

     …………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

(6 2019- ) 
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6-Rewrite the sentences using causative structure:  

  

1-We'd better ask someone to check the letter before we send it. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-You'd better service the car, the engine is starting to make strange noises. 

………………………………………………………………………………………... 

3-You must ask the manager to sign the cover of your book in the conference. 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-He needs to fix his radio because it is very valuable.  

………………………………………………………………………………………..  
5-I pay someone to wash my car every week.     

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6-We'd better ask someone to paint the room before we clean it.   

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7-I have asked someone to check our electric wires before leaving.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

8-Someone has cut the grass in our garden once a month.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(7-2021) 

 

(6-2018) 

 

(8-2019) 

 

 

 

 

 

(12-2021) 

 
(12-2021) 

 

 

(10-8-2022) 
 

 
(10-8-2022) 

7- Make sentences using have/get+ the object in brackets +the past participle of 

a verb in the box Make any necessary change.  
 

          sign,               paint,             take, 

1. Sarah should (her apartment) before the party, so as to look more beautiful. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. I don’t like (my photograph) before being ready. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Don’t forget (the report) before the manager leaves the office. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

(8-2018)                                                                     

8-Rewrite the sentences using have + the object in brackets + the past participle 

of the verbs in box .Note there are more verbs than needed).  

 

 

1-You have no time, so you ( your hair ) before the party . 

……………………………………………………………….. 

2-Reema will ( the letter ) early as the manager wants to leave . 

………………………………………………………………….. 
 

(6-2016) 

9-Rewrite the following sentences using (have/get +object +the past participle )  

1-The dentist took out one of my teeth only yesterday. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-My college helped me write the report. 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

(13-6-2022) 

 

10-Correct the mistakes in the following sentences: 

1-  He Knew how to get his goods notice. ………………                                   

2- She didn't get her teeth check . ……………                                                    

3- The secretary must get the letter sign by the manager …………………        

4- You need to have your watch repair. It's stopped working. …………………. 

 

 

 

 

    (8-2020) 
    (6- (2020  

    (8-2017)   

    (6-2017)  

           sign           repair            cut 
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Period 6 / Writing  
 

 
1-Have you ever started a small business? What challenges did you  come across, 

especially as a young person? What advice do you have for young people who want 

to start their own business? 

 

Expand the following ideas : 

 

Paragraph 1:  

What skills do you have? e.g (making jewelry, designing online music videos ….) 

Paragraph2: 

 How did you start this business? Who helped you? 

Paragraph3: 

Challenges faced you e.g(lack of experience, lack of money need to do market 

research …….etc) 

Paragraph4: 

Your advice to young people. 
 

2- There are no limits on who can become a great businessman. You don’t 

necessarily need a colleague degree , a bunch of money in the bank or even 

business experience. However, you need a strong plan and  a strong motivation 

to see it through.  

 Discuss the statement supporting your opinion with the following points  

Have an idea/ take advice/ do market research / need some money / develop your 

product and market it. 

 
 

 
(8-2020) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(6-2020 ) 
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Unit 9 

Only a game 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

  Question Year 

Read the text and do the tasks below : 
…………………………………Are today's young stars sports overpaid? It's an opinion 

you'll often hear repeated, especially in the world of football. The figures are astonishing. 

When the welsh player Gareth Bale joined Real Madrid in 2013 , his reported salary was 

around £250,000 a week or , if you prefer , £13 million a year . So every week he earns 

as much as the average Real supporter makes in ten years . This may be an extreme 

example , but there are a lot more footballers around the world earning almost as much . 

………………………………. It’s a situation that makes some people very angry. But 

those who are infuriated by it often forget what players have to do to get to the top, and 

the risks involved. Anew book by Wayne Barton tells the story of some of those who fell 

on the way up. There are many young men who achieved the dream of playing for the 

famous club Manchester United, but only had short careers, often because of injuries. . 

Take young Tony Gill , for example , who was on his way to becoming a regular first 

team player when he hurt his leg and was never able to recover , or the young forward 

Deiniol Graham , who broke his arm and never played professionally again . 

………………………………The list of these tragedies goes on , but the story that stands 

out is that Giuliano Maiorana. At the age of 19, he was playing for an amateur team in 

Cambridge shire, England when he was noticed by one of Manchester United's many 

scouts, who was searching for the lower levels of football for promising young players. 

At first, Giuliano thought the offer for a trial world-famous Manchester club was a joke. 

It wasn't – only months later, he played his first match at United's home ground, Old 

Trafford. He still remembers the mixture of excitement and fear he felt.  

………………………………Unfortunately, he didn't get on well with his manager and 

was soon playing in the reserve team. It was in a reserve match two years later that his 

knee was badly damaged. Soon, at the age of 24 his career was finished. For seven years 

after that, he couldn't even watch football. He now works for his family's business back 

in Cambridge, moving furniture, and says that he now wishes he hadn't been so good at 

football when he was young. 

A .Answer the following questions : 

1-What do angry people often forget according to the writer ? 

a……………………………………………   

b……………………………………………………. 

2-Why do some young players generally have short careers ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-How did Giuliano feel the first time he played for Manchester United ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-What is Giuliano’s current work? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Decide whether these statements are True or False : 

1-(           )  Overpaid  young sports stars is a common opinion in football world . 
2-(          ) Bale’s weekly salary is as much as the average Real supporter makes in ten years . 

3-(         )  Wayne Barton’s book tells us stories about successful football stars . 

4-(         )Giuliano feels happy and proud of what he achieved . 

 

 (3-7-2021) 

 الفرع الأدبي
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C:Complete the diagram with kinds of injuries from the text above : 

           Tony Gill                       Deiniol Graham               Giuliano Maiorana  

 

 

D:Match the titles with the paragraphs above : 

A: Regret being good footballer .         B: Example of football stars’ high salary . 

C:  Outstanding and tragic story         D:Justification for footballers’ high salaries . 

E: Write what the following pronouns might refer to : 

1-his …………………………      2- it …………………………………… 

 

 

Read the text and do the tasks below: 

Are today's young stars sports overpaid? It's an opinion you'll often hear repeated, 

especially in the world of football. The figures are astonishing and the situation 

makes some people very angry. But those who are infuriated by it often forget what 

players have to do to get to the top, and the risks involved. Anew book by Wayne 

Barton tells the story of some of those who fell on the way up. There are many young 

men who achieved the dream of playing for the famous club Manchester United, but 

only had short careers, often because of injuries. Take the story of Giuliano 

Maiorana. At the age of 19, he was playing for an amateur team in Cambridge shire, 

England when he was noticed by one of Manchester United's many scouts, who was 

searching for the lower levels of football for promising young players. At first, 

Giuliano thought the offer for a trial world-famous Manchester club was a joke. It 

wasn't – only months later, he played his first match at United's home ground, Old 

Trafford. He still remembers the mixture of excitement and fear he felt. 

Unfortunately, he didn't get on well with his manager and was soon playing in the 

reserve team. It was in a reserve match two years later that his knee was badly 

damaged. Soon, at the age of 24 his career was finished. For seven years after that, 

he couldn't even watch football. He now works for his family's business back in 

Cambridge, moving furniture, and says that he now wishes he hadn't been so good at 

football when he was young. 

A: Answer the questions : 

 

  1-What do people think about young sport stars? 

         ……………………………………………………………………… 

  2-What does the example of Gareth Bale show? 

  ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

   3-What is the common reason why young players stop playing? 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggested 

material 
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B: Complete the diagram: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

C: Complete the following facts about Juliano Maiorana: 

1 Before joining Manchester, Juliano played for ……………………………. 

2 As he was noticed by one of Manchester's scouts , 

………………………………… 

3 After a few months , Maiorana played 

……………………………………………… 

4 As he didn't get on well with the manager, 

……………………………………….. 

5 It was in a reserve match that 

………………………………………………………. 

6 Maiorana's career finished when 

……………………………………………………. 

D: Decide whether each of the following is TRUE or FALE: 

1-Most young players stopped playing for Manchester club because they got low salaries.  ( ) 
2-Giuliano was 19 when he was chosen to play for the famous club of Manchester United. (  ) 

3-Giuliano's knee was damaged in a reserve match when he was 24, so his career was 

finished   (          )  

4-Both Tony Gill and Graham achieved their dream of getting to the top .     (         ) 

 5-The writer believes that footballers lead a risky life .                      (          ) 

 E: Write what the following pronouns refer to: 

1. who  ( line 9 ) ……………………   2. that  ( line 16) …………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tony Gill  Deiniol Graham  Both 

players 

played 

 
Injuries they had  

 

 

 

 
 

As a result  
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Text 2 

Read the text and do the tasks below: 

………………………………..: There are limits to how many sports can be included 

in the Olympic Games. In the 2012 Summer Games, there were 26, and the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) have added two more for 2016 (golf and 

rugby sevens). There are various criteria that the IOC bases its decisions on, but the 

most important is probably international popularity. Sports tend to get included if 

they have a tradition and are played and watched by enough people in enough 

countries. 

………………………………..: This leads to some interesting questions. Why, for 

example, was baseball included from 1984, but then dropped for 2012? Although 

some think it is only popular in the USA, it actually has a large following in South 

America and Asia too. The main reason for leaving it out, according to some, is a 

combination of geography and politics: there is little interest in the sport in Europe, 

and European members are in a majority on the IOC. 

………………………………..: Of the other sports not (yet) included, one that stands 

out is squash. It has a long tradition and is played all over the world. It’s also more 

obviously a real sport than some other Olympic ‘sports’. In fact, it’s more mysterious 

why certain sports are included. Take speed walking, for example, a long-standing 

Olympic regular. The rules say that the athletes have to have both feet in contact with 

the ground at all times, and must keep their legs straight. The result, to me at least, 

looks very silly. 

………………………………..: More importantly, it breaks one of my two personal 

rules for judging serious sports because it puts artificial limits on what can be done.. 

My other rule is that the scoring has to be objective and measurable, not a matter of 

opinion.  

A:   Match the headings with the suitable paragraphs above:    

    a. Two examples of strange decisions            b. what makes an Olympic sport 

         c.  My  own criteria                                   d. a change of mind 

B     Decide whether each of the following is True or False:    

   1-There were 26 sports in the 2016 Summer Games.         (         ) 

   2-Baseball is well-known in most European countries.             (         ) 
   3-The writer suggests that speed walking should not be included in the Olympics. (         ) 

C:  .Complete the following:     
      1-The IOC included ……………… and …………….. for the 2016 Summer games. 

      2-For the IOC, the most important reason for including sports is ………………. 

  3-According to some, baseball was left out from the 2012 games for ……………….       

and    ……………….. reasons. 

D:     Answer the questions:      
   1-  According to the writer, why should squash be considered as a game in the Olympics? 

A………………..……………………………………………………. 

       B  …………………………………………………………………….. 

       C    …………………………………………………………………….. 

2-What are the writer’s criteria for scoring in sports? 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

E:Write what the following words and pronouns might refer to:  

a. they     (line 6) ………………………  

 b. the sport (line 12) ………………….. 

 

 
 

 

(6-2018) 
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Read the text and then complete the tasks:   

       Is it possible to justify that a few young sports stars are overpaid? In most areas 

of business, there are a few people who earn much more than the average. These 

people often have skills and talents that others don’t; and this is certainly true of 

young sports stars. Sport is always about entertainment, and   sports stars create 

excitement and fun for viewers. Yet people are often more likely to question whether 

sports stars are paid too much than they are to question the money earned by a 

musician or a film star.. 

      It seems that a lot  of people have forgotten that young sports stars have a very 

short career. In most professional sports, players retire early by their mid-30s. The 

career can be even shorter if they have to retire early due to injury. Furthermore, 

these young stars may have had few opportunities to get an education as their teenage 

years are spent striving to get to the top of their sport. Players have to earn what they 

can when they are young, since it can be difficult for them to find other careers after 

they retire from sport. 

     However, many people would argue that sports stars who are  paid so much 

money have a duty to act responsibly because they are an inspiration to thousands of 

play, and that's  themo watch young people around the world. These people pay t

partly why the young sport stars are paid so well. 

A:  Complete the following sentences:                                                                  

a. In business, people who are overpaid have both______________________ 

which____________________________ 

  b. Both sports stars and young film stars have something in common which is 

________________ 

 c. The young stars may have a little chance to continue their education because 

_______________ 

d. Sports stars have to behave responsibly because _________________________ 

    B:  Circle the correct answer: 

 1. The best title for the passage is___________________________. 

a. Money in sport            b. How to be a star               c. How to be a great musician 

 2   People question more about___________________________. 

    a. musician payment             b. sports stars payment         c. film stars payment 

 3. Sports stars have to retire earlier due to___________________________. 

           a. age                                b. injuries                          c. getting another job 

(line 13) refers to___________________________. them 4. The pronoun  

            a. people                               b. sports                                c. sports stars  
   

 Read the text and do the tasks below :   
I am always amazed  when I hear people saying that sport creates good will between the 

nations and that if only the common people of the world could meet one another at football or 

cricket, they would have no interest to meet in the battlefield . Even if one didn’t know from 

a concrete example ( the 1936 Olympic Games  for example) that international sporting 

contests lead to hatred, one could conclude it from general principles. 

Nearly all the sports practiced nowadays are competitive. You play to win , and the game has 

little meaning unless you do your utmost to win. On the village green where you pick up 

sides and no feeling of local patriotism is involved . It is possible to play simply for fun and 

exercise:  but as soon as the question of prestige arises , as soon as you feel that you and 

some larger unit will be disgraced if you lose, the most savage combative instincts are 

aroused. Any one who has played even in a school football match knows this. At the 

international level sport is frankly imitative far ware . But the significant thing is not the 

behavior of the players, but the attitude of the spectators : and behind the spectators, of the 

nations who work themselves into furies over these ridiculous contests , and seriously 

believe- at any rate for short periods- that running , jumping and kicking a ball are tests of 

national virtue . 

External 
( 2016 – 
2017 ) 
 اكمال

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

External  

  2019 
 دورة ثانية 
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A -Answer the questions  

1-Why is the writer often astonished ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2  What ,according to the writer, do international sporting contests lead to ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3  Why are most sports considered competitive nowadays ? 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

4 When are the most savage combative instincts aroused 

A……………………………………………………………………………………… 

B ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

B -Decide whether these statements are True or False : 

1   Nearly all kinds of  sports played everywhere have a competitive trend.    (      ) 

2  The writer supports the idea that sports bring friendly and cooperative feelings 

among nations .  (       ) 

3  Neither concrete examples nor general principles show that international sporting 

contests lead to hatred.(     )  

C  -Complete : 

According to the author, when spectators watch international sporting contests, they 

believe ………………………………………………………………………………. 

D  What do the following pronouns refer to : 

• it ………………………………………………………………. 

• themselves ……………………………………………… 

E:  Choose the correct answer: 

  1   The best title for the text is   
a.  the sporting time      b. the sporting spirit     c.  the sporting club      d.  the sporting dream 

2- The phrase the ( village green ) stands for    

    a .  the battleground      b. country yard             c. playhouse       d.  playground 

F:     Complete the diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Names of sports  
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Read the following text and then do the tasks below  
‘re not bettering the world and most of them are probably  theyThey’re not saving lives , -1

not even paying tax , so why are footballers paid the huge salaries that they are ? Many think 

that footballers are overpaid for what they do , and that there should be more justice between 

salaries of those who kick a piece of leather around a field for  a living and those who are 

saving lives on a daily basis . Join us as we look at one of the oldest conflicts of all ; football 

vs money : why are footballers paid so much ? 

2-At the root of the big pay packets that players enjoy is our love of the game . In simple 

terms -the more we watch , the more they get paid . But when you consider that the club’s 

income streams are ticket sales , trading and broadcasting deals , you can see that the money 

in football- and that used to play the salaries of the players – is generated by the fans 

themselves. 

3-It can seem that players are paid large amount of money to turn up and kick a ball around 

for 90 minutes once a week , but the truth is that being a footballer in the very best 

championships in the world requires dedication , hard work and sacrifice . The training 

schedule is exhausting and as well as match days , there are also workouts and training each 

really have to be the best and that means  Youweek . To be a Premier League footballer , 

training harder and longer and with more determination than anyone else . 

4-Think about when you like watching football -at the weekend , you may find yourself 

siting on the sofa with your family waiting with excitement for the games . There is no such 

option for the players who we love to watch . They will have spent  a very tiring day – likely 

away from their family if they are playing an away game -training , preparing and doing 

everything but enjoying the festivals . For us , Christmas is a time of cheer and celebration 

and football . For footballers is a time of work and focus. There are great sacrifices to be 

made too.  

5-When it comes to being a footballer , a long career is something that even the top players 

dream of . And when we are talking about “long” we’re talking about a decade at most . The 

working life of top footballers is pretty short compared to the rest of us . ‘And ?So there 

seems some fairness in paying footballers a lot to entertain us over what is , in reality , a short 

period of work .   

A: Match the titles with the paragraphs : 

 1-Short career time                                   Paragraph ……………….. 

 2-The beautiful game                                Paragraph………………. 

 3-Friends and family                                 Paragraph ……………… 

 4-More than just a game                           Paragraph ………………. 

B: Answer the following questions : 

1-What is the main idea of the passage ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Why do people criticize the footballers ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What are the three basic requirements of being the best footballer in the world ? 

a.---------------------------------------b.-------------------------------------c.-------------------- 

C:Complete the sentences : 

1-According to paragraph one , many people suggest that there should be ………….. 

between ……….…… 

2-Once very few people watch football games, the player’s ……………..…….will be 

affected and become …………………… 

3-Chritmas for ordinary people is ……………………………………………..……. 

while it is ……………………………………………………. for players . 

D: Say whether the sentences are True or False : 

1-The working life of top footballers does not exceed 10 years .    (        ) 

2-At the end , the writer justifies paying footballers a lot .              (        ) 

E: What do the following refer to : 

1-they …………………………………   2- you …………………………………. 

 
External  

(10-8-2022) 
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Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

Replace the underlined parts of the sentences below with words from the box :-1 

 

 
 

……he first one doesn’t work .   …plan in case t second choicea It’s a good idea to have -1 

period to see if he was suitable . …………… testThey agreed to employ him for a -2 

……….     great fearThe idea of speaking in front of hundreds of people fills me with -3 

……. deciding which is acceptableI can’t choose between them . There’s no way of -4 

the young  impossible to include He’s not a clear choice ,but I wouldn’t say it’s-5

player . ……………  
.  …………………… out left been had he that saw he list, team the read he When-6 

by the rude comments in his article . …………………… very angryI was really -7 

   that you didn’t like it . ……………………….. very surprisingI find it absolutely -8 

 
 
 
 
 

(8-2019) 
 
 

(12-2021) 
(13-6-2022) 

(10-8-2022) 
2-Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with words 

from the box : 
 

 

1-What are the …… for being accepted on the course ? ( the reasons and qualifications) 

2-We need to look at the facts and reach a decision that is ………………….…..….. 

(not based on personal opinions ) 
3-This plan isn’t perfect yet ,but it’s a very ………..one. ( having future possibilities ) 

4-We ……quite well ,but we’re not really close friends .   ( have a good relationship ) 

5-I was ……………….by the rude comments in his article .  (made me very angry ) 

 

3-Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 

 
 1- When she found that the French course was too difficult, she decided to ………….. it  

 2- There are various ………………….. for acceptance in specific studies at university .     
  3- The pilot avoided a ………… when he succeeded in preventing the plane from crashing.  

  4-  A man should be fair and ………………..when judging his son’s work. 

  5- What really ……………………….. me was the fact that he'd lied   .  

  6-That player is really ……………….I can't believe he scored 5 goals in one match.  

  7-The system was introduced on a …………….basis for one month .  

8- They let me have the computer set on ………………… for thirty days.  

 

 

 

(8-2019) 
(6-2019) 
(6-2018) 

(6-2017) 
(6-2016) 

2016/17اكمال   
(13-6-2022) 
( 6 – 2020) 

Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with words -4

from the box : 
 

 for being accepted on this course. _____________ reasons and qualifications There are   -1 

2- It’s ……….. when people keep spelling your name wrongly, isn’t it? (very angry (   

The competition is open to both ……and professional photographers.(not professional) 

We are always deciding which is acceptable . That's not well-That's right . ………….. 

This plan isn't perfect , but it's very amazing start .   ……………… 

 
 

/ اكمال  17/ 2016

2018 
 

(6-2019) 
(7-2021) 
( 7-2021) 
(8-2021) 

Complete the sentences with suitable words from the box :-5 

 

 
 

1-I can’t choose between them . there is no way of ………………. 

2-He isn't a clear choice, but I wouldn't  ………………………….. the young player. 
3-Try to get ……….  judgment or assessment . I hope you won't be affected by others.   

4-I have appointed a secretary for a ……………. period to see how she does the job.  

5- What are the ………………………for being accepted on the course? 

6-She found it difficult to …………..her friends , possibly because of the difference in 

their ages . 

 
 

(8-2019) 
 ( 8-2017) 

(8-2018) 

(8-2018 ) 
(12-2021) 

(10-8-2022) 

rule out–dropped-astonishing  – trial-infuriated  –  reserve -judging – terror  

 get on – objective – criteria – promising – infuriated 

  rule out  get on with -criteria   trial -   judging -  objective 
 

astonishing -trial (2)-  tragedy -drop-  infuriated  -  objective  -  criteria 
 

Amateur - judging - criteria – infuriating - astonishing  
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6-Complete the sentences using the words in the box with ( under / over ) 

 cook  -         confident –        paid    –         charge -  
 

1-He is angry because he thinks he is ………………….. for the work he does .    

2-Don't buy tickets from strangers outside the stadium . they often ………… you .  

3-They should be neither proud nor …………….  and hopeless about their success .     

4-If you …………….. the meat less than ten minutes, it will be hard to eat.  

 

 
 

(8- 2016 ) 

(8-2016) 
(8- 2016) 

(6-2016) 

7- Complete the sentences using words in the box with (Over, under)     

 

 
1-Many firms were illegally ……………… workers. That's why they think of going to strike 

2-The retailer has been ………………….  and actually owes the supplier more money. 

3-Being ……………by their employer, most workers decided  to leave the company.  

4-When people ………………………….., they may get very tired.  

5-The gift shop on Paris usually ……………..tourist. they raise the prices a lot.  

6-People may become infected after eating tough and ………………..meat.  

7-When you …………….more than 12 hours, you look exhausted. 

 

 
 
(12-2019) 
(12-2019) 
(6-2019) 
(6-2019) 
(6-2017 ) 

(6- 2017) 
 (6- 2017)  

8-Complete the sentences using words in the box with (Over, under)  : 

   
 

1-Eventhough Ali is ………….at his job , he loves it .  

2-Don't be ……………, you are capable of doing more than you realize .  

3-The company ………………its workers because of the financial problems it faces.  

4-Some small shops often try to ……………….tourists while shopping .  

5-Don't be ………………. You never know when something goes wrong .  

6-I don't think there are people as good as you say , they are ……………..  .  
7-He's angry because he receives little money for the huge work he does , so he is ………. 

8-Eating………………………meat may hurt your stomach. 

9-When people ………………….., they might get very tired. 

10-The factory workers are……………….even though they work for long hours. 

 
 

(8-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(7-2021) 
(8-2021) 
(7-2021) 

(8-2021) 
(8-2021) 

(12-2021) 
(12-2021) 
(12-2021) 

9-Choose the correct answer  : 

1. Avoid eating ( overcooked / undercooked ) chicken with soft pink flesh . You 

may get sick. 

2. If you consider him a miracle man, you’re (overpaying / overrating) him.  

3. Don’t ( underrate / overrate ) the danger of such a raft trip on this river. It’s too 

stormy.  

4. Being ( over / under ) confident isn’t guarantee that the team would win . 

5. The coach tends to (over / under  )   rate the players on his own team by giving 

rewards.  

6. He was ( overconfident / overwork )    and seemed to  know what he wanted. 

7. Sometimes people (overrated- underrated) some goods by giving them high 

value even though in reality they are not . 

 
(12-2019) 

 

(6-2019) 
(6-2018) 

 

(6-2018)    
(12-2017) 

 
(8- 2017) 
( 6- 2022) 

Period 3+4 / Language  
 

1-Rewrite the sentences using the given starters:  

   1- I  was lazy when I was younger.  ( I wish ) 

……………………………………………………………………………. 

2- He didn't buy the car when he had the chance  ( he should ) 

………………………………………………………………………. 

 

(12-2019) 

paying – charge(2)  – work (2 ) - rated – cooked 

Confident(2) -pays –cooked-worked- rated -paid(3) – charge  
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2-Rewrite the sentences using the given starters:   

1- I didn't study well for the exam . 

       I wish …………………………………………………. 

  2– She didn't report the accident to the police. 

       She should ………………………………………………………… 

 3-He neglected all the warnings of his boss. 

     He regrets …………………………………………………………. 

(12-2019)    

  

3- Rewrite the following using the words between brackets:       

1   I went out without having an umbrella though it was raining .  ( I regret ) 

………………………………………………………………………….. 

2    Diana wasn’t at home when I phoned.  ( I wish ) 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

(8-2019) 

4- Rewrite the following using the words between brackets:  
1-I was supposed to finish my project before the end of the term, but I didn’t. (I should) 

     ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-They didn’t buy a new defender last season. (They regret) 

   ………………………………………………………………………………………..  

3-I didn’t read lots of books when I was younger. (start with the given words)   

 I wish ……………………………………………………………………. 

5-Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets:    

1-I shouted at my little sister this morning . I feel bad about it now.  

………………………………………………………………………………(wish) 

………………………………………………………………………………(regret) 

2. I didn’t go to college and I think that was one of my biggest mistakes.   

a…………………………………………………………………………..( I regret) 

b……………………………………………..………………………..( I wish) 

3-Mary didn’t prepare for the interview, so she didn’t get the job. (wish)   

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4 -I took no notice of the teacher and I did really badly in the test. (regret) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

(6- 2019) 

 

 

 

 

(6-2019)    

 
  

(12-2018) 

 

 

 

 

(8-2018) 

 
 

(6-2018) 

 

(6- 2018) 

6-Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets :  

1-My brother spent so much money on his shopping trip    (  he / wishes ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-The boys didn't go for a picnic when it was sunny .               (They / should ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Mariam drank too much coffee, so she didn't sleep well last night .  ( She/ regrets ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

(8-2017) 

7- Rewrite the sentences keeping the same meaning:    

1-Ameer didn’t follow his parents'  advice. 

He should ………………………………………………………… 

2-I ate a lot of food before going to bed. 

I regret ……………………………………………………………. 

3-My friend bought a lot of expensive clothes. 
She wishes …………………………………………………………… 
 

(6-2017) 

8- Rewrite the sentences using the words brackets : 

1. Ali did me a favour, but I didn't appreciate it. (I wish) 

   ___________________________________________________________________ 

2. I didn't pay more attention before the exam. (I /wish) 

   ___________________________________________________________________ 

) 12-2016)     
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9-Rewrite the sentences keeping the same meaning:  

1 He didn’t have enough experience for the job required .                     

He wishes …………………………………………………………………..   

2 Nabil went home alone and it was frightening .                                   

He regrets …………………………………………………………………. 

      3-Ali was very careless when he was studying at the university .             

             Ali wishes ………………………………………………………………….. 

     4-I didn’t go to the college and I think that one of my biggest mistakes  

        I wish …………………………………………………………………………. 

  5-I wasn’t serious while discussing the problem .  

  I regret ……………………………………………………………………………… 

    6-Ahmed bought a car . It breaks down so often and causes him a trouble  

       Ahmed wishes ………………………………………………………………… 

 
(6-2016) 

 
 

(6-2016) 

 
 

(3-7-2021) 
 

 (13-6-2022) 

 

( 13-6-2022 

 
 

 (10-8-2022) 
 

 

10- Rewrite the sentences using the words between brackets: 

1-We stayed at a very bad hotel .    ( I wish ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-Amjad left school at the age of 13.  (He regrets) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-Salim drove very fast which caused a terrible accident . (He shouldn't ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-Kamal didn't pay attention to his father's advice .            (He regrets) 

……………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

)3-7-2021) 

11- Rewrite the sentences using the words brackets: 

1-I didn't ask the doctor about the final report. (I regret) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Manal hid the cause of the accident .             (She shouldn't ) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-The film we went to see last week was terrible . (We wish ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-Fareed left his present job before finding a new one . ( He regrets ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

)16-8 -2021) 

12-Correct the mistakes in the sentences: (There is only one mistake in each sentence.)   

1-She failed her driving test twice. She should practice well. _______________  

2-It’s getting dark. We should leave half an hour ago………………..  

3-Why did you borrow the money from the bank ? You should ask me for that ? 

……………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(12-2018) 

)   6-2017)  

(10-8-2022)  
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Period 6 / Writing  
 

 

1-Lots of people believe that today's  young sports men are overpaid  . To what 

extent do you agree with this opinion? Write about  

Paragraph 1 :  

 ( Introduction) Give examples of young players getting high salaries 
 

Paragraph 2 : 

 what dangers could young sportsmen face? 
  

Paragraph 3: 
 

Your own opinion 

  

2-Doctors, nurses and teachers make a great contribution to society and 

should be paid more than sports celebrities (players).  

Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

 

3-Write a story of a memorable holiday (or other experience ) that you had .    

(It could be memorable for good or bad reasons ) 

Paragraph 1: Introduction and background  

Paragraph 2:The beginning of the holiday /experience  

Paragraph 3:The rest of the holiday / experience  

Paragraph 4:Conclusion (What do you think about it now?) 

 

4-Today’s top professional athletes often have salaries and bonuses in the tens  

of millions of dollars . Do you think these athletes deserve such high 

compensation ? Why or why not ? Explain your opinion and use specific reasons 

and examples .   
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

(12-2021) 
 
 
 

 
(  6-2019) 

 
 

 
 

(8-2018) 
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Unit 10 

Who am I  
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

  Question Year 

Text 1 

 Read the texts about who am I ? Then complete the tasks below : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A: Answer the following questions :  

1-What are the two main factors that affect our identity according to text A ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Which text probably comes from an academic book ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What is the general agreement among experts ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- How did the writer conclude the topic in text B ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B: Decide if the statements are True or False according to the text : 
1-(      ) According to the writer of text A , people nowadays have to build new identities .  

2-(      )  Biology can be referred  to as nurture and experience as nature . 

3- (    ) In the writer’s opinion of text B , we can criticize someone if he was born selfish . 

C: What do these pronouns highlighted in the text refer to : 

1-Their   …………………………………2 - he  …………………… 

3- it …………………………………………………………………. 

D: Complete the following sentences with words and phrases from the text:  
1-According to the writer of text A , the ways people define themselves nowadays by are  

a…………………………………………………………………………………… 

b…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- According to the writer of text B , the most important areas that affect bringing up 

a child are ………………………………..and …………………………………. 

 

(Exam 9-8-

دورة   2017

ثانية الفرع  

المهني  

 والشرعي 

Text B: The question of how much of our character is due to biology and how 

much is shaped by experience (often called the 'nature or nurture' argument), has 

been going on for centuries. It's a vital question that has implications for many 

different fields, from psychology to politics. If someone was born selfish, for 

example, how can we criticize them for their selfishness? If, on the other hand, 

our character depends on how we are brought up, childcare and education 

become much more important. Although, the evidence is complex and there are 

extreme views on both sides, there is a consensus among experts that the 

definition of an individual is a combination of genetics and upbringing. To put it 

simply, just because you're born a certain way doesn't mean you can't change.  

 

Text A: What professor Gordon is mainly concerned with is the way social and 

economic changes affect personal identity . The main chapters argue  that the 

ways people used to define themselves – by their profession or nationality , for 

example- are disappearing . " People, he writes , ' now find they need  other 

ways to build new identities   .  Later in the book he describes the different ways 

people do this  . Often , identity is based on consumption ( I'm what I buy) . The 

growth of social media however, has led to the greatest change . Nowadays, you 

are whoever  you tell people you are online.  
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Text 2  - Read the texts and do the tasks below. 

…………………………. Like people, products have identities, and they are called brands. 

When Shakespeare claimed that a rose would smell the same no matter what it was called, he 

got it half-right. In one way, names aren't important, but in the world of commerce and 

advertising, a product's name is part of its identity or its brand and that can mean the 

difference between huge success and disastrous failure. 

………………………… How often do you hear people say things like ‘I always buy X’, 

where X is a type of phone, car or washing powder? This kind of brand loyalty is what every 

marketing department dreams of creating, because it’s like gold.  Just to demonstrate what a 

strong force it is, let me tell you about the results of a survey among American consumers. 

They were asked what products they always bought and would never exchange for another 

brand. It turned out that large numbers of people were loyal to brands that no longer existed. 

Several people claimed they ‘always bought’ something that hadn’t been available for over 

thirty years.  

…………………… So, if you’re in manufacturing or marketing, your aim is to build up a 

brand with a good public image. Remember, by the way, that what your product actually is 

can be less important than what consumers believe it is; in other words, it’s people’s 

perceptions that really matter.  But once you’ve achieved your goal, the job isn’t done. What 

you now need to do is protect your brand, at all costs.  

……………………… There are various ways a brand can be harmed, or even destroyed. 

One is to introduce new products under the same overall name that are cheaper. The result is 

often to cheapen the original brand in the public’s eyes, so that it loses its luxury appeal. 

Another way of cheapening a brand is by overusing special offers like ‘10% off this week’ or 

‘Buy one, get one free. Marketing strategies like this may bring good results in the short 

term, but short-term thinking, more often than not, leads to the death of a brand. 

1. Answer the questions:         

1. What is the dream of every marketing department?  

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. What should the producer do after achieving his aim?  

…………………………………………………………….……………………… 

3. What may lead to the death of a brand? 

……………………………………………….………………………………………… 

4.  Mention two ways that can damage the brand? 

……………………………………………………….…………………………………  

2. Decide whether each of the following is True or False:     

1. (       ) The real quality of a product is more important than its public image.  

2. (       ) Shakespeare believed that the name wouldn’t affect the nature of the thing. 

3. (       ) The American study proves that a product’s loyalty ends as soon as the 

product disappears.  

3. Complete the following:         

1. According to the writer, names are very important in the field of  ……...…….… 

2. Brands are ……………………………………………………………………… 

3. People’s ………………………….……………….. than what the product really is. 

4. If you are marketing, your goal is ……………………………………………….. 

4. Write what the following pronouns might refer to:    

    a. it …………….…….. 2. they……………………. 3. you …….…………… 

5. Match the headings with the suitable paragraphs of the previous list.  

a. Some dangerous marketing plans.                      

b. The importance of a product’s commercial name.  

c. Brand loyalty.        d. The importance of the consumer’s beliefs.   

******************************************************************* 

 
 

( 17-6-2019 

دورة اولى  

 (الفرع العلمي 
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(Text 2)  

Read the texts and do the tasks below. 

In the world of commerce and advertising, a product's name is part of  its identity 

or its brand and that can mean the difference between huge success and disastrous 

failure. 

They were asked what products they always bought and would never exchange for 

another brand. It turned out that large numbers of people were loyal to brands that 

no longer existed. Several people claimed they ‘always bought’ something that 

hadn’t been available for over thirty years.  

…………………… So, if you’re in manufacturing or marketing, your aim is to 

build up a brand with a good public image. Remember, by the way, that what your 

product actually is can be less important than what consumers believe it is; in other 

words, it’s people’s perceptions that really matter.  But once you’ve achieved your 

goal, the job isn’t done. What you now need to do is protect your brand, at all 

costs.  

……………………… There are various ways a brand can be harmed, or even 

destroyed. One is to introduce new products under the same overall name that are 

cheaper. The result is often to cheapen the original brand in the public’s eyes, so 

that it loses its luxury appeal. Another way of cheapening a brand is by overusing 

special offers like ‘10% off this week’ or ‘Buy one, get one free. Marketing 

strategies like this may bring good results in the short term, but short-term 

thinking, more often than not, leads to the death of a brand. 

A:Answer the following questions : 

1-What are the results of the American study ? 

a……………………………………………………………………………………… 

b……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-What are the two offers mentioned in the text ? 

a…………………………………………………     

b………………………………………………………. 

B: Circle the correct answer : 

1-Brand can reveal the difference between ………………………… 

   a. disastrous success and huge failure                  b. great success and big failure   

   c. huge success and disastrous failure  

2-A good way of marketing your product is ……………………. 

a. friend’s image                  b. people’s image                  c. your own image  

C:Decide whether the following statements are True or False : 
1-(           )  A product’s name is something related to identity . 

2-(          )   What your product actually is can be more important than what consumers 

believe it is . 

3-(        )  A product loses its luxury appeal when it is cheapened in the public’s eyes . 

D:What do the following pronouns refer to : 

1- its …………………………………    

2- 2-they…………………………………. 

    3-One   ……………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 ( 9-12-2017)   

 دورة ثالثة 
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Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

1- Choose words from the box and match them with their meanings:  

 

1-……………………...general agreement .  

2-…………………….be the same as others  

 
 

(7-12-2019)  
 

(10-6-2017)     
2-Replace the underlined parts of the sentences with words from the box :  

 

1-She never considers anyone but herself . She’s totally unaware of other people’s 

feelings . ……………. 

2-Ruba isn’t very interested in the study of how the mind works as it’s                     

a sophisticated process ………… .  

3-At the end of the meeting , we reached a general agreement .  …………….. 

 
 

(4-6-2018) 
 
 

(7-12-2019) 
 

 

(17-6-2019) 
3-Choose words from the box and match them with their meanings(additional 

exercises) 

1-other people in a similar situation  ……………….            

2-raised to adulthood …………… 

3-buying and using …………………………….                  

4-lessons and conclusions ……………… 

5-how people see things  …………………………..            

6-not leaving or changing ………… 

 

4- Fill in the following sentences by replacing the words in brackets with the 

appropriate words from the box  : 

 

 
 

1-We tried several different ………….. ,but none  of them worked .       (plans ) 

2-Famous people are often very careful about their public ……………………....         

( how people see someone or something ) 

3-A lot of jobs have been lost in the…………….. industries .   ( making products ) 

4-Part of the ………………….…of this computer is that it looks so good .                   

( what makes you like something ) 

5-There are good career opportunities in the field of …………………….………….  . 

( buying and selling ) 

 

5-Replace the underlined parts of the sentence below with words from the box : 

 

 
 

1-I'm very interested in the study of how the mind works.    ………………………. 

2-She’s very determined .She wants to succeed no matter what happens .  ……………….. 

3-It’s not good being unaware of other people’s feelings .     ……………………………… 

4-Social media has an important effect on the person’s idea of who you are  ……………… 

5-There is a general agreement among teachers to facilitate the lessons for their students . …… 

6-All classmates seem to like the same clothes and music as a way to be the same as others . … 

 

 

 

 

conform –consensus 

Psychology –consensus – selfish  

perceptions  – implications-loyalty – consumption- peers – brought up  

appeal – manufacturing -image -commerce -strategies  

at all costs – consensus- psychology -conform -identity -selfish  
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6-Complete the following sentences with words from the box :  

 

 

1-At the end of the meeting we reached a ………………..  . 

2-Advertising tries to change people’s ………….of a product .  

3-It’s only a game , but he thinks he has to win …………………….  . 

4-I was …………………here ,so I think of it as my country .  

5-What are the ………….of these events for the future of a company .  

6-Teenagers  are easily influenced by their …………. 

 

7-Complete the sentences below with words from the box  : 

 

1-Agriculture and ………….are main elements of any country’s economy . 

2-A well- chosen set of photos gives the book extra  ……………………..    

3-The toys fail to ………………..with the current safety standards .  

4-Children are worried about failing in front of their parents and …………… 

 
 
 

(7-12-2019) 
 

 (17-6 -2019) 
 

(11-8-2018) 
 

(9-12-2017) 

8-. Choose the correct answer :  

1-He took a course in film ( product – production ) at the university .  

2-She has a well- paid (job-work) in the ta department . 

3-The two dictionaries (definition- define ) the new terms in different ways .  

4-The two tourists don’t need a big car since they haven’t got much (cases- luggage ) 

5-Doctors say that children need to increase their (consumption – consume ) of fruit 

and vegetables .  

6- The scientist (argument- argued )that his discovery had changed the course of 

history .  

7-The president is supported by a (combine- combination)of people from all social 

classes.  

8-Our country has grown rich because of its commerce with other nations . The 

underlined word is …...   ( abstract – concrete ) 

9-These buildings are part of our (nation – national ) heritage .  

10-The speaker used his local accent to affirm his identity to the audience . Identity 

is …………….noun (a concrete – abstract ) 

11-These( chocolate – chocolates )are the best I have ever tasted .  

12-The radiation leak has had a disastrous (effect – affect )on environment .  

 
(17-8-2019) 

 

(17-6-2019) 
 

(17-12-2019) 

 

(11-8-2019) 

 

(8-12-2018) 

 

(8-12-2018) 
 

(8-12-2018) 

 

(9-12-2017) 

(9-8-2017) 
 

(10-6-2017) 
(10-6-2017) 

9-  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets  

1-All participants will be considered regardless of age ,sex, religion or ……………. . 

( national ) 

2-Thank you for being so …………………( honesty ) 

3-Most people tend to study language for a ……..………..of reasons . ( combine ) 

4-The committee presented a strong …………..……..against building a new school .  

( argue ) 

 

 

(17-8-2019) 

 

at all costs – implications –peers- consensus – brought up – perceptions  

appeal ––conform –peers - commerce 
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Period 3+4 / Language  
 

1 -Complete the sentences with (a/an ,the or   )  

1-We will go to …………Dead Sea next week  

2.Ali is ……….doctor .  

3.Would you like …………coffee or ………..tea? 

4.We are looking for ………….apartment . 

5.As the football match wasn’t ……interesting one , I turned off the TV and slept. 

6-……….Himalayas are the highest range of mountains on the planet . 

7.I bought the vase from ……………shop downtown . 

8.He was driving at 150 kilometers ……..hour when ………..police stopped him . 

9.Our house needs …………new furniture. 

10- We finally found ….apartment , but ……furniture we bought hasn’t arrived yet. 

11.Nowadays ………people buy things from ………..online stores . 

12.I bought ……vase and some curtains . ………..vase is rare and valuable. 

13. ……….chess is my favorite game . 

14.There was ………..egg on the table . Where is it ? 

15.I met …….friend of mine in the street yesterday. 

16. …..music is not nice to listen to ,but I’m interested in ….music that Shadi plays . 

17.…………….European ambassador is leaving tomorrow night . 

18. I stayed in ………old hotel . It didn’t have ………lift so I had to climb 60 steps 

to my room . Apart from , …………hotel was very dirt.    

19.She has been studying ……….medicine for years . 

20. …………..sun is bright today. .  

21-There isn’t …….airport near where I live . ……nearest one is 70miles away.  

22.Sophie always spends …………..Christ mass with her family. 

23.Only ……….rich live in this neighborhood . 

24. Even …………..child can answer this question . 

25. We went back to …….area where I was brought up and got …….working job for 

the government .  

26.The secretary lost …………important document and was fired . 

27.She has been studying …………business law for two years . 

28. Have you ever gone hiking in …………Alps ? 

29.Brazil is the largest country in ………………south America . 

30-In the past ……….farmers didn’t use chemicals to spray their crops .  

31-He failed because he didn’t follow ………….plan which I suggested . 

32-When I was ……………young, I used to work in the field . 

33-Sami did much effort to be …………..first in the race . 

34He filled the application form hoping to get ………job in the company . 

35-Like people , ………….products have identities . 

36-They are building ……new mall downtown . ……mall will contain a movie 

theatre and …...ice skating ring  

37-He agreed to give ………presentation at ………meeting .  

38-Sophie always spends …………..Christmas with her parents .  

39-This is ………excellent chance to get a good job .  

 

 (7-12-2019 

 (الفرع العلمي  

 

 

(17-8-2019) 

 

 

 

 

(6-2019 ) 

 

 
 (17-6-2019 ) 

 

 

 
 

 

(11-8-2018) 

 

 

 
 (8-12-2018) 

 

 

 
 

(4-6-2018) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

(9-8-2017) 
 

 

(10-6-2017) 

 

 
 

(13-6-2022) 

 

 

(10-8-2022) 

 

 

2-Complete the sentences with a correct form of the words in the box : ( Make the word 

plural if necessary )  

 

1-The flat is empty . We haven’t got any …………………yet . 

2-A: Hello , Mona , are you ready for our vacation ? 

 B:Yes , just about . All the …………is here in the corridor . I have only got three ..…… 

 

(11-8-2018) 
Luggage – case – furniture ) 
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3-Circle the correct option to complete the sentences: 

1.There ……………..much information in this book.  (isn't / aren't) 

2.The present was wrapped in beautiful ………………. (paper /papers) 

3.The teacher gave us some valuable ……………… (advice / advices) 

4.She doesn't like beef, but she sometimes eats …………… (chicken /chickens) 

5.My grandmother keeps …………….. in her back garden. (chicken / chickens) 

6.You need a lot of …………….. in this job. (experience / experiences) 

7.He had ………… wonderful experiences in his last journey to India. (many/much)  

8.Can we have three ………….. , please?  (coffee/ coffees) 

9.Could you hurry up please? We don't have ………… time. (many / much) 

10.She goes to the hairdresser three ………… a week. (time / times)    

11.Milk …………… is usually preferred by children. (chocolate/ chocolates) 

12.How many ……………. do you want? (chocolate / chocolates) 

 

(additional 

exercise ) 

3-Correct the sentences (there is one mistake in each sentence ) 

1-He applied for a lot of work , but he didn’t get any of them .    …………………….. 

2-Finding an acceptable and a cheap accommodation can be difficult in summer .  ………… 

 

3.Although I met him much times, I didn't recognize his face.     ……… 

 

4.He can't buy a new flat because he doesn't earn many money.    ……………… 

5.Sahara Desert covers most of North Africa.  ………………………. 

 

 

 

(11-8-2019) 

(8-12-2018) 

 

(additional 

sentences ) 

Period 6 / Writing  
 

 

Interviews are important because they can change your life . Write an essay about how 

to succeed in a job interview . You can make use of the following ideas : 

Prepare well / you should be clean and tidy / practice asking and  answering questions 

in advance  / do research .  

 

 

 

(16-8-2021)  

& 

(13-8-2022) 
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Unit 11 

Different places 

Different ways 
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Period 1+2 / Reading comprehension  
 

  Question Year 

TEXT 1 
Read the text and do the tasks below : 

………………………….Almost everything in New York was different. We were used to 

living in an area where everyone knew everyone else's business, but here no one seemed 

to take any notice even of their neighbors. Instead of having a common culture, the 

people around us dressed in different styles, ate different kinds of food, even spoke 

different languages. It was a complete puzzle to me how they could be so various yet still 

call themselves Americans. 

…………………………I was born in 1942, so I must have been about six or seven when 

the 1948 catastrophe (Nakba) happened. As a result, thousands of Palestinian families, 

including mine, were forced to leave Palestine. We spent a short time in Jordan before 

we children were taken to America by our aunt and uncle. Being so young, I saw our new 

life mostly as an adventure, even though I missed my friends and our old home. My 

parents had important work to do, but they had promised to join us as soon as possible. 

My older brother went through a period of anger, saying he hated everything about 

America.  My uncle had his job at the newspaper and was quite fluent in English, so he 

managed fairly well. My aunt, though, never got used to life in America. 

…………………………. I now realize that this was mostly a choice she made herself. 

She refused to learn English, so she found herself stuck in the house most of the time, 

only going out to buy 'food like we had at home, for which she would walk miles rather 

than use the stores in the neighborhood. She also refused to make any changes in the tiny 

apartment we rented, apart from spending hours keeping it clean. This meant that it was 

very hot in the summer and freezing in winter. I'm sure we could have afforded a fridge, 

but she wouldn't have one,  preferring to keep things cool in the traditional way. 

………………………… At the time, I remember feeling annoyed with her stubborn 

attitude, but now, looking back, I know I should have realized what it was: a sign of her 

deep feeling of loss. In one way, I now understand, she was clinging to the way of life 

that had been taken from her. Mainly, though, her refusal to become accustomed to living 

in America was an expression of her conviction that our situation was only temporary.' 

Don't get used to all this', she often told us ' because it won't last. We'll be going home 

soon.' 

A: Match the headings with the suitable paragraphs of the above text : 

1-Refusal to get involved in the American society . 

2-The writer’s understanding of the situations . 

3-Consequences of the catastrophe . 

4-Various cultures  

B:Answer the following questions : 

1-What was the main difference the writer noticed between Palestine and New York? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-How have the writer’s feelings now changed ? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

C:Complete the table with people’s reactions to the new situation : 

The person Their reaction 

The writer  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Her brother  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Her uncle  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Her aunt  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(3-7-2021) 
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D:Decide whether the following statements are True or False : 

1-(      )The writer was about 25 years old in 1967. 

2-(  )The writer’s family were forced to leave to America directly after leaving Palestine . 

3-(       )The writer’s aunt had a conviction that her situation was temporary . 

E:What do the following words refer to :  

1-They ………………………….                     2- home ………………………… 

3-It ………………………………………. 

  Read the text and find answers to the questions below:   

Almost everything in New York was different. We were used to living in an area where 

everyone knew everyone else's business, but here no one seemed to take any notice even of 

their neighbors. Instead of having a common culture, the people around us dressed in 

different styles, ate different kinds of food, even spoke different languages. It was a complete 

puzzle to me how they could be so various yet still call themselves Americans. 

I was born in 1942, so I must have been about six or seven when the 1948 catastrophe 

(Nakba) happened. As a result, thousands of Palestinian families, including mine, were 

forced to leave Palestine. We spent a short time in Jordan before we children were taken to 

America by our aunt and uncle. Being so young, I saw our new life mostly as an adventure, 

even though I missed my friends and our old home. My parents had important work to do, 

but they had promised to join us as soon as possible. My older brother went through a period 

of anger, saying he hated everything about America. 

My uncle had his job at the newspaper and was quite fluent in English, so he managed fairly 

well. My aunt, though, never got used to life in America. I now realize that this was mostly a 

choice she made herself. She refused to learn English, so she found herself stuck in the house 

most of the time, only going out to buy 'food like we had at home', for which she would walk 

miles rather than use the stores in the neighborhood. She also refused to make any changes in 

the tiny apartment we rented, apart from spending hours keeping it clean. This meant that it 

was very hot in the summer and freezing in winter. I'm sure we could have afforded a fridge, 

but she wouldn't have one preferring to keep things cool in the traditional way. At the time, I 

remember feeling annoyed with her stubborn attitude, but now, looking back, I know I should 

have realized what it was: a sign of her deep feeling of loss. In one way, I now understand, 

she was clinging to the way of life that had been taken from her. Mainly, though, her refusal 

to become accustomed to living in America was an expression of her conviction that our 

situation was only temporary.' Don't get used to all this', she often told us ' because it won't 

last. We'll be going home soon. 

1:  Complete the diagram from the text : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Additional ) 

Different life  
New York Writer's home  

Differences between people living in New 

York 
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2: Decide whether each of the following statements is TRUE (T) or FALSE (F): 

1.People in New York used to have a common culture.                                 (         ) 

2. The writer was taken to America by her parents when she was a child.    (         ) 

3- The writer's older brother wasn't interested in his new life in America.   (         ) 

3: Write what the following pronouns refer to: 

1. they    …………………………………………. 

2. which  …………………………………………. 

3. this   ………………………………………. 
4:  Answer the questions: 

   1-What did the writer find especially surprising about life in New York? 

           …………………………………………………………………………….. 

   2-Why did the writer leave to America when she was a child? 

      …………………………………………………………………………………. 

    3-How did each of the following react to the new situation: 

 The writer ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 Her brother ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 Her uncle    ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 Her aunt    ……………………………………………………………………………… 

   4-How does the writer justify her aunt's stubborn behavior? 

………………………………………………………………………… 

5: Choose the correct answer: 

' I should have realized what it was' 

1. should have realized means:       

 A: The writer didn't realize this earlier           B: It is impossible for the writer to realize this  

2. The writer's aunt was stuck in the house most of the time because: 

 A:  she didn't manage to learn English.  B:  She refused to learn English. 

 

• Text  2 
Read the text and do the tasks below :  

I enjoyed reading the article 'clinging to culture' and I'd like to add a few points of my 

own. It's often been observed that expatriates are more likely to show the outward 

signs of their culture than their fellow countrymen who stay at home. Think of 

Scotsmen in New Zealand who wear kilts, or English people in Spain who insist on 

drinking tea with milk and eating fish and chips, or ' Irish –Americans who often 

seem more Irish than the Irish. As Welshman living in South America, I can 

understand why this happens. It's not that these people spend their time looking 

forward to ' going home': they are usually committed to living in the place they have 

chosen, they don't, for example, object to paying local taxes. They just have a need to 

hold on to what they see as an important part of their identities. 

Language teachers will tell you that learners often find pronunciation the hardest part 

of a foreign language, and I'm sure there's a connection. If, say, Italian learners of 

English start speaking with a 'correct' accent, they feel they are becoming more 

English and therefore, less Italian. Unless you want to change your identity, it's hard 

to let go. Just as an example, listen to French people who speak almost perfect 

English. However good they are, it's usually impossible to mistake them for anything 

other than French. The accent, it seems, is always the last thing to disappear. 

 

 دورة ثانية 

2019 
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1: The best title for the text is : 

c.  The advantages and disadvantages of living abroad 

b.   There is no place like home 

c. Culture, language and identity  

2:  The writer believes that  

a. No one can ever speak a language perfectly 

b. It is natural for language learners to keep their accent. 

c. English is especially hard to pronounce for French people  

2: Complete the table from the text  about " expatriates ' 

Original country What do they do/ how do they behave  

Scots people in New Zealand  

English people in Spain   

Irish Americans  

3:  Decide whether each of the following is True or False: 
1-Expatriates don’t tend to show the outward signs of their culture as countrymen do.   (       ) 

2  According to the text, it is the desire to  go home that leads expatriates to cling to their  

    culture.  (       ) 

3-According to the text, language and culture are essential parts of expatriates' identities. (    )    

4:  Complete the following : 

1. The writer can understand the behavior of expatriates because ………………… 
2. Expatriates don’t object to paying local taxes because …………………………… 

3. Italian learners of English feel they are becoming more English when ……………… 

4. Although some French speak perfect English, it’s ………………………………… 

5: Write what the following pronouns refer to  

 1. Who  ………………………………  2. their ……………………………. 

 3. they …………………………………… 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Read the text then answer the questions below : 

I enjoyed reading the article 'Clinging to culture' and I'd like to add a few points 

of my own. It's often been observed that expatriates are more likely to show the 

outward signs of their culture than their fellow countrymen who stay at home. Think of 

Scotsmen in New Zealand who wear kilts, or English people in Spain who insist on 

drinking tea with milk and eating fish and chips, or 'Irish- Americans' who often seem 

more Irish than the Irish. 

As a Welshman living in South America, I can understand why this happens. It's 

not that these people spend their time looking forward to 'going home': they're usually 

committed to living in the place they've chosen. They don't, for example, object to 

paying local taxes. They just have a need to hold on to what they see as an important 

part of their identities. 

The same kind of need, I believe, happens with language. When I lived in the 

south of England, one of my neighbours was an old lady who had moved there from 

a northern town when she was quite young. Despite living in the south for over fifty 

years, her accent remained strongly northern. The reason, I think, is clear: being 'a 

northerner' was, unconsciously, an essential part of who she was. Language teachers 

will tell you that learners often find pronunciation the hardest part of a foreign 

language, and I'm sure there's a connection. If, say, Italian learners of English start 

speaking with a 'correct' accent, they feel they are becoming more English, and 

therefore less Italian. Unless you actually want to change your identity, it's hard to 

let go. Just as an example, listen to French people who speak almost perfect English. 

However, good they are, it's usually impossible to mistake them for anything other than 

French. The accent, it seems, is always the last thing to disappear. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(12-2021) 
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A. Choose the best title:  

1. The advantages and disadvantages of living abroad 
       2. There's no place like living abroad  
       3.Culture, language and identity 

B. Answer the following questions:  
1. How do English people in Spain show the outward sign of their culture? 

         …………………………………………………………………………………………  

2. According to the writer, why do expatriates cling to their culture? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………  

3. Why did the old lady's accent remain northern even after fifty years of living in the south? 

  ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. What is the hardest part of a foreign language for learners? 

…………………………………………………..…………………………………………… 

C. Complete the following sentences:  

1. One of the Scottish cultural outward signs is ___________________. 

2. Italian learners of English feel they are becoming more English when____________ . 

3. The writer believes that________________ when learning a new language. 

D:Decide whether these statements are True or False: 
1. The old lady moves from the south to the north.                                   (     )    ( ) 

2. It's the desire of 'going home' that leads expatriates to cling to their culture.   (      )   ( ) 

3. The writer of the text lived in the south of England.                              (     )  ( ) 

E:Write what do the following pronouns refer to:  

1. Who : ________________  

2. There : ________________  

3. They :  ______________________ 

Period 1+2 / Vocabulary  
 

1:   Complete the sentences with words from the box which have the same meaning 

between brackets: 

 
 

1-He developed an American ……….…….  . (way of speaking )  

2- The Palestinian refugees had a ………….…… that they would return to their 

home one day. (strong belief)  

3-The Palestinian ………………………….. are an important source of economic and 

political support to their country. (people living permanently in another country).  

4-The rescue team discovered four men ………  a piece of wood in the stormy sea. 

(holding on tightly). 

5-You can't convince her easily , she's …………  . (unwilling to change her mind )  

6-I don't know the key to this ………………  . (hard thing to explain )  

7-If you want to study science , it's……………… to have a good knowledge of math. 

(necessary)  

 
 
 

(8-2019) 
(6-2019) 

 
(6- ( 2019  

 

(6-  2018 ) 

 

(3-7-2021) 
 

(3-7-2021) 
 

(16-8-2021) 

2:    Complete the sentences with words from the box : 

 
 

1.  I guessed from her ………….that she is from America . 

2.  The Palestinian ……………..are an important source of economic and political 

support to their country 

3- I’ve done this journey so many times that I can find the way …………. 

4-Others might …………..that its too expensive ,but I think it’s worth the money . 

5-When you live in another country , there are many things you have to …………… 

 

 clinging to -  puzzle   -  conviction - stubborn   essential - accent -  expatriates -   

 

object – -accent -expatriates -become accustomed – unconsciously 
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3:    Complete the sentences with words from the box :  

 

1-An understanding of maths is …………..for science students .  

2-When she feels nervous, she always touches her hair ………………….  . 

3-His ……………..sounds strange ; I can’t decide where he comes from .  

4-I know a lot of Palestinian …………….in America longing to come home . 

5-When Yasser was living abroad , he enjoyed spending time with his …….. 

6-He never stops trying because he's fully …………..her chosen career .  

 
 
 
 
 
 

(16-8-2021) 
Period 3+4 / Language  

 

1: Choose the correct answer: 

1- He (must have left / could have left) the lights on in the house since the electricity 

bill was huge . 

2-Samia (must study / must have studied )hard because she got the highest mark in 

biology.  

3 -She (must have been out/ must be) because she isn’t answering the phone.   

4- You (must be / must have been) disappointed when your team lost the game last 

week. 

5-  She (could have eaten / should have eaten) the cake but she chose to eat salad 

instead.  

6-The questions ( must have been/ could have been)easy .all the students got high  

     marks.   

7- I think we’re lost. We ( should have brought / might have brought ) a map with us.   

 8-You got here very quickly . You (must have – could have )walked very fast .  

9-The patient's condition was getting worse . He (must have – should have )seen a 

doctor . 

10-She (could have – must have ) solved the problem if she had tried again .  

11-You were about to miss the interview . You (shouldn't have – could have ) got up late .  

12- No one succeeded as the exam (should -must ) have been too hard . 

13-She (could – must )have attended the meeting , but no one called her .  

14-You must (be- have been )disappointed when your team lost the game last week .  

15-Noor feels sick and can't get up . She (should see- should have seen ) a doctor  

16-They (should arrive – should have arrived ) on time , but there were no buses or taxis.  

17-He (must hear – must have heard) us . We made a lot of noise .  

18-The flood (could – must )have damaged all of the farms , but luckily it didn't . 

 

 
 (12-2019) 

 

(12-2019) 

 
(8-   ( 2019  

(6-2019) 

 
 

(6-2019) 

 
 

(8-2018) 
 

(6-2018) 
 

(16-8-2021) 

(16-8-2021) 

 

 
(16-8-2021) 

(16-8-2021) 

(3-7-2021) 

(3-7-2021) 

(3-7-2021) 

 
(3-7-2021) 

(3-7-2021) 
 
 

(3-7-2021) 

 
(3-7-2021) 

expatriates-committed to-  unconsciously -accent-essential   – fellow countrymen 
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2: Complete the sentences using should (not) must (not)+have +the past participle:  

1-You ………….your answers carefully before you handed it in your exam . (check ) 

2-He ate a whole chicken , he ……………..very hungry . (be) 

3-I'm sorry . I ……………..you before , but I forgot . (contact) 

4-She is still shouting , she ………………..very angry . (be) 

5-I lost my keys . I …………….them in the car . (leave) 

 
(16-8-2021) 

 
 

(16-8-2021) 
 

(3-7-2021) 
 

(3-7-2021) 

 

(3-7-2021) 
3:  Circle the correct form to complete the sentences: 

1.She…………. (could get / could have got) the job, but she didn't even apply for it. 

2.He seems happy, so he…..……… (must pass/ must have passed) the driving test. 

3. He is eating it all, so it………..…………. (must be / must have been) tasty. 

4.He is quite popular, so he……………..…… (could win / could have won) the next 

election. 

5.You made a big mistake when you refused his proposal. You……………….….. 

(should accept / should have accepted) it. 

6.They forgot the site of the restaurant in that crowded city , they …….……….. 

(should have brought – should bring ) a map .  

7. I think we’re lost .We ……………(should have brought – must have brought ) 

a map with us . 

8.Julie ………..(could have bought – could buy ) the book , but she borrowed it 

from the library . 

 

4:   Choose the correct answer to complete the sentences: 

1. He isn't usually late . I think he………..( must have missed /must miss) the bus. 

2. The situation was very bad, but it…………..( could be / could have been) worse. 

3. I didn't know you wanted to go to the concert. I……………………………….…… 

( could get / could have got) you a ticket. 

4. You ……………….….. (shouldn't stay /shouldn't have stayed) up late. You'll 

be tired tomorrow. 

5. We are too late. We……….……..( should arrive/ should have arrived) two 

hours earlier. 

6. Tell me your flight number. I could ………..(meet/ have met) you at the airport. 

7. He must……..( lock / have locked) the door because it won't open. 

8. With just a little money, we………..( should / could) afford to buy a better one. 

9. That……….( must / should )be the right house. It's the only one with a red door. 

10-Samia ……………….. ( must study – must have studied ) hard because she got 

the highest mark in the biology exam  

11-She …………………(could have eaten – should have eaten ) the cake ,but she 

chose to eat a salad instead. 

 

 

5- Complete the sentences using should(not) /must + have+ the past participle 

1-She isn't happy with the salary she's getting. She ____________the job. (accept) 

2-The train accident was terrible, the passengers _________extremely frightened. (be) 

(12-2021) 

6:  Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets: 

1. I'm sorry, I didn't bring back the book which I borrowed.  ( should) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.I wonder how I didn't hear the phone.   ( must / a sleep) 
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…………………………………………………………………………...…………………… 

 

Period 6 / Writing  
 

 

1- Write a story about a memorable holiday ( or the experience you had .                 

( it could be memorable for good or bad reason )   

• Paragraph 1 : Introduction and background 

• Paragraph 2  :The beginning of the holiday / experience ) 

• Paragraph 3 : The rest of the holiday / experience 

• Paragraph 4 : Conclusion ( what do you think about it now ?) 

 

2- Old generation find it quite exciting to live in another country, but of course 

there are things that they would miss , whereas most teenagers seem to get used 

to changes quite quickly .   Write a short argumentative essay about  the 

statement . Do the following                                                          

• Paragraph 1    positive points of living in another country 

• Paragraph 2    Negative points about living abroad 

• Paragraph 3   State your opinion and say why  they have these contradictory 

feelings  

 
 

(6-2019)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(6-    2018 ) 
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Unit 1: key answers        

Reading comprehension : text (1)  

Ex. 1 Complete the diagram from the text above: 

-From Mahmoud   to his family  

- Finding his way around    - meeting people in the same course -  Joining clubs and societies . 

-They have guest speakers and discussion groups    -  They arrange cultural events and food 

evenings . 

Ex.2 Answer the following questions  

1-Mahmoud is in an English –speaking country . 

2-Because it was different from the one he studied at school . 

3- In the second week . 

Ex.3 Circle the symbol of the correct answer: 

1.B        2. A      3. B     4-A 

Ex.4 Write what the following pronouns refer to  

1-The first week                     2-English language          3- The Palestine society . 

******************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension : text (2) Exam (   -12-2020 الدورة الثالثة الفرع العلمي(   

Ex. A Answer the following questions  

1-The area where you feel comfortable .   It’s the set of routines and known abilities that make 

us feel safe  

2-Knowing that they are developing and making progress in their lives help them feel positive 

about themselves. 

3- a. They may be afraid of failing . 

    b. They are  unsure how to begin . 

    c. They don’t want to change . 

Ex. B: Complete: 

  1-we can manage        - unexpected or worrying . 

  2- things that are outside our comfort zone . 
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  3-learning something new    - become more creative     - getting fit . 

Ex. C: 1-T       2-F       3-T 

Ex. D : 1- comfort zone               2-people   

*******************************************************************************    

Reading comprehension : text(2) Exam 17-6-2019    الدورة الأولى الفرع الأدبي     

Ex.1   1-T     2. T       3-F      4-T  

Ex.2     1-  a. We are confident that we can manage .  

             b. unlikely to be challenged by anything unexpected or worrying . 

            2-         a. They may be afraid of failing        b. They are unsure how to begin . 

Ex. 3   1-When they are developing and making progress in their lives . 

           2-   a. Learning something new.       b. become more creative  .     c. getting fit  

Ex.4    1-the area where we feel comfortable  and   the set of routines and known abilities that 

make us feel  safe  .     

            2-doing things that are    OR    stepping  . 

            3- excuses  

Ex. 5    a.  people                                     b. getting stuck in the comfort zone   

******************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension :text (2) Exam 11-8-2018 دورة ثانية للفرع المهني والشرعي   

Ex. A: 1-T      2-F       3- F  

Ex. B : 1- the area where you fee l comfortable      and   the set of routines and known abilities 

that make us feel safe  .   

             2- to do things that are outside their  comfort zone .   

Ex. C :1-  .a.  Feel  positive about themselves . 

                  b. Develop and make progress in their lives . 

                  c. Reach their full potential .  or Learn something new .  

                  d. Improve themselves . 

            2- a. They may be afraid of failing .    b. They are unsure how to begin .  

Ex. D 1-getting stuck in the comfort zone         2-The idea that you can’t change yourself .  

***************************************************************************** 
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Reading comprehension (External:  Exam 4-6-2018دورة أولى الفرع العلمي(  

Ex.1 : C 

Ex. 2: 1-T     2-F     3-F 

Ex.3:1- professional opportunities , life experiences and  personal growth . 

         2-become negatively affected   and jump right back in  

Ex.4 : Suggested tips  

1-   a.  take every opportunity to speak to small groups of people  

b. practice with family and friends .                                     

 2-a.you should learn from the experience .  

     b. You should take that lesson to your next adventure . 

Ex.5  1- a. take risks         2-b.step out gradually  

Ex.6:1- things you believe are worth doing but you are afraid of doing  (discomforts).   

2-people who are doing what you want to do  

***************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension(External :Exam 9-12-2017  دورة ثالثة(  

Ex.A  Answer the following questions : 

1-  a. a sense of familiarity      b. security       c. certainty  

2- a. We’re taking a risk         b. we’re opening ourselves up  to the possibility of stress 

and anxiety 

 

Ex. B:Complete the following  sentences : 

1- the place        where  we’re most comfortable and feel neither hot nor cold . 

2-a.competitive       b. cautious        c. accelerated  

***************************************************************************** 

Vocabulary 

  Ex. 1         1-  factor            2- zone                3- set                   4- participate .  

  Ex. 2         1-optional          2-creative           3-excuse             4-factor                   5-foundation . 

  Ex. 3           1-potential          2- confident       3- creative         4- like-minded        5-optional . 

  E. 4             1-particpate       2-potentials         3-factor            4-on show  5-excuse   6- creative  

  Ex. 5          1-excuse              2-participates    3-factor             4-stuck        5- optional   6- field   
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  Ex.6           1-creative           2-field         3-optional          4- participated       5- show                       

6-foundation course                    7- like-minded  

  Ex.7          1-like-minded     2- foundation course        3- like-minded 

Answers for the suggested exercises :  

Ex. 1  1-stuck             2- excuse          3- participated      4-potential      5- creative     . 

Ex.2   1-routine         2-confident       3-set            4-like- minded     5-participate      6- potential     

Ex.3   1-creative       2-set                   3-field      4- factor    5- excuse    6 -potential       7- stuck   . 

Ex.4   1-creative       2- like-minded  3-field      4-routine    5-participate . 

Ex.5   1-stuck           2-factors            3-field      4-participate   5-like-minded   6- excuse   . 

Ex.6    1- on              2- factor             3-field      4- in   5- creative     6- confident  

Language 

Ex. A: Correct the verb : 

   1-gets  2- is studying  3-haven’t finished  

   4-am having  5-enjoy/ am not 

enjoying  

6-have lost  

   7-are    showing  8-has been learning  9-does   - do  

  10-don’t agree / is saying  11-have    been  12-has been staying  

13-have been waiting /hasn’t 

arrived  

14-are     talking  15-thinks  

16-is  17-haven’t booked 18-isn’t wearing  

19- hasn’t visited  20- are    thinking 21-have been looking 

22-is having 23-have been cleaning    24-haven’t had  

25-promotes 26-have  been reading   27-are thinking   

28-are looking 29-has been talking    30-don’t agree/ says 

31-are    looking                                   32-has been reading / has 

read     
33-have been calling / have     

been 

34-are studying 35-am thinking 36-don’t understand / does    

mean 

37-is having 38-hasn’t retired  39-remembers  

40-is driving  41-has been running  42-doesn’t go  
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43-has been teaching  44-am having / wants  45-has been waiting  

46-doesn’t accept  47-have been sleeping  48-is chatting  

49-looks  50-don’t think  51-are disappearing  

52-has been studying  53--isn’t thinking  54- do         go  

55-have been playing  56-is approaching  57- has  

58-haven’t finished  59- is rising  60-looks 

61-have been trying  62-is looking - looks 63-works – is taking  

64- Do     know 

 

65-has been marking / 

hasn’t read  

66-is trying / doesn’t work  

67- is taking  

   Ex. B: Choose the correct answer :  

1-am enjoying      2-What kind of music  3-How often    4-believe   5-finish /am working             

6-left     7- do you think  8-looks    9- are you doing     10-enjoy   11- How long  12-think         

13-are you thinking     14- looks   15- is happening     16-am reading    17- doesn’t understand   

18-believe      19- How often            20 – is looking  

Ex. C: Correct the mistakes : 

Mistake Correction 

 1- did            Have 

 2-takes            is taking  

 3-am not understanding            don’t understand  

 4-has            is having  

 5-have been reading          have read 

 6-is meaning            means  

 7-are you thinking             do  you   think  

 8-are having             Have 

 9-eats             has been eating  

 10-shout             are shouting  

 11-is thinking             thinks  

 12-is having             has  

 13-am not agreeing           don’t agree  

 14-is he going           does he go  

 15-you done           You been doing  

 16-takes           Is taking  

17-pay          haven’t paid  
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Ex. D : 1-Have you ever heard of The Blue Sky Restaurant ? 

            2:What do the Palestinian students usually choose ? 

            Or What subjects do the Palestinian students usually choose ? 

3- Have you ever ridden a camel ? 

E. E  1-What kind of music do you prefer ? 

         2-How long have you been working in this company ? 

         3-Listen !What languages  are they speaking ? 

        4-Have you ever been to Jerusalem ? 

         5-What has he been doing all this time ? 
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Unit  2: key answers 

Reading comprehension :Text (1) Exam (17-6-2019)  دورة أولى الفرع الشرعي والصناعي  

Ex. 1:     Tip 1 : Just do it                                              Tip 2: First things first   

              Tip 3: One step at a time                                 Tip 4:Look after yourself  

Ex.2 : 1-To become aware of our own excuses . 

          2-You should decide which tasks have the highest priority and which can be left till later  

           3- a. Eating regularly and healthily                      b. Getting enough sleep .  

Ex.3: 1-F       2-F        3-T     4-F  . 

Ex.4 1-reward yourself      by   doing something fun . 

Ex.5   1- The person who starts doing something or  the reader . 

           2-Things you have listed . 

           3-Dividing  into smaller parts . 

          4-getting enough sleep . 

Ex.6  a. Tip 2         b. Tip 3             c. Tip 4       d. Tip 1 

******************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension :Text (2) Exam (10-6-2017  دورة أولى الفرع الأدبي(  

Ex. A: 1-Finding a job            2-relationships       3-health       4=passing exams     4=Fitting in 

with peers  

            6-getting into debt     7- The environment . 

Ex. B: 1- environmental worries                     2-to pass exams and go to university in the hope 

of finding a      good job 

Ex. C: 1-The number of people who were asked in the survey . 

           2-The age of people who  were asked in the survey . 

           3-One of the poll’s organizers . 

          4-Annette Coleman . 

Ex. D :                   1-F     2-T      3-F     4-T 

********************************************************************************

**** 
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Reading comprehension (16-8-2021 ) العلميالفرع   

A: 1-The results show that financial problems have taken over from the environment as the main 

concerns for young people . 

     2-Because of the changes in the job market , there is more and more pressure on young people to 

pass exams and go to universities in the hope of finding a job .  

   3-Health . 

   4-a.Alot of people get the feeling that there is nothing we can do about it and young people in 

particular tend to be impatient . 

  b..In times of economic difficulty people are more likely to focus on worries that are more immediate 

and have an impact on their daily lives . 

B: 1- environmental worries                      2-personal   - social      

  3-fourth                                                     4-decades of publicity . 

C: 1- F                      2- T                3- T  

D: 1- One of the poll’s organizers          2- Annette Coleman       3- people  

E:     3    ( Change in young people attitude) .  

***************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension (External :Exam 6-6-2020  دورة أولى الفرع العلمي(  

Ex. A  : Match the headings with the suitable paragraphs above : 

P.1  Time management effects on learning                    P.2Benefits of time management .      

P.3Unscheduled and unexpected events .                      p.4 Employing time management 

properly. 

Ex. B: 1- a. He should focus on understanding the demands of time during this course . 

                b. also on his ability to apply proper time management techniques . 

           2-Due to the many exercises and required readings that should be done . 

          3-One he starts practicing proper time management skills , he’ll know how to better 

prioritize  and plan his day so that even these unexpected issues get dealt with . 

Ex. C: 1-F        2-T      3-F  

Ex. D: 1- saved time      -      reduced anxiety    - reduced avoidance     -improved opportunities 

for revision  

           2-admitting     -   setting up -   prioritizing  

           3-always be finishing at least some projects instead of drowning in an ever growing sea 

of unfinished ones . 
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*************************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension (External 6-6-2020 دورة أولى الفرع الأدبي(   

 Ex. A: 1- Managing your free time       2-University social life is a must  

            3-how to avoid surprises           4-explore your university  

Ex. B : 1-The writer advises students to use their free time well and not to be lazy . 

            2-You’d soon burn out .  

           3-a. By writing weekly and daily “to do” lists      b. setting up priorities . 

Ex. C: 1-you want to do well . 

            2-work     and social life  . 

Ex.D:1- T    2-F      3-T     4-F   

Ex. E: 1-work all the time         2- library  

Ex. F: 1- journals    ----materials from the internet --- books  

          2-the library  -   computer  - photocopy facilities . 

 

Reading comprehension (External :Exam 9-6-2016 دورة أولى للفرع العلمي( 

 

Ex. A: Tip 1 : Set priorities  Tip 2: Get organized    Tip 3: Time to study    Tip 4 : Stay healthy  

Ex. B :1-  a. organize the place where you study  

           b. throw all the unnecessary files and papers  

                  c. leave papers in files to reach easily . 

      2- Use daylight to study  

     3-a. Schedule time to relax  

  b. have study breaks . 

  c. eat regularly . 

4- a. Write down appointments and class assignment. 

     b. make daily check list .  

           c. rank activities according to your priorities . 

******************************************************************************** 
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(Reading comprehension -external  (   - 12-2021)  الفرع العلمي 

Ex. A 1-Time management is the art of consciously deciding and controlling the amount of time spent 

on different activities. 

2-a.  helps in better decision-making. 

b. It increases the motivation level. 

c. It enables you to attain greater productivity.  

3-a.  Pick a pen and paper and list down all the tasks you need to complete during the day each 

morning.  

   b. Once you have all the tasks on paper, prioritize them. 

   c. Don’t take up one task after the other continually. This will make you feel depressed and 

will reduce your productivity. Take break between tasks .  

Ex.B 1-T       2-F      3- F  

Ex. C  1-Time management          2- depressed and will reduce your productivity 

           3- you would not be able to concentrate on work      4- help you manage your time well 

and accomplish your tasks efficiently.  

 

 Ex.D  1- tasks                        2- Doing all tasks at once  Or   not taking up one task after the other 

continually  

******************************************************************************** 

Vocabulary  

Ex. 1   1-persevere   2-convinced    3-point     4-priorities    5- aware of  6-inevitable  7- impatient 

Ex. 2  1-fees              2-inevitable    3- point    4- reward . 

Ex.3  1-personal      2-aware of    3-convinced     4-impatient   5- priorities   6-nowadays     7- aware of   

. 

Ex.4  1-personal     2-persevere   3-fees               4-point           5-disappointed   6- convinced  7- rewards  

. 

Ex.5 1- aware of     2-priorities   3-impatient     4-revision    5-on the market     6-convinced 7- be aware 

of.  

Ex.6  1- on order      2- on request     3-aware of      4-on order        5-on purpose         6-on duty      

         7-on duty         8- On arrival     9-high priority  10-on duty    11- purpose       12-personal     

         13-on               14- demand        15-priorty       16-on arrival       17- on purpose      18- on business   

       19-on the way   20-on purpose    21-on duty     22-on the market   23- on order  
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Language 

Ex. 1 complete the sentences with the correct form ( to-infinitives or – ing form): 

      1-to have 2-seeing 3-using 4-to live 

      5-trying  6-travelling 7-to catch 8-working 

      9-cooking  10-to switch off 11-to manage 12-saying 

     13-using  14-to send 15-playing 16-teaching 

     17-to start  18-to forget 19-solving 20-not to use 

     21-to do  22-to post 23-trying 24-not to buy 

     25-to look  26-meeting 27-using 28-paying 

     29-to communicate             30-to eat 31-interrupting 32-trying 

     33-to check  34-not to make  35-using        36-to stay 

    37- talking          38-to pay  

Ex. 2 Choose the correct answer :  

1-not to  2-interrupting  3-to mail  4-writing 

              5- not to           6-to have               7-to turn  8-to get 

              9-driving          10-to carry              11-smiling  12- to unplug 

             13-lending          14-not to tell              15-being  16-crying 

             17-giving          18-to lend              19-trying  20-to change 

            21-to watch          22-making              23-cooking  24-to build 

            25-to buy          26-to visit              27-having  28-to park  

    29-meeting / to see          30-iterrupting              31-to take   32-taking  

         33-asking          34-to sell             35-talking                36-to 

celebrate  

        37-not to accept         38-to clean  39-helping             40-leaving  

         41-trying         42-not to make 43-to pay         44-being  

        45-to let         46-to depend  47-wasting          48-to speak 

Ex.3 Correct the mistake : 

                    mistake                         correction  

                  1-to drive                           driving  

                  2-keeping                           to keep  

                  3-increasing                             to increase  

                  4-try                             trying  

                  5-to see                          seeing  

                  6-to be                         being  

                  7-to helping                         to help  

                  8-to not                        not to  
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Unit 3: key answers 

Reading comprehension :Text (1) Exam 10-8-2020  دورة ثانية الفرع المهني والشرعي  

Titles : 

A : Unintended meaning 

B :   Coincidence 

C :   Misunderstanding 

Ex. A  : 1-Coincidence                   Story B 

              2-Misunderstanding         Story C 

              3-Unintended meaning     Story A    

Ex .B: 1-Because she tried one and it was delicious . 

           2-She saw a woman on the train , who was her old friend Jan . 

           3-It organizes a day of meeting for those who work from home . 

          4-He was rather formal man who didn’t see the funny side of the situation .  

Ex. C: 1-F       2. F     3- T    4- T  

Ex. D: 1-throwing them away .      2- she mentioned  another person called Jan . 

            3-arrived late at the hotel. 

Ex. E:  1-banana cakes                      2- Jan 

Reading comprehension :Text (2) ( Exam    -12-2020  دورة ثالثة الفرع الأدبي  )   

Ex. A : 1- People often think that coincidences are evidence of something mysterious 

happening , some kind of hidden plan outside our knowledge . 

  2- a. Coincidences are events that unexpectedly happened at the same time for no clear reason . 

                b. Finding an unexpected  connection between seemingly random things or people .  

          3-By using a  mathematical way.  

          4-When you are the kind of  person who talks to strangers . 

Ex. B   1- T     2-T    3-T  

Ex. C 1- running into a person you know from home  / strange coincidence  

      2- 50 people reading these words . 
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          3-the scientific explanation                

     4- The number of people you have had any kind of connection  with during your life. 

Reading comprehension :Text (2) (Exam 7-12-2019  دورة ثالثة الفرع العلمي(    

Ex.A  1- People often think that coincidences are evidence of something mysterious 

happening , some kind of hidden plan outside our knowledge .   

          2-a. Coincidences are events that unexpectedly happen at the same time for no clear     

reason  

              b. Finding an unexpected  connection between seemingly random things or people . 

    3-Because it is less exciting    *or Because they prefer  a more exciting one . 

     Ex.B  1- finding an expected connection between seemingly random things or people . 

               2- you are the kind of  person who talks to strangers . 

    Ex.C   1-T    2-  F    3-F    4-T  

   Ex.4   1- another country        2-the scientific explanation              

        Ex. 5  (  b ) 

Reading comprehension :Text (2) (10-8-2022 ثانية الفرع العلمي  دورة ) 

A:Complete the diagram with missing information : 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Ex. B  1-F          2- T            3-F         4-F  

Ex. C: 1-the mathematical / the complexity of our life Or  the many events in people’s lives 

2-That people’s lives are more connected than used to be .  

General definition  

example  

Scientific definition  

example  

*Evidence of something mysterious happening . 

*Some kind of hidden plan outside our knowledge . 

*Being on a holiday and running into a friend you know from home 

, neither of you knew the other was going to the same place  

*Events unexpectedly happen at the same time for no clear reason . 

*Finding unexpected connection between seemingly random things or 
people  

 

 

 

* 

*Talking to a complete stranger and finding that you have the same 

birthday  

Coincidence  
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Ex. D: 1-The idea that chances are better than you might think / the chance of having the same 

birthday while talking to a complete stranger .  

2-The percentage of having 2 people sharing a birthday when there are 23 people in a room  

3-The number of people in a room to get a 95% percent . 

4-The writer  

5-The number of people that you had any kind of connection . 

******************************************************************************* 

Vocabulary 

Ex.1 : 1-knowledge  2-errors    3.reluctant   4-the latter     5-ran into   6-put up . 

Ex.2  : 1-mentioned     2-patting    3-colleague    4-reluctant    5-straight    6- bald . 

Ex.3 : 1-patting        2-mentioned    3-reluctant   4-knowledge     5-coincidence   6- the latter  . 

Ex.4 :1- error            2-reluctant      3-latter      4- colleague 5- strangers  . 

E .5:  1-came across   2- catch up with     3-turn out    4- put up .  

Ex.6  :1-put  up    2-catch up  3-ran into    4-turned out . 

E  .7: 1-put up  2-run into  3-came across   4- catches up    5-turned out .  

Ex.8: 1-ran into   2-put   up     3-come across   4-turned out    5-catch up with . 

Ex. 9: 1-ran into  2-come across  3-put  up    4-catch up   5-turned out . 

Ex.10-: 1-came across  2-turned out   3-put up   4-catch up   5- run into  . 

Ex.11:   1-catch up  2-turned out   3-put up   4-run into 5-come across   6-kept in touch  . 

E  12:1- misbehave    2- co-worker     3-mislead    4- co-operation   5- misheard . 

E .13: 1-co-writers  2- misbehave  3- misleading    4- co-operation   5- misuse  

Ex. 14: 1: co-founder   2-misbehave    3-co-operation    4-misheard 5- coincidence . 

Ex.15: 1-co-founder     2- misheard     3-mistake    4- co-operate . 

Ex.16:1-mislead   2-co-operation    3-mibehave   4-miuse   5-misunderstood . 

Ex.17:1- misbehave    2-co-operation   3-misuse   4-co-pilot . 

Ex.18:1-Misuse   2-misunderstand   3-co-writers   4-coincidences    5-misbehaving    

 6- misusing  7-misheard      8-co-pilot     9-co-writers   10-co-pilot    11-misheard   12-mis   13-

co-worker  

14-misuse    15-cooperation      16-misbehave      17-co-writer  
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Language 

Ex1 Correct the verb:  

1-entered / had forgotten  2-was climbing  3-had written  4-was travelling / had  

forgotten  

5-didn’t take  6-was working / hurt  7-were crossing 8-hadn’t seen  

9-had forgotten  10-was working  11-was explaining 

/entered  

12was walking  

13-had recalled  14-didn’t get  15-heard  16-had   left  

17-found – had broken into  18-was watching  19-was having / 

rang  

20-was shining  

21-was raining / had 

forgotten  

22-had spent  23-was painting / 

noticed  

24-didn’t enjoy  

25-realized / had forgotten  26-was watching  27-was laughing / 

had  -  told  

28-took   /  was planning  

29-were waiting / exploded 30-had broken into  31-had had  32-was driving / had 

forgotten  

33-had broken  34-was raining  35-knew  36-was coming / had 

forgotten  

37-arrived /had started  

Ex.2 Choose the correct answer : 

1-was shining              2-felt                3-caught       4-had known / met        5 -went off    - were  

watching   

6-called    7 –went                  8-had studied          9-didn’t see – had laid 

Ex.2 Correct the mistake : 

Mistake correction 

1-has had 

2-have had 

3-hits hit 

4-gave give 

5-was arriving arrived 

6-have you watched did you watch 

                7-wrote  Write  

 

Ex.4: 1-The teacher punished the students because they were making noise . 

         2-When I saw Sami , he was shouting loudly at his son .  

         3-I passed the exam easily because I had spent a long time studying this subject . 
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  4-He missed the train because he was talking with some friends . 

  5-As soon as it started raining , we got into the car . 

E 5:Do as required : 

1- How much did his new apartment cost ? 

2-How many books did you buy yesterday ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*************************************************************************** 
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Unit 4: key answers 

Reading comprehension :Text (1)Exam (16-8-2021( الدورة الثانية الفرع الأدبي 

A :  1- A    2- B      3-B     4-A  

B : 1-They are worried about the effect of communication technology is having on young 

people . 

          2-a.Doing useful things   b. communicating with real people and be with friends . 

   3-Because Dr. Amy has studied exactly how young people are using technology . 

   4-She explains that their panic reaction often comes from a fear of something they don’t  

understand . 

C : 1-  T      2- F    3-T 

D : 1- his homework       2- The percentage of teenagers who own mobile phones . 

E:1- a. Texting   b. chatting online    c. updating his social media page . 

      2- a. Nearly a quarter of teenagers use social media sites at least ten times a day .  

                b.75% of teenagers own mobile phones .  Texting is the main form of communication 

for young people  

     3-  a. Young people are quite capable of telling the difference between online world and 

real world . 

               b. They are capable of telling the difference between types of languages used for 

texting and job application  

              c. They are ware of possible negative effects of technology . 

Reading comprehension :Text (1)      Exam (9-8-2017 دورة ثانية ا لفرع(

   العلمي 

Ex. A   :  b. Methods of communication today . 

Ex. B    : Parents, teachers and other adults . 

2- a. Because young people are capable of telling the difference between the online world and 

real world or between the types of language used for texts and job application . 

     b. They’re also very aware of the possible negative effects of technology .  

    3-  a.  A       b. B   c.  A  

Ex. C : a. He doesn’t do useful things like doing his homework . 

             b. He doesn’t go with his real friends and communicate with real people . 
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Ex. D 1- F     2-T   3-F . 

Ex. E : 1-The writer’s son                 2-texting , chatting online or updating his social media 

page . 

             3-The percentage of teenagers who own mobile phones . 

            4-fears of using social media . 

Reading comprehension :Text(2)      Exam ( 6-6-2020  دورة أولى الفرع(

  الأدبي 

Ex. A: 1-Because they may be motivated by a wish to protect their children from harm or to 

control them . 

           2-Both like to put limits on people’s behavior . 

          3- The spread of social media sites and communication apps like twitter and WhatsApp 

.  

          4-Young Palestinians are starting small technology companies . 

Ex. B :1- 2.6    2-breaking the borders or it is limitless . 

           3-work from home     and     interact with global community .  

Ex. C :1- F               2- F           3- T                 4- T  

Ex. D : 1- children  2-governments   3-Palestinian economy    4-A person with a laptop  

Reading comprehension (External : Exam 10-8-2020 دورة ثانية الفرع الأدبي(  

Ex. A: 1-a.have fun   b. make and maintain friendship    c. share interests    d. explore 

relationships  

e. develop relationships with family . 

2-a.Lack of concentration and poor grades in school . 

   b. reduces their command over the language and their creativity skills. 

  c. you can get eyestrain from staring for long time . you may be losing valuable sleep.  

3- Twitter and Facebook . 

Ex. B :  1- T       2- F  

EX. C : 1-online global communities . 

             2-kids  

            3-using slang words or shortened forms. 

******************************************************************************** 
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Reading comprehension (External :Exam 4-6-2018 دورة أولى الفرع الأدبي( 

 

Ex.1 a. We can send messages quickly via the internet. 

        b. book train tickets online instead of walking to the station. 

Ex.2 2-Complete the web with missing information from the text.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ex.3 : Children : leaves them with no time to interact with other children ,increased cases of 

loneliness     and depression among children . 

            Social life : have nearly killed human touch and turned us into anti –social beings . 

Ex.4 : A: 1       B: 2  

Reading comprehension( External :17-6-2019  دورة أولى الفرع العلمي(  

Ex.1 : P.1 Advantages of the internet .                   P.2  What is internet addiction ? 

           p.3 What makes an internet addiction        P.4 Effects of online addiction . 

Ex.2 : 1.a.  By making information more accessible to all . 

               b. Creating connections with different people all around the world .      

    2.It is a mental condition characterized by excessive use of the internet ,usually detriment to 

the     user .  

           3-a. People who are suffering from anxiety and depression . 

              b. People who have a history of other types of  addiction such as addiction to alcohol, 

drugs and gambling . 

             c. People who are overly shy and can’t easily relate to their peers .  

 Ex.3 1-F    2-T 

The difference 

Technology 

made 
People’s way of 

communication  
Children’s way 

of spending 

time  

Present  
past 

Social 

media 

email 

Sending 

letters  

Present  past 

Watching  

television  
Playing 

video 

games  

Reading 

a good 

book  
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3. Complete the diagram form the text: 

4.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reading comprehension (External :Exam 8-12-2018 دورة الثالثة الفرع العلمي(   

A:Complete the word web using words from the text : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ex. B: 1- c      2-c     3- b         4-a      5- b   

Ex. C: to teach people to use the internet for good reasons not just as an escape . Or  

To control how much time we can spend online . 

Ex. D  1- people with internet addiction .    2- Internet addictions  

Problematic internet use   Internet overuse  Compulsive internet use  

Effect on  

health  Social well- being  

Long –term effect 

1-backbone /neck pain 

2-vision problems 

Short –term effects  

1-unfinished tasks 

2-forgotten responsibilities 

Internet addiction  

Common terms  

Internet  

Good  

Pay bills  

&buy clothes  

clothes  

Chat &share photos 

with friends  

Read the 

news  Play online 

games  

Bad : Internet 

addiction  

Don’t spend time with their 

families and   friends  

Can leave 

their jobs  

Play online 

games all day 

or night  

Chat with 

internet friends  
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Vocabulary 

Ex.1:              1-remote         2-hub          3-network     4-restrictions   5- trend  6- addicted   

Ex. 2:             1-hub              2-justified   3-fear   4-borders     5-remote  

Ex .3 :            1-panic           2-borders    3-restrictions    4- hub   5- capable 6-justified  

Ex.4:             1- panic           2-vary          3-restcitions     4-justified     5-motivate    6- hub           

  Ex.5 :            1-citizen          2-addicted    3-vary              4-hub            5-restrictions   6- trends  

Suggested exercises :  

Ex. 1:            1-panic            2-trend          3-vary             4-motivated      5-addicted  

Ex. 2:            1-citizens           2-potential   3-remote         4-capable   

Ex.3 :            1-panic            2-addicted     3-motivated     4-fear        5-trend  

Ex. 4:            1-vary              2-panic          3-remote          4-trend      5-citizen  

Ex.5 :            1-justified        2-motivate    3-restrictions   4-addicted    5-borders  

Language  

Ex. 1 Circle the correct option : 

1-will            2-may well        3-will begin         4-may well  

      5-is going to visit           6- won’t get  7-isn’t going to visit        8-might stay  

       9-won’t           10-having  11- probably won’t  12-is going to study  

     13-might  not           14-may well 15-I‘ll  16-is going to buy  

 17-probably won’t          18-will help  19-is going to fall    20-might  

     21-won’t tell      22-is going to rent   23-probably won’t  24-is going to  

    25-will      26-will probably  27-are leaving  28-is going to fall  

29-am going to light      30-will do  31-is visiting  32-may not  

    33-might     34-won’t succeed    35-will probably  36-may well  

  37-might     38-may     39-is going to    40-am attending  

  41-could    42-may well    43-will pay  44-is going to land  

 45-will    46-may      47-leaving    48-is going to sink  

49-is going to snow    50-won’t     51-will   52- may  

53-will 54-is going to  55-may not  56-might  
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Ex.2 :1-will lend              2- is taking       3- am going to wash   4- am meeting     5- am going to 

write  

Ex.3: is having              2-will go            3- am going to put . 

Ex.4 Correct the mistake  

mistake  correction  

1-am going to will 

             2-is going to      will 

             3-may will 

             4-may won’t  

             5-couldn’t won’t  

             6-am going to  will 

             7-may will 

             8-could  probably won’t  

             9-could  will 

            10-is praying  is going to pray  

            11-may  will 

            12-are going to  will 

            13-will  may / might / could  

            14-won’t  may not / might not  

Ex. 5:  Do as required  

1-The one thing we can predict is that the figures will continue to rise in the future  . 

2-We won’t be able to breathe in space without special equipment. 
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Unit 5: key answers 

Reading comprehension  

A:  Decide whether each of the following statements is True or False  

1  F              2    T                3 F 

B: Write which of the two writers would agree with the following opinion  

1 A           2 B                  3 B                  4 A  

 

C:  Choose the correct answer  

     1     b                       2   b                     3 a 

D: Complete the following from the text . 

1-how the internet is changing the nature of friendships . 

2-be able to trust the other person / you can't be sure they are who they say they are  

3-they have similar interests 

 

Reading comprehension (Text 2) (8-2020)    الفرع العلمي  

Ex. A: Match the titles with the paragraphs: 

1-1-Be interested                2- Don’t let one mistake get in the way . 3- Be clear , but not demanding  

   4-Don’t try too hard         5- Keep secrets to yourself .  

Ex. B: 1-Many studies have shown that becoming friends with another person is a complex process,  

but one that can be learnt .  

           2-a. Forcing the other person to make all the decisions by saying things like “I don’t mind , 

you choose or whatever you want . 

              b. Being too particular and inflexible about what you want to happen . 

Ex. C: Decide whether each of the following is True or False: 

1- T     2- F     3- T 

Ex. D:  

Situation  Advice  

I said silly joke and my friend 

might be angry with me . 

Don’t worry . Just give your friend an honest apology and 

make sure not to let it happen again  

We see each other every day but 

I’m not sure how to take it further . 

Show that you’re interested in their lives by asking 

questions (and of course listen to the answers!) 

Should I tell people about my new 

expensive car? 

It’s OK to tell people, but don’t boast  because nobody likes 

that .  

Should I say what I want to do or 

let others  decide ? 

Say what you want ,but don’t go to far  . You need to find a 

middle way between the two extremes . 

 

Ex. E: 1-the process of becoming friends with another person . 

           2-acquaintances /  people we know  

           3- error  

 

Reading comprehension (External ) (6-2017)  

                                                     

A: Match the titles with the paragraphs  

1 Pay attention                   C  

2 Be genuine                      B 
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3 Focus on others , not on yourself  A  

B:  Answer the questions  

1  because they have large impact on our  happiness : they can relief stress , provide comfort and 

joy , prevent loneliness and strengthen health  

1 Because we need to meet new people and develop quality connections . 

2 We are interested in someone's thoughts , feelings , experiences and opinion . 

3 Remembering someone's preferences, the stories that  have told you , what's going on in 

their lives . 

C:    Decide whether each of the following is True or False  

          1   F                2 T            3    F 

 

Reading comprehension (External 13-6-2022) 

Ex. A 1-Show appreciation      2-Be interested  3- Build trust      4- Maintain contact  

Ex.B : 1-They relieve stress    2- Provide comfort and joy      3- Strengthen your health  

 

C:Read the three situations then write the solution for each one depending on the tips you 

have read . 

Situation                                        Solution  

1-My friend has done much for me 

as we have known each other for 

roughly ten years . I never say a 

word for him . 

a.Thank your friend when he or she does something for 

you. 

Return favors when your friend goes out of his or her b. 

way to help you . 

2-I don’t catch up with my old friend 

very often because he has moved to 

live in a new city .  

a.Call your friend regularly . 

It’s a good idea to schedule video chats online b. 

3-My friend is angry with me 

because I don’t give him enough 

attention . 

a.Take the time to really hear what they’re saying  

b.Offer advice only if they ask for it . 

 

Ex.D:1- friendships           2- advice  

Ex.E:1-F        2-T     3- F   

 

                                                                Vocabulary  

 

Ex. 1        1 extremes            2 guarantee           3 via                   4. happened to     5 . in 

confidence  

Ex. 2         1. Roughly            2- impress          3. inflexible     4- via  

Ex. 3         1. Impress              2. Impressed        3. boasting        4. genuine    5-boasting 

Ex. 4        1. acquaintance    2. via         3. roughly         4. impress         5. roughly   

Ex. 5        1. carry on             2. stand out             3. find out  

Ex. 6       1. passed on      2. work out     3. came out         4. stand out    5. work out  6 carried on 

      Ex 7        1. passed on        2. hand on             3-  found out 

      Ex. 8       1 pass on       2. work out       3. Stand out       4   come out      5. work out 6. Work out  

      Ex. 9     1  come out               2. carry on            3. hand on     4-worked out  

                                                   

***************************************************************************** 
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Language 

Ex. 1  

1 The lady standing there on the bridge lost her son in a car accident . 

2 The gate painted brown is theirs . 

3 The students studying at our school come from all over the world . 

4 The road constructed between the two cities is very narrow . 

5 The city centre was full of cars blocking the road . 

6 Passengers hurt in the accident were taken to hospital. 

7 People waiting for the next class should be ready . 

8 Things used for decoration are expensive. 

9 People talking during the lesson will have to leave the class. 

10 The number of people considered as close friends is nearly ten. 

11 I come from a city located in the southern part of the city. 

12 Students handing on their essays late will be punished . 

13 The scientists researching the cause of cancer are making progress . 

14 The ideas included to solve the matter are really very constructive. 

15 Trees falling in the storm have resulted in several accidents . 

16 The boy knocked off his bicycle broke his leg. 

17 There have been several natural disasters caused by climate change. 

18 Do you know the man having a book in his hand ? 

19 Most people prefer the food cooked at home. 

20 I tried to recognize the man standing alone for along time. 

21 Students selected tomorrow will be offered a scholarship. 

22 People sitting at the back couldn't hear the speaker's voice. 

23 We stood on the bridge connecting the halves of the city . 

24 All the applications received after the dead line will not be considered . 

25 The number of books translated into Arabic is five. 

26 I read a novel written by Jules Verne. 

27 Do you know the woman cleaning the house ?  

28 The students selected tomorrow will be offered a scholarship . 

29 I saw a bird having the most beautifully colored feathers. 

30 The boy waiting in the hall expected a phone call. 

31 The whale rescued by the volunteers can be eventually be released back into the sea.  

 

Ex. 2 

1 convincing       2 lost      3 freezing     4 demanding 

 

Ex.3  

    1  disappointing         2 imported           3 disappointing         4 annoyed 

    5   disappointing        6 convincing        7 disappointing          8 threatening  

 

    Ex. 4 

      1      convinced       convincing 

      2       writing            written 

      3-annoying             annoyed  

      4-disappointed       disappointing  

      5-lived                  living  
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Unit 7: key answers 

Read the text and do the tasks below  :  

                                           

A:           1  b/  2 c /  3 a  / 4  d    

   

B:           1  You don't see the world. Just the inside of airports   /   job security  

               2  Pressure/ stage fright / long periods without work 

               3 late nights / long hours practicing / not being paid enough  

               4 those lower down are often volunteers . 
 

C:            1  To reveal the dream jobs 

                2  because he is young and  single  

                3 how to make a living from a job . 
 

D:              1 True          2  True                  3 False 

 

E              1) workers or people who chose to be pilots 

                 2) the feeling actors get 

                 3) musicians and singers 

(Exam 9-6-2016) 

A:   1  because he is young and single 

      2  stage fright / pressures / long periods without work 

      3 a.   late nights                                       b . long hours practicing   

         c. travelling from a place to another    d.  not paid enough  

 

B :          1   False                   2    True                 3  False  

 

C:     1      a.   you don't see the world , just the inside of airports 

                b.   There isn't much job security/ There are lots of ways you can lose your job . 

                c.   It is not suitable for you if you are married  

        2                            to make a living from it .  

*********************************************************************** 

Reading Text 2 :  2019دورة ثانية   

      1- 1    Preparing students for the world of work. 

           2    To discuss their hopes and preferences . 

           3     Because they aren't trained as career advisers .  
           4      A:  to make students  aware of employment options     B:  and how to make the most of   them 

 

3-       General aim : preparing students for the world of work  

       1- Students get an informal interview at their primary schools to discuss their hopes and  

                   preferences . 

             2- Emphasis on employment continues . 

            3-Students spend a day doing work experience with a local company . 

            4-Students spend a whole week with a company, usually arranged by students themselves . 

 

     3-     1  False        2  False        3 False          4 False         5  True  

     4-     1     preparing students for the world of work . 

            2    doing work experience              3   £ 30. 000   

             4  coordinated program                 5  employment options                
 

       5-     1.   a     

****************************************************************************     . 
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Text 2  B:   Suggested Material    

  A  1.  by choosing subjects like science , maths and technology . 

        2. because of feeling that they involved skills that were useful for many 

       different jobs./ They didn’t have a clear idea of what they wanted to do in the future . 

        3. A .They provide important skills and an understanding of the world and people  

                         in general 

                         B. the economy depends as much on creativity as on technical knowledge. 

 

B              1      arts subjects  

                2      job prospects  

                3      science , technology and engineering  

 

C             1    students  

                2    choosing art subjects 

                3    subjects 

                4     arts subjects  

 

                                               

 

Ex. 1        1  controversial    2  outweigh    3  charity   4  coordinated    5 fantasy   6 neglect  

 

EX. 2       1 job description       2 reveal      3 throughout    4 make a living     5 neglected  6-worth  

8-fantasy  

 

Ex   3       1 prospects       2 -  worth   3- charity       4-employment  

 

Ex. 4        1- aware of      2- a charity     3- revealed  4-neglect         5-fantasy   6-outweigh  

 

EX. 5       1  Job opportunities    2 stage fright    3 prospects    4 fantasy  5- revealed  

 

Ex. 6       1  of            2   in             3  from            4 for    

 

Ex. 7       1   choose between    2  suitable for   3  aware of    4 protect from  

 

Ex.8         1-satisfied with             2-suitable for    3- protect from   4- expert in  5-choose between  

 

Ex.9    1- with         2-for   3-between               4-from  

 

EX. 10       1- job application     2-  aware of               3-application           4-  job satisfaction  

                  

                 5 -  suitable for        6- choose between      7 -satisfied with              8- from  

 

                 9 - job description   10- prospects              11- description                 12-  job description 

             

                 13- job security       14- job description     15- satisfaction             16 -prospects  

                  

                 17-job opportunities  18-job description        19-job application     20-job security  

                

                21-job opportunities    22-  job satisfaction       23- experts in  

 

    

Vocabulary  
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Ex. 1 . Rewrite the following using the words between brackets 

1. I asked Mona what kind of activities she practised in her free time . 

2. She asked me if I was going to the market . 

3. I asked Huda how much money she had paid for the gift . 

4. I asked him if that was the best way to do the job. 

5. I asked Ahmed's mother how many times she had gone to Jerusalem last year. 

6. She asked the tourists if they were planning to go to Deir Qruntil . 

7. The workers asked the manager why they had to leave the hall so early. 

8. He asked if anyone knew where the nearest police station was. 

9. Ahmed asked his father why he didn't phone him before 9.30. 

10. The tourists asked what time banks  closed in Palestine during  Ramadan . 

11. My friend asked if my plane was arriving on schedule on Monday . 

12. My friend asked me if I had been at the party with my father . 

13. She asked the patient why he/she  hadn't taken the medicine regularly . 

14. She asked her friend how much money she had paid for that suit . 
 

Ex. 2 Report the questions  

1. I asked if all workers got the same wages. 

2. My cousin asked me why I hadn't phoned him. 

3. The secretary asked the man why the manager hadn't called him last night. 

4. The teacher asked the boy if he had ever been to a concert. 

5. The insurance company asked what Samir always wore at work. 

6. He asked when they would leave the station. 

7. The director asked if Palestinian students usually chose arts subjects. 

8. I asked my brother if he was happy with his new house. 

9. The boss asked why I had missed the meeting. 

10. My friend asked how much money I had paid for the new mobile. 

11. The doctor asked the patient why he / she hadn't taken the medicine  regularly . 

12. The guide asked if the tourists had enjoyed the beautiful scenes of the city. 

13. They asked me which way I had chosen to Jericho . 

14. The secretary asked herself if she was following the instructions well . 

15. They asked Ahmed what he would do after travelling . 

16. I asked  the teacher if he / she had ever worked at schools before . 

17. We asked Sameer who he usually met on Fridays . 

18. I asked my friend if he / she had ever seen such a huge pyramid . 

19. The teacher asked which novel I was summarizing these days . 

20. The student asked the head teacher what he /she had done to deserve such a severe 

punishment. 

21. The manager asked me if I had done secretarial work before . 

22. Muna asked her teacher when she would know the results of the examination . 

23. Alia asked her friend if there was anything she could do for her . 

Ex. 3  Add question Tags to the sentences below: 

 
       1-   doesn't she ?         2 - will he ?            3- didn't he ?              4- hadn't she ?             5 - do they ? 

       

       6 -  didn't he ?           7- hasn't he ?            8 -was it ?                   9- isn't she                    10- has it ? 

 

       11-  don't they ?        12 -  has she ?        13 -isn't it ?                 14- hadn't they ?              15- can it ? 

        16- didn't they ?        17-  does she ?       18- will they ?             19- didn't he ?           20- didn't he/ she  ?         

21-  isn't she ?          22- do you ?            23- don't they ?            24- didn't it ?              25- is he  ? 

       26- have we ?           27- don't they ?        28- didn't it ?               29 - has she ?            30-was she ?            

Language 
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      31-didn't she ?         32-are they?                33-hasn't she ?           34-wouldn't we ?            35-didn't she ?         

 

       36-will it ?              37-has she ?              38-doesn't she ?           39-do they ?                    40-hasn’t she ? 

         

      41-did she  ?             42-didn't I ?               43-doesn't it ?            44-didn’t she?                45-wasn’t it  ? 

 

     46-will you ?     47-wasn’t he ?      48-would you?            49-don’t they     50-has it?          51-didn’t he ? 

      

Ex. 4 Correct the mistakes  

1. isn’t she            hasn't he ?         

2.  hadn’t he             had he ?               

3.  don’t they        wouldn't they ? 

 

Ex. 5 Correct the mistakes  

1 -don’t you          do you ?                   

2-doesn’t she       does she ?             

3 – isn’t he          hasn't he ? 

4-   isn’t he           hasn't he ?         

5 – has she          does she ?               

********************************************************************************   

Unit 8: key answers 

    Reading comprehension :Text 1      

     A:       1.  Because he was good at languages. 

      a.   He managed to get small amount of money to develop more ideas. 

b. He met other businessmen and learned about the practical side of running a business and 

how to get his products noticed. 

     3.    He hopes to learn more and advise others. 

    

B:                1.  False                       2. True                   3 . False 

C:                1 . running                 2. returns  

D:                1. Mustafa Jawad                2. Palestine   

E:                1. Palestinian  

                    2  Head of online graphic design company 

                    3 a game 

                    4 business start-up weekend  

4 get returns on the investment / help his country 

 

F:  

          

         

 

 

               

  

 

 
 
 
 

Mustafa's breakthrough 

business start – up weekend  

met  business 

people . 

got  

financial 

support   

Benefits he 

got  

How to run business 

How to get products 

noticed 

Developed 

more ideas 
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Reading comprehension (13-6-2022) 

 A:1-Experts inside and outside the country . 

     2-He  didn’t study art and languages . He taught himself how to program and started making his 

own soft ware programs. 

     3-When he attended a start -up weekend in Ramallah . 

 

 

     4-Benefits that Mustafa Jawad gained from attending the start-up weekend in Ramallah  

 

 

                               

B:1-disrtbute your final product . 

    2-computer     connection  

3-business. 

C:   1-F         2-T     3- F          

D:1-The percentage that ICT sector makes of the Palestinian economy . 

    2-Studying English at university . 

   3-Meeting other  business people . 

        4-Mustafa’s company. 

******************************************************************************** 

Reading comprehension Text  2 (12-2018)   
A: Complete the table with missing information from the text:                             

 

Name Product selling  The way for marketing 

Anita 

 

jewelry  Through online company  

Hashem 

 

music videos online company 

B:  1.   Anita Simons               2. Hashem Ali           c. Anita              4 . Hashem  
C:   1.    It is more important to spend on marketing than on product development. 
       2      understanding the market . 
       3     getting advice. 
     External Text (6-2017)      

Read the text about starting up a business then answer the questions: 

A:             A: Be passionate about what to do                 B:Write a business plan  

                 C:Don’t do it alone .                                       D:Get the money   

B:   1. .       a . Are you willing to work hard? 

                   b.  Do you really want to operate independently? 

                   c.    Do you have the self-confidence and self –discipline? 

      2    it can help you avoid wasting your time and money for starting a business that 

               will not succeed. 

      3     Save up if you have to. approach potential investors and lenders 

C:      1. False                     2 True                   3  True       

 

He managed to get a small financial support . 

 The small financial support gave him time to 

develop more ideas .  

He met other business people both 

Palestinians and from other countries   

He learnt a lot about the practical side of 

running a business and how to get his 

products noticed  
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Ex. 1        1. upmarket       2. graphic     3. distribute      4 .  attempt    5 . sector   6. humanitarian    

 

Ex. 2        1 attempt                    2 running                  3  graphic               4 returns       

                  

                5 distribute              6 humanitarian             7  lack                     8  currently   

 

Ex. 3       1  breakthrough        2 currently         3  lack         4 distribute      5- attempt      6-returns   

 

Ex. 4        1  currently               2  sector                   3 attempt         4-lack       

 

Ex. 5     1-running                    2 returns                   3 distribute               4 humanitarian           5 lack 

 

Ex.6 :  1-humanitarian       2-lack        3- running  4-market share      5- sector     6- returns  

 

Ex.  7    1 take over               2 cutback                   3 takeoff                  4   broken  through 

                

               5 take over             6 take over  

 

Ex. 8      1   take over           2  handed over            3 stand by         4   break through  

EX. 9   1-take over       2- handed over    3- take over   4-cuts back           5-break through  

 

Ex. 10     Choose the correct answer :  

   

1 market research  2 on 

business  

3 in writing  4 financial 

markets 

5 in danger 6 marketing 

7 in time  8 market 

research  

9 in business 10 takeover 

 ( n ) 

11 on time  12 in debt  

13 on sale  14 upmarket 15 

breakthrough 

    ( n ) 

16 in time 17 in time  18 market value 

19 stand by  20 in danger   21 marketing 22 

breakdown 

  ( n )  

23 cutback 24 in  

25 broke down  26 in time 27 in advance 28 

marketing 

29 on  30 cutbacks ( n 

) 

 

31 financial 

market  

32 in  33 cutback ( n)  34 market 

value  

35 on  36 in advance 

37-up market  38-broke 

through  

39-financial 

market  

40- in 

advance  

41-on 

receipt  

42-market value  

43-in time  44-

marketing  

45-on time  46-takeover  47 on 

business 

48-market share  

49-handover  50-market 

research  

51-in writing  

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 
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1-Rewrite the sentences keeping the same meaning :    

1. Everyone told me that I should do a lot of market research before starting. 

2. They warned against going too near to  the edge of the cliffs. 

3. He warned him against going near the sea. 

4. He warned me against spending my money buying expensive clothes. 

5. He warned me against waiting too long before deciding. 

6. The teacher advised the students to revise the material before the exam. 

7. His father advised him not to accept the first offer he got./ against accepting the first 

offer he got. 

8. My father advised us against spending too much time on the internet . 

9. The doctor warned us against eating too much junk food. 

10. The policeman warned me against talking in the mobile while driving. 

11. The trainer advised him to stop for a rest when he felt exhausted. 

12. My father warned me against treating people unkindly. 

13. My mother warned me against wasting my time playing football. 

14. Samir advised me to apply for this scholarship. 

15. Our teacher advised us to use a dictionary for a correct pronunciation. 

16. My friend warned me against taking parts in losing projects. 

17. The dentist warned the children against eating so much chocolate . 

18. My teacher advised me that it was a good idea to respect my parents' opinions . 

19. My father warned me against borrowing others' properties . 

20. The teacher told me that it wasn't a good idea to depend on others . 

21. The teacher warned Sameer against training . 

22. My father warned against wasting my time in doing silly things . 

23. He advised me to stay inside to avoid COVID19. 

24. My father told me that water and warm climate made the soil fertile . 

25. My mother warned me against wasting my time chatting and texting . 

26. My parents warned me that it wasn’t a good idea to wait too long before making up 

my mind / My parents warned me that waiting too long begore making up my mind 

wasn’t a good idea . 

27. The teacher warned the students against talking when others were talking . 

28. The flight attendant told us to switch off our mobile phones while takeoff. 

 
2-Rewrite the following using the words in brackets 

1. Jamal took his car to the mechanic and had it repaired . 

2. We had better get the accounts checked every month. 

3. He took his washing machine to the electrician and had it fixed. 

3-Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined parts with causative structure. (12-2019)  

      1-I'm going to have the application checked before I send it. 

2-Don't forget to get the jacket cleaned before the wedding. 

.   
4-Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined parts with causative structure(8-2019)    

      1-She took her bracelet to the jeweler’s so that she could have it mended . 

2-She'd better have /get her necklace repaired by the jeweler. 

3-Huda didn't make the curtains herself so she had / got them made . 

Language 
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4-How normally do you have/ get your car serviced ? 

5-Kamal has just had/ got the central heating repaired in his house . 

      6-Ahmed took his motorbike to the mechanic and had/ got it mended. 

      7-I need now a hairdresser to have / get my hair cut before the party begins . 

      8-Don't forget to have/ get your jackets cleaned before the wedding   OR Don't forget to have 

/get your jacket          taken to the cleaners before the wedding .  

 

5-Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined part a causative structure.  (6-2019) 
1. We usually get the children's rooms redecorated every two years. 

2. Salma can’t make a wedding dress, so she has it made by a designer in Paris. 
3.  He didn’t fix his car himself, he had it fixed at the garage. 
4.  I have an idea for a product, but I’m not sure how to have it made.  
5. If you want to wear earrings, you should have your ears pierced . 

6. Rewrite the sentences replacing the underlined parts with causative structure  (6-2018)   دورة

2018اولى   
     1. we'd better have/get the letter checked before we send it.  

      2-You'd better have / get the car serviced . The engine is starting to make strange noise . 

      3-You must have the cover of your book signed by the manager in the conference . 

      4-He needs to have / get his radio fixed because it is very valuable . 

      5-I have my car washed every week . 

      6-We’d better have the room painted before we clean it . 

      7-We have had our electric wires checked before leaving . 

      8-We have had the grass cut in our garden once a month . 

 
 7- Make sentences using have/get+ the object in brackets +the past participle of a verb in the 

      box Make any necessary change.    

1.  Sarah should have her apartment painted before the party, so as to look more 

beautiful. 

2. I don’t like to have my photograph taken before being ready.   
3. Don’t forget to have the report signed  before the manager leaves the office.   

 

8-Rewrite the sentences using have + the object in brackets + the past participle of the verbs 

in box .   Note there are more verbs than needed ) .  2016دورة اولى  

1. You have no time, so you  should have your hair cut before the party . 

2. 2.  Reema will  get the letter signed early as the manager wants to leave 

9-(13-6-2022) 

1-I had one of my teeth taken out only yesterday by the dentist. 

2-I had my report written by my college . 

10-Correct the mistakes in the following sentences: 

Mistake   Correction  

1  notice    noticed  

2 check   Checked 

3  sign    signed  

4 repair   repaired  
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Unit 9: key answers 

Reading comprehension (3-7-2021)  الفرع الادبي 

A: 1-a.What players have to do to get to the top   b. The risks involved .  

     2-Because of injuries .  

     3-He felt a mixture of excitement and terror . 

     4-He now works for his family's business back in Cambridge ,moving furniture .  

B:       1-T   2- T     3-F   4- F  

C:      Tony Gill                                      Deiniol Graham                         Giuliano  Maiorana  

 

 

D:1- Example of football stars' high salary          2- Justification for footballers' high salary  

          3- Outstanding and tragic story                    4- Regret being good footballer . 

E: 1-Gareth Bale                        2-the offer of a trial for Manchester .  

Reading comprehension : Text 1 suggested material     Pages 92- 93 

A       1    They think young sports stars are overpaid  

          2    It shows that young footballers get high salaries 

4 Because of injuries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

His knee was badly 

damaged  

broke his arm  hurt his leg  
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B:    Complete the diagram 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C :    1 . ……….  an amateur team 

          2 ………..he was offered a trial period at Manchester  

          3……… his first match at Manchester's home ground Old Trafford   

          4 …….  Soon he was playing in the reserve team 

          5 ……   his knee was badly damaged  

          6  ………     when he was 24 .   

D:     1           False       2   True      3  False      4 False      5  True  

E:      1         one of Manchester's scouts                2  his  career was finished  

***************************************************************************** 

Text 2  2018دورة اولى  
Read the text and do the tasks below:      
A:             1  B               2 D              3  A               4  C 

B:            1 False            2 False          3 True  

C:            1    golf and rugby sevens 

                2    international popularity 

                3  political / geographical   

D:            1 A      It has  tradition 

                   B      It is watched and played by enough people in enough countries 

                   C      More real than many other sports  

              2     It should be measurable and objective.  

 

E:          a. sports                       b.  baseball 

 

*************************************************************************** 

Tony Gill  Deiniol Graham  Both players played 

for Manchester 

united  club   

broke his arm  

Injuries they had  

Hurt his leg  

 

 

Never recovered  
Never played 

professionally 

again 
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External    

Read the text and then complete the tasks:   2016/17اكمال     

A:         a. skills / talents     …….. others don't have 

 

            b.   being overpaid 

 

            c.  their teenage years are spent striving to get to the top of their sport 

 

            d. they are an inspiration to thousands of young people around the world 

 

B:            1 A             2 B            3  B        4  C  

 

********************************************************************* 

  3) External   :  Read the text and do the tasks below :   2019دورة ثانية     

 

A:      1   when he hears people saying that sport creates good will between the nations 

          2 international sporting contests lead to hatred 

          3  because people play to win 

          4  a.    when the question of prestige arises 

              b       feeling disgraced if you lose 

B:           1   True                             2 False                      3 False 

 

C:       ……- that running , jumping and kicking a ball are tests of national virtue  

 

D  :           a.    that international sporting contests lead to hatred. 

                 b.   spectators 

 

E:               1 B        2  D  

 

F:              running   /   jumping    /   football  / cricket  

 

Reading comprehension (10-8-2022) 

Ex.A: short career time                  paragraph   5 

          The beautiful game              paragraph   2 

          Friends and family               paragraph  4 

          More than just a game         paragraph  3 

 

 Ex.B 1-Footballers deserve the huge salaries . 

          2-They’renot saving lives , they’re not bettering the world , they are not even paying tax , so 

why are footballers paid huge salaries . There should be more justice between salaries . 

 

         3-a.dedication      b.hard work           c.sacrifices     or  training harder and longer with more 

determination  

 

Ex.C  Complete : 

1-more justice   / the salaries      

2-salaries  / less  

3-time of cheer ,celebration and football / time of work and focus . 

Ex.D : 1- T          2-T   

 

Ex.E : 1-footballers                 2-premier League   football. 
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Ex. 1            1 reserve     2 trial     3 terror      4  judging   5 rule out  6-dropped 7-infuriated 8-

astonishing  

 

Ex. 2            1  criteria         2  objective        3 promising    4   get on       5  infuriated   

 

Ex. 3            1  drop        2 criteria        3 tragedy   4- objective    5  infuriated        6 astonishing 7-

trial  8-trial 

 

Ex.4            1-criteria             2-infuriating      3-amature       4-judging   5-astonishing      

 

Ex. 5          1 judging           2 rule out            3 objective      4  trial    5-criteria     6-get on with 

 

Ex. 6           1 underpaid         2 overcharge       3 underconfident      4  undercook     

 

Ex. 7          1 underpaying   2 overcharged       3 underrated      4  overwork 

             

                     5 overcharges        6 undercooked      7 overwork   

 

Ex.8           1-underpaid     2-underconfident      3-underpays    4-overcharge     5-overconfident     6-

overrated  

                   7-underpaid      8-undercooked           9-overworked       10-underpaid  

 

Ex. 9       1 undercooked   2  overrating      3  underrate   4  over   5  over  6   overconfident 7-

overrated    

 

  *****************************************************************************                                      

       

 

 

 1-Rewrite the sentences using the given starters  2019دورة ثالثة      

1. I wish I hadn't been lazy. 

2. He should have bought the car . 

 

2-Rewrite the sentences using the given starters  2019دورة ثالثة        

1. I wish I had studied well for the exam. 

2. She should have reported the accident to the police. 

3. He regrets neglecting the warnings of his boss. 

 

3- Rewrite the following using the words between brackets      2019دورة ثانية  

1. I regret not having my umbrella. 

2. I wish Dina had been at home when I phoned . 

 

4- Rewrite the following using the words between brackets.    2019دورة اولى  

1. I should have finished my project  before the end of the term . 

2. They regret not buying a new defender last season. 

3. I wish I had read lots of books when I was younger  

 

Vocabulary    

Language 
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5-Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets:     2018دورة ثالثة       

      1-I wish I hadn't shouted at my little sister this morning. / I regret shouting at my little sister this 

morning . 

      2-I regret not going to college .   /    I wish I had gone to college  

3-Mary wishes she had prepared for the interview . 

4-I regret taking no notice of the teacher . 

6-Rewrite the sentences using the words in brackets :    2017دورة ثانية  

1. He wishes he hadn't spent so much money on his shopping trip. 

2. They should have gone for a picnic when it was sunny. 

3. She regrets drinking too much coffee . 

7- Rewrite the sentences keeping the same meaning     2017دورة اولى   

1-He should have followed his parents' advice . 

2-I regret eating a lot of food before going to bed . 

3-She wishes she hadn't bought a lot of expensive clothes . 

     8- Rewrite the sentences using the words brackets:       2016/17دورة ثالثة   

     1-I wish I had appreciated Ali's favour . 

      2-I wish I had paid more attention before the exam . 

     9-Rewrite the sentences keeping the same meaning  

     1-He wishes he had had enough experience for the job . 

     2-He regrets going home alone . 

     3-Ali wishes he hadn't been very careless when he was studying at the university . 

     4-I wish I had gone to college . 

     5-I regret not being serous while discussing the problem . 

     6-Ahmed wishes he hadn’t bought a car .  

    10-Rewrite the sentences using the words between brackets:(3-7-2021) 

1-I wish  we hadn't stayed at a very bad hotel . 

2-He regrets leaving school at the age of 13. 

3-He shouldn't have driven very fast .  

4-Kamal regrets not paying attention to his father's advice . 

      11-Rewrite the sentences using the words between brackets:(16-8-2021) 

1-I regret not asking the doctor about the final report . 

2-She shouldn't have hidden the cause of the accident . 

3-We wish the film we went to see last week hadn't been terrible . / W e wish we hadn't gone to 

see the film  

4-He regrets leaving his present job before finding a new one .  

   12-Correct the mistakes in the sentences: (There is only one mistake in each sentence.)   

1-should practice                   should have practiced 

2-should leave                        should have left 

3-should ask                          should have asked  
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Unit 10: key answers 

Reading comprehension (9-8-2017) 

A: 1-social and economic change .      2-B        

3- the definition of an individual is a combination of genetics and upbringing.  

     4 -Just because you're born a certain way doesn't mean you can't change .  

B: 1-  T       2- F             3- F  

C: 1-   people          2- professor Gordon       3- The question how much of our character is due to 

biology and how much is shaped by experience . 

D: 1- a. I am what I buy (consumption             b-You are whoever you tell people you are online . 

     2-childcare  and   education  

Reading comprehension (17-6-2019) 

Ex.1 1-Every marketing department dreams of creating a brand loyalty . 

2-He should protect the brand at all costs . 

3-Overusing special offers . 

4-1- Introducing new products under the same overall name that are cheaper . 

   2-Overusing special offers . 

Ex. 2   1-F       2- T        3-  F  

Ex.3   1-commerece and advertising  

          2-product's identities .  

          3-perceptions can be more important  

         4-to build up a brand with a good public image . 

Ex.4 1- it------rose      

         2-they ----------American consumers 

3- you-----the person in marketing and manufacturing 

Ex. 5  1-The importance of a product's commercial name  

          2-Brand loyalty  

          3-The importance of the consumer's beliefs . 

          4-Some dangerous marketing plans  
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Reading comprehension (9-12-2017) 

Ex. A 1- a. Large numbers of people were loyal to brands that no longer existed. 

           b-Several people claimed they always bought something that hadn't been available for over 

thirty years . 

    2-a.10%  off this weak           b. buy one , get one free . 

 Ex. B :     1:  C           2:  B  

 Ex. C       1- T          2- F            3-T  

Ex. D : 1-1- product                      2- American consumers       3- a way of harming a product . 

Vocabulary 

Ex. 1   1-consensus                 2- conform  

Ex.2    1-selfish    2- psychology    3- consensus  

Ex.3    1-peers     2- brought up    3-consumption   4- implications   5-perceptions  6- loyalty  

Ex.4    1- strategies     2-image     3- manufacturing     4- appeal    5- commerce  

Ex.5    1-psychology   2-at all costs    3-selfish   4- identity   5- consensus    6- conform  

Ex.6    1-consensus     2-perceptions  3-at all costs    4- brought up  5- implications   6- peers  

Ex.7   1-commerce      2- appeal   3- conform    4- peers  

Ex. 8  1-production   2-job   3-define    4-luggage   5-consumption 6-argued   7-combination  8-

abstract  

           9-national         10-abstract     11-chocolates    12-effect    

Ex.9    1-nation   2- honest   3- combination    4-argument . 

Language  

Ex.1  

1-the  2-a 3-x    x 4-an             5-an 6-The  7-a 8-an  

the  

9-x 10-an 

the 

11-x  x 12-a 

the 

13-x 14-an 15-a 16-x  

the  

17-The  18-an / 

a / the  

19-x 20-The 

21-

an/the  

22-x 23-the 24-a  25-the 

/a  

26-an 27-x 28-the  29-x 30-x 

31-the  32-x 33-the  34-a 35-x 36-

a/the/an 

37-

a/the 

38-x 39-an  

Ex.2 (11-8-2018) 

1-furniture         2-luggage     3-cases  
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Ex.3 Choose the correct answer  

1-isn't  2-paper 3-advice  4-chicken  5-chickens  6-experience  

7-many  8-coffees 9-much  10-times  11-chocolate  12-chocolates  

Ex.4  Correct the mistakes : 

Mistake      Correction  

1-work    Jobs 

2-an acceptable and a cheap  acceptable and cheap  

3-much  many  

4-many   Much 

5-Sahara Desert  The Sahara desert  

                                                

********************************************************************************                

Unit 11: key answers 

Reading comprehension (3-7-2021) 

A: Paragraph 1     Various cultures                    

    Paragraph 2      Consequences of catastrophe  

3-Paragraph 3       Refusal to get involved in the American society     

4-Paragraph 4        The writer's understanding of the situations  

B:   1- There wasn't a common culture in New York . 

       2-She understands her aunt's feeling now.  

C:Complete the table with people’s reactions to the new situation : 

 The person  Their reaction  

The writer  she thought it was an adventure – missed her friends and old home 

Her brother  He hated everything about America  

Her uncle  He managed fairly well / found a job in a newspaper 

Her aunt  Never got used to life in America  

 

D:          1-T          2-   F     3-   T  

E: 1- Parents                        2- Palestine              3- aunt's stubborn attitude  

 

 

 

 Reading comprehension Text  
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1:                                   1   False                  2 False                3 True  

2  :         1  people living in New York 

               2    food we had at home  

               3 Life in America     

3            1  Despite the differences , they were all called Americans  

               2 because of Nakba  

               3  The writer : found the new situation as an adventure  

                   Her brother :   went through a period of anger , hating everything about America  

                  Her uncle :  managed fairly well 

                  Her aunt :  refused to get used to life in America  

4          It was  a feeling of deep loss / She was clinging to the type of life that has been taken out of her . 

 5                1  a                         2 b  

   Read the text and do the tasks below :  2019دورة ثانية  

1              1 c                         2 b  

2  2: Complete the table from the text  about " expatriates ' 

Original country What do they do/ how do they behave  

Scots people in New Zealand   wearing kilts 

English people in Spain  Eating chips with fish 

 drinking tea with milk  

Irish Americans Seem  more Irish than the Irish 

 

3                             1 F           2  F          3 T 

Different life  New York Writer's 

home  

No one seemed to take notice of each 

others 

People had no common culture   

Everyone knew about everyone else's 

business 

People have common culture   

Differences between people living in New York 

language Clothes  Food  
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4      1    …….      he's an  expatriate  

         2  ………    because they are committed to the place they live in . 

         3 ……….  When they speak English perfectly . 

        4 ……….. it's impossible to mistake them for anything but French   
5         1    Irish Americans 

      2-    expatriates 

3-Italian Learners                      

Reading comprehension (12-2021) 

 Ex. A : culture ,language and identity . 

 Ex.B :  1-They insist on drinking tea with milk and eating fish and chips . 

             2-Because culture is an important part of their identities . 

             3-Being a northerner was an essential part of her identity .  

             4-pronounciation  

Ex.C:   1- wearing kilts . 

             2-they start speaking with correct accent  

             3- Pronunciation is the hardest part. 

Ex.D: 1-F       2-F       3- T  

Ex.E: 1-Scotsmen in Newzeland            2- south              3-French people  

 
       

               

1. 1.accent        2- conviction  3. expatriates 4- clinging to    5-stubborn    6- puzzle    7-

essential  

2. 1. accent 2. expatriates  3. unconsciously  4. object 5. become accustomed  

3. 1. essential 2. unconsciously 3. accent 4. expatriates 5. fellow countrymen 6- 

committed to 

 

                                

1. 1. must have left 2. must have studied  3. must be         4. must have bee    

5. could have eaten     6.must have been            7.should have brought     8-must have                               

9- should have            10-could have                          11-shouldn't have           12-must                                  

13- could                    14-have been               15-should see                 16- should have arrived         

17- must have heard      18- could  

2. 1-should have checked        2- must have been    3- should have contacted     4- must be      

5- must have left  

3. 2. 1. could have got 2. must have passed 3. must be   4. could win   5. should have accepted  

6. should have brought 7. should have brought     8. could have bought 

4. 1. must have missed              2. could have been    3. could have got      4. shouldn't sta y 

5. should have arrived   6. Meet                7. must have locked    8. could 

9. must                                    10. must have studied   11. could have eaten  

    5-      1-shouldn’t have accepted . 

              2-must have been                                                             

6-1. I should have brought back the book which I borrowed.  

        I must have been asleep. 

B  E S T   R E G A R Ds 

 

Vocabulary  

Language 


